
Annuals

ABELMOSCHUS manihot  This species is often used as an architectural specimen in the
garden reaching 4-5 feet by late summer. Large, 5", soft yellow petals surround a throat of
deep purple. Large, palmately divided, hairy leaves and long seed pods add interest. Loves
full sun and hot summers.

AGERATUM houstonianum  A popular bedding plant, native to Mexico, with small, puffy
clusters of flowers produced all summer until frost. Attracts butterflies. Full sun to part shade,
average soil.
'Aloha Blue'  Fluffy puffs of lavender-blue flowers are densely clustered above dwarf,
uniform, 5-6" plants.
'Blue Horizon'  Tall, sturdy stems good for cutting. Lavender blue flowers. 24-30"

ALSTROEMERIA (Peruvian Lily) These flowers which resemble miniature lilies are a
must for your containers or in garden beds, in full to partial sun locations. All summer
bloomer, also makes long lasting cut flowers.
'Inca Collection Mix'  We are offering an assortment of colors for this fabulous plant. H
12-20"

'Inca Lolly' 
'Inca Lucky' 
'Inca Sundance' 

'Little Miss Zoe'  [NEW] A dwarf yellow-marked red flowering Alstroemeria with
variegated, cream to pale yellow and green foliage. H 8-12"

ALTERNANTHERA  An unusual and striking foliage plant with narrow, small colorful
leaves. Great companions to bold colors your mixed containers. Easy to grow in full sun or
part shade.
ficoidea 'Red Threads'  Deep rose burgundy foliage on a compact form with small, finely
cut leaves. Perfect for edging a container or border. H 4"
purpurea 'Purple Knight'  Deep burgundy-purplish, somewhat glossy leaves. A super
accent plant to weave among other plants in mixed containers. 8-12"

ALYSSUM lobularia maritima  A valued bedding plant with small leaves, a dense,
mounded growth habit with fragrant flowers produced all summer to hard frost. Perfect for
edging, low beds, and planters. Regardless of variety, Alyssum continues to be a best seller
year after year. Full sun to part shade.
clear crystal series  This series delivers superior vigor, larger flowers and stronger garden
performance. Available in lavender, purple and white. H 6-10" and 12" spread.

'Lavender Shades' 
'Purple' 
'White' 

'Deep Lavender Stream'  An ideal alyssum for mixed containers. Fast growing and
floriferous, ball shaped plant with a wonderful honey scent. Plants are heat tolerant and grow
throughout the summer. Lavender colored flowers. H 12"X12"
'White Stream'  Plant this sweet smelling alyssum in containers, hanging baskets or as a
ground cover. A heat-lover, fast growing display of profuse, dainty, white clusters of flowers.
H 12" and 12" spread.

AMMI (False Queen Annes Lace) Ferny, fresh green foliage complements the large pure
white. A graceful weaver from May-June. Sun to part sun.
'Dara'  Attractive 3-5" lacy umbels atop strong stems. Flowers in shades of dark purple, pink,
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or white. Highly productive with 7-15 stems per plant. Long lasting in bouquets.
visnaga 'Green Mist'  Subtle hues of spring green tint the large white lacy blooms that
flower for a long time in summer. 3-4'

ANGELONIA augustifolia  Being native to Mexico and the West Indies this is a sun and
heat-loving plant. Abundant spikes of small, orchid-like flowers are produced over neat
clumps of narrow leaves. Easy to care for, this is a no-brainer.
angelface series  Bred for superior performance, large flowers and an upright branching
habit. Sweetly fragrant. Blooms all season. Great cut flower. Offered are 'Steel Blue' with
silvery blue flowers and 'White'. H 18-24"

'Steel Blue' 
'White' 

archangel series  Bushy plants with large, gorgeous flower spikes in vibrant colors. Blooms
are three times bigger than other varieties! Available in Blue-Bicolor, Cherry-Red, Pink,
Purple, Raspberry, White and NEW for 2020, Coral. H 12-14"

'Blue Bicolor' 
'Cherry Red' 
'Coral' 
'Pink' 
'Purple' 
'Raspberry' 
'White' 

ANISODONTEA 'Elegant Princess' (Cape Mallow) Cup-shaped, hibiscus-like,
pink-lavender flowers, on tall, bushy, robust plants with silvery leaves. Mixes well with
others to add height to a container. Heat tolerant, no deadheading necessary. H 18-24"

ARCTOTIS (African Daisy) Native to South Africa, these bushy plants have basal rosettes
of foliage and bear striking daisy-like blooms. Thrives in the heat of summer. Dead heading
keeps plants tidy and encourages long blooming. Full sun. 12"
grandis (venusta)  Velvety, silver foliage highlights its large, white daisies with a silvery
blue tint.
'Opera Fire'  Large, showy flowers have single daisies with long, red-orange petals atop
silvery grey foliage. Blooming in spring, then again in summer. H 6-8"
'Opera Rose'  A low clump of gray-green lobed foliage and soft lilac-pink flowers with a
darker central eye. Blooms continuously spring through frost. H 12-18", Hardy to 25 degrees
F

ARTEMESIA  Grown for their silvery-green foliage and for their aromatic, culinary, and
medicinal properties. Flowers are not showy. These plants are a good choice for rock gardens
and other sunny, dry landscape sites. Grow in well-drained, fertile soil, in full sun. Most
species take hard pruning, which will help keep plants compact.
mauiensis 'Makana Silver'  Foliage is silvery, soft and feathery, quickly growing into a
billowy mound about 24" tall and 36" wide. Will make an exceptional accent in the garden or
containers.
stellariana 'Silver Bullet'  FANCY, yet UNFUSSY. Silvery foliage. Plant as an
accent/texture in combination in all container types and landscapes. H 6-10", trails to 24".

ASARINA procumbens 'Iberian Trails'  A wonderful genus of drought tolerant annuals.
(See also Annual Vines.) This variety has greyish green, fuzzy foliage trailing vigorously
over the edge of containers. 1½”, soft yellow, yellow snapdragon-like flowers all summer. A
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subtle beauty. Sun to part shade.

ASCLEPIAS (Butterfly Weed) Also referred to as milkweed, named for its milky sap.
Many different species exist. An important nectar source for many insects and butterflies
larvae.
curassavica  Striking flower clusters! Attracts butterflies and makes a great cut flower.
Blooms all summer in full sun. Quite heat and drought tolerant.

'Silky Deep Red'  Clear scarlet outer sepals begin in a balloon shape and open around
yellow upright petals. H 28"
'Silky Gold'  Flowers are a solid golden yellow. 30-40"

fruiticosus 'Narrowleaf Cottonbush' (Swan Plant)  Also known as Gomphocarpus
fruiticosus. The star-shaped, white with pink, pendulous flowers, later turn to lime-green seed
pods, which are fabulous for flower arranging, fresh or dried. Ideal nectar source. 3ft.

ASTER callistephus chinensis 'Standy Mix'  An array of pinks, purples, reds, and whites of
4" cushion flowers, double tubular petals. The China Asters are valued for their strong
stemmed, long lasting flowers. H 30", Full sun

BACOPA sutera cordata megacopa series  Popular trailing plants for hanging baskets.
Partial shade to shade and soil that does not dry out. This new series has a well-branched
habit, large flowers and improved heat performance. Available in Blue, Pink and White.
'MegaCopa Blue' 
'MegaCopa Pink' 
'MegaCopa White' 

BEGONIA  A popular bedding plant prized for its beautiful flowers and leaves, its wide
variety of color and ability to thrive easily. Here at Andrews you will find begonias in some
of our hanging baskets, they do very well in shade and part shade. It is important to grow
them in a fertile soil with adequate drainage.
'Canary Wings'  Canary Wings has bright foliage that changes from yellow to bright
chartreuse, with abundant ruby-red flowers, throughout the season on a plant that continues to
perform all Summer long. H 12-18"
'Coco Enchanted Evening'  Large, single, shrimp pink flowers resemble hibiscus blossoms,
appearing in clusters on a large, upright plant with dark cocoa brown foliage. It is impressive
in mixed shade containers, as a houseplant or in garden beds. Keeps blooming, even during
the winter indoors. H 2' tall.
'Coco Enchanted Sunrise'  Large, salmon-orange blooms contrast beautifully with the dark
chocolate leaves and lime-green veins. Elegant in mixed shade containers or garden beds. It is
also a fabulous houseplant and even blooms during the winter. H 2'.
dragonwing  Large, vigorous plants with a trailing habit and lots of clusters of small
wing-like flowers. Available in scarlet red and pink. Grows in sun and shade!

'Pink' 
'Red' 

'Fragrant Falls Peach'  The fully double blooms are highly perfumed and remain fragrant
whatever the weather. Long lasting color, flowering throughout summer and well into
autumn. Semi-trailing. H 12", spread 12"
'Gryphon'  Exotic and tropical! The large, deeply cut leaves are lined and marbled with
silver on 14-18 in. plants. Easy care and low water plant. Can be wintered indoors.
'Iconia Unbelievable Lucky Strike'  Lucky Strike, semi-double blooms are a blend of
orange and yellow, dark blue-green leaves are narrow and pointed, framing the flowers
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nicely. Upright habit.
maculata 'Angel Wings' (Polka Dot Begonia)  [NEW] Known for its dramatic dark green
leaves with dark red backs, that look like angel’s wings with silver dots. It’s an upright-cane
type. H 12-18"
maculata x 'Wightii'  Stunning polka dotted bat-wing begonia. Dark green foliage with
dramatic silver spots and clustered white flowers with golden eyes. H 20-30".
portifino collection  The dark foliage of this series contrast nicely with the double blossoms
of 'Sunrise' with yellow centers and bright orange outer petals and the double blossoms of
'Hot Orange'and 'Yellow'. Semi-upright plants are well branched plants proven to perform. H
12-20"

'Hot Orange' 
'Sunrise' 
'Yellow' 

rex hybrids  Fabulous foliage plants for mixed containers. Bright filtered light deepens red
leaf coloration while lower light enhances their metallic sheen. Easily grown as a house plant.

'Devils Paradise'  A delicious combination of silver and raspberry on spiraled star
shaped leaves. 12-15"
'Escargot'  Swirled snail-shell leaves are dark green with a broad silvery band in the
center. Very cool looking 15" broad and high.
'Fireworks'  Deep metallic, paisley purple bands encircle an iridescent silver-white
center that is undeniably striking. Great pink flowers add to the appeal. This is a TERRA
NOVA® virus-free clone. H 10" X 18" W
'Jurassic Silver Point'  [NEW] Dramatic leaves having dark, black pointed edges with a
silvery-green inner margin and dark center. H 10-16"
'Lime Marmalade'  A delightful reversion of Marmaduke with solid chartreuse foliage.
Hard to miss in a shady location. 12-14"
'Magic Colors Zumba'  Vibrant colored leaves, green with deep green to black veins
adds interest to shade combinations.
'Marmaduke'  Neon green maple shaped leaves, speckled with burgundy. 12-14"
'Salsa'  Leaves are etched with silver, green, and burgundy in a rich and dazzling pattern.
Quite compact at 8".
'Shadow King White'  A wonderful selection with light silver, almost white leaves with
just a dusting of green along the veins. A unique and useful foliage accent plant.
t rex series  The entire T REX™ Series is marvelous for the garden or house, and are very
cold tolerant (not freezing!). Great habit and very vigorous. Most 16" x 16", Full shade.

'First Blush'  [NEW] Silvery lavender leaves are lightly kissed with raspberry, which
gets more pronounced as the season passes.
'Painters Palette'  [NEW] Red and green background washed with charcoal and
black and liberally dotted with white at the edges.
'Ruby Slippers'  Deep ruby red leaves are super glossy with a saucy, little black
stripe on the mid rib.
'St. Nick'  Large, exotic leaves with a jolly red centers surrounded by emerald green
and white polka dots and lovely pink flowers.

semperflorens (Wax Begonias)  Shiny leaves and smaller flowers than their cousins. These
small mounded plants do well in partial shade. The dark leaved varieties will tolerate full sun
better than the green leaved ones.

'Senator IQ Mix'  Beautiful contrast between flower and foliage. Dark leaves to accent
the flowers. The mix includes Rose, Scarlet and White. H 8-10"
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super olympia series  Broad compact plants with green leaves, blooming spring to frost.
Offered in red, rose, white and a mix of all three. H 8-12"

'Super Olympia Mix' 
'Super Olympia Red' 
'Super Olympia Rose' 
'Super Olympia White' 

'Shine Bright White'  Plants are very well-branched with unbeatable flower power, thriving
in hot and humid summer climates. Shine Bright begonias will perform well in both sun or
shade. H 12-16" X 12-16" W
spring fling series  Elegant color for patio pots with its dark foliage and tight, upright habit.
Offered are 'Buttercup' and 'Pink Tulip'.

'Buttercup' 
'Pink Tulip' 

'Top Hat White with Green Leaves'  This robust variety produces a perpetual supply of
huge (8"+), white, single flowers combined with green leaves and an upright, tight mounding
habit. Appealing in beds, mass planting, containers and mixed combinations. H 16-20" X
20-24" W.
tuberhybrida (Tuberous)  Tuberous begonias, with their large, tropical looking leaves and
flowers are a choice plant for pots and baskets. Shade to part sun.

betulia series  The series boasts an extra long flowering season of vibrant flower colors.
Excellent branching and a high tolerance to pests and diseases, including low mildew
susceptibility. Available as 'Bright Pink', 'Light Pink' and 'Red'.

'Bright Pink' 
'Bright Red' 
'Light Pink' 

elator series  Enormous double flowers on bushy plants. Ideal for beds and containers.
Available in a wide range of colors, some flowers have fringed edges.

'Batik' 
'Blitz' 
'Borias' 
'Carneval' 
'Clara' 
'Dragone Sunset' 

'Joy Pink'  [NEW] Joy Pink has a large full light pink flower and is a very exuberant
bloomer.
'Million Kisses Elegance'  [NEW] Fabulous, deeply cut, light pink blushed with white
flowers arrive in masses. Excellent trailing habit for baskets.
'Mistral Pink'  Cascading sheets of rosy pink blooms cover the dark green pointed
leaves. A lovely shade and heat tolerant plant that blooms all season long. H 10-12" x
14-16" W
non-stop series  The name says it all! A green leaved variety with small leaves and
double to semi double flowers. Offered in orange, deep rose, deep red, white and yellow.

'Deep Red' 
'Deep Rose' 
'Orange' 
'White' 
'Yellow' 
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nonstop mocca series  A dark leaved variety with double to semi double flowers.
Offered in 'Deep Orange' and 'White'.

'Mocca Deep Orange' 
'Mocca White' 

solenia collection  This series boosts oodles of full, double, 3" blooms. Grow them in and
out of doors. Thrive in high light, higher humidity, and have a respectable amount of
resistance to mildew. H 12" X 12". Offered in 'Light Yellow' and 'Dusty Rose'.

'Dusty Rose'  [NEW]
'Light Yellow'  [NEW]

waterfall series  Encanto Orange, Encanto Angel Soft Pink and Encanto Red are
well-branching trailing plants, very tolerant of bright locations. Full sun to part shade.

'Encanto Angel Soft Pink' 
'Encanto Orange' 
'Encanto Red' 

whopper series  Whopper Begonias offer super-sized performance! They are a big, vigorous
plant which will fill out any beds and large containers equally well. Give Whoppers plenty of
room to grow. Available in Bronze leaf- 'Red' and in Green leaf- 'Rose' and 'Red'. Mounded
habit, 32" x 22"

'Whopper Red Bronze Leaf' 
'Whopper Red Green Leaf' 
'Whopper Rose Green Leaf' 

BELLS OF IRELAND moluccella laebis  Large bell-like sheaths of translucent green
surround small white flowers. Full sun, average soil. A distinctive cut flower. 2'

BIDENS  A vigorous plant with finely cut foliage. This real treasure is covered with
enchanting brilliant flowers from spring until a heavy frost. An ideal plant for weaving color
amongst others in planters or hanging baskets. Full to part sun, average soil.
'Bee Bold'  Upright habit with large red and yellow bicolor blossoms. H 14-20"
'Blazing Embers'  [NEW] Mounded with an abundance of extra large, fiery orange, yellow
and red flowers that remain stable all season long. 5-6"
'Pop Star'  An extremely compact form with a mounding habit. Its flowers, which are larger
than most bidens varieties, lie directly above foliage.
'Pretty in Pink'  A compact variety decorated with an abundance of pink flowers with purple
stripes.
'White Delight'  'White Delight' offers white daisy-shaped flowers with a yellow center.
Grows 14 inches tall and wide.

BOUVARDIA ternifolia  Simply a dream come true for your hummingbird friends! Long,
tubular scarlet red blooms in 2" clusters on arched stems. A light pruning will keep it aflame
and your hummingbirds around! Sun or part shade. 12-15"

BROWALLIA (Sapphire Flower) Long blooming shade plants with funnel-shaped flowers
held above dark green foliage. Absolutely gorgeous and much underused. They prefer
enriched soil and partial shade to shade.
americana series  This species boosts masses of small but showy 1/2" flowers with a bushy
habit. They will bloom profusely throughout the summer. They require no deadheading,
although you may use shears to shape the plant. Offered in 'Sky Blue' and 'Snow White'.
Grows to 12".

'Cascade Snow White' 
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'Sky Blue' 

endless series  Butterflies and hummingbirds will love the star-shaped blooms!! An intense
bloomer and strong grower. Flowers appear all summer long. Perfect choice for hanging
baskets. Available as 'Flirtation' in white and 'Illumination', a striking blue. 10-14"

'Flirtation' 
'Illumination' 

BRUGMANSIA  Tropical trees that can reach 4-6' in one of our growing seasons. The real
attraction is the huge trumpet shaped flowers that arrive in great profusion starting in mid
summer. Plant in full sun and protect from strong winds. Consistently moist soil and a weekly
acid fertilizer will promote the best flowering. Can be stored dormant overwinter.
'Charles Grimaldi'  Extra wide, golden apricot flowers, 8-10" long. Very prolific.
'Ecuador Pink'  10-12" elongated soft pink flowers with turned up edges. Prolific!
'Triple Orange'  Fabulous triple orange fragrant blooms 10-12" long.

CALENDULA officinalis (Pot Marigold) These cool weather annuals delight you with
edible flowers to brighten up salads and desserts. Nice cut flowers also. Full sun. 12"
'Flashback Mix'  Spectacular mix of colors with bicolor petals. An excellent mix of colors;
high percentage of double and semidouble flowers on long, strong stems. 18-24".
lady godiva series  Large, colorful, orange, fully double flowers with great heat tolerance.
Continuous bloom or rebloomer. Deadheading not necessary. H 10-16". Available in Orange
and Yellow.

'Orange' 
'Yellow' 

'Orange Porcupine'  Fully doubled-flowered plant with pure-orange quilled petals forming
spiky-looking flowers. 20-24"

CALIBRACHOA (Million Bells) These brightly colored annuals are decorated by myriads
of tiny petunia like blooms all summer long. Indispensable for use in mixed containers and
hanging baskets where they mound and weave amongst neighbors. These low maintenance,
self cleaners with tremendous heat tolerance continue to be one of our best sellers. Keep soil
from drying out. Full to part sun. LOTS and LOTS of COLORS!! 7-12"
cabaret series  Cabaret carries the best-performing lineup of solid colors and exciting
bicolors! Early flowering, most varieties have flowers that stay open and flower under low
light conditions.

'Bright Red' 
'Deep Blue' 
'Deep Yellow' 
'Goodnight Kiss' 
'Hot Pink' 
'Light Pink' 
'Orange' 
'Sky Blue' 
'White' 

'Chameleon Berry Sunshine'  Strong, contrasting flower color and pattern. In addition to the
intriguing color patterns, the flowers change color throughout the season.
mini famous series  Early flowering and compact with bold, colorful blooms all season.
Plentiful double blooms.

'Neo Double Orangetastic' 
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'Neo Double Yellow' 
'Uno Double Dark Blue' 
'Uno Double Pinktastic' 
'Uno Double Plumtastic' 

superbells series  This series of Million Bells offer unique colors with a uniform mounding
habit, making them ideal for combination containers and sunny gardens. These plants are
self-cleaning and produce hundreds of blossoms until frost. Disease resistant.

'Blue Moon Punch' 
'Double Chiffon' 
'Holy Cow' 
'Holy Moly' 
'Holy Smokes' 
'Lemon Slice' 
'Miss Lilac' 
'Tropical Sunrise' 
'Yellow Chiffon' 

CALLA LILY  Calla lilies are not true lilies but are clump forming plants with large arrow
shaped leaves. They are used as both houseplants and seasonal outdoor bedding plants. Grow
best in full sun.
elliotiana  Commonly called the golden calla lily.

'Morning Queen'  Orange flowers flamed with yellow. Dark green foliage with silvery
spots. H 14-22"
'Yellow Queen'  Huge golden flowers, 3-4" wide, with spotted foliage. The most intense
and robust yellow Calla. H 18"

rehmanni  Compact plants with many flowers over a long period. Strong growers with plain
green leaves, some have a few spots.

'Crystal Clear'  Pure white blooms and clear green lanceolate foliage. H 14-22"
'Garnet Glow'  Dark pink Calla with a slightly darker eye. Great in the garden and also
lasts a long time in a vase. H 16"
'Night Life'  This productive variety produces numerous dark purple, almost black
flowers on green leaves. H 12-18"
'Red Alert'  Vibrant orange-red flowers. Dark green heart shaped foliage with silvery
speckles. H 20".

CAMPANULA medium (Canterbury Bells Cup and Saucer Plant) A favorite in your
grandmother’s garden, these plants produce eye catching blooms in summer. Technically a
biennial, we seed these early enough in the winter to flower this season in your garden. Full
sun to light shade.
'Appeal Deep Blue'  A perfect potted plant! Naturally compact habit, tough, long lasting
flowers and exceptional heat tolerance. 8".
'Champion Mix'  Large single flowers on tall stems. Without a doubt the best selection for
cut flowers. 24-36"

CANNA  Big, tropical plants with bold flowers and richly colored foliage. These definitely
make a statement and add a sense of lushness to your garden. They need lots of water, sun,
and heat. They work well in containers. Dig up the rhizomes in the fall, store, and replant in
spring.
'Blueberry Sparkler'  Slender purple-green foliage with medium pink flowers. 4-6 '
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'Cannasol Happy Carmen'  Bright red self cleaning flowers green foliage. H 20-24". Perfect
size for containers!
'Cannasol Happy Emily'  Soft yellow flowers with lovely orange marks and dark green
foliage. Bloom height 20-24". Perfect size for containers!
'Emerald Sunset'  This variety is the non-variegated form of Canna 'Pretoria'. It has broad
green leaves and vivid orange flowers. H 4-6'
generalis 'Cannova Bronze Orange'  Earliest flowering of Cannas with vivid red blooms
that are complemented by dark foliage. H 30-48"
generalis 'Cannova Mango'  [NEW] A semi dwarf Canna with green foliage with large pink
flowers that are light on the inside and darker edged around the rim of each petal. H 3-4'
'Intrigue'  Dark almost black foliage with coral flowers. H 5-6'
'Island Madeira'  [NEW] Growing to 3 feet, Madeira has bright green foliage topped by
brilliant red flowers delicately edged in glowing yellow.
'Island Tenerife'  Growing to 3 feet, Tenerife has green foliage and bright yellow flowers
generously spotted and speckled with orange.
'Louis Coutin'  Deep brown foliage with yellow to salmon flowers. H 3-4'
'Phasion' (Tropicana)  Dark purple leaves vividly variegated in bright yellow, orange and
red. Bright orange flowers. H 5-7'.
'Pink Sunburst'  A very showy dwarf Canna. Large pink flowers above dark green foliage
striped with colors of the sun; red, pink, bronze, and gold. H 18-24"
'Red Velvet'  [NEW] Striking red blossoms that emerge from the center of attractive
chocolate and olive green leaves with crisp maroon margins. Grows 3'.
'South Pacific Scarlet'  [NEW] Stunning red-orange plumes: a continuous show of color
from early summer well into fall. H 18-36"
'Toucan Coral'  Blooming early and continuously all summer with soft coral pink flowers
and mid-green leaves. H 30-48"

CASTOR BEAN ricinus communis 'Red Spires'  Grown for its huge showy tropical
foliage and decorative seed heads, it makes a pronounced presence in the garden. The large
leaves are a deep burgundy red. All parts, but especially the beans and sap, are poisonous.
Quick growing, creating an instant tropical effect. Full to part sun. 6-8'

CENTAUREA  Old-fashioned cottage garden plant with frilly flowers on upright, narrow
stems. A nice cut flower. Lures butterflies. Prefers well-drained soil and sun.
cyanus 'Blue Boy' (Bachelor Buttons)  Double bright blue blossoms and grey green foliage.
H 2'
gymnocarpa 'Colchester White'  A unique accent plant with felted, silvery white foliage
which is finely dissected and grows in fern-like “fronds”. Pinch often to keep the basal
growth full and to prevent flowering.

CENTRATHERUM intermedium (Pineapple Sangria) A Brazilian native rarely seen in
these parts. Mounds of pineapple scented leaves sit below good-sized, button-like blooms in a
lovely lavender-blue. Early July-frost. Full to part sun. 18-24"

CERATOTHECA triloba  Broadly tubular flowers with a lower lip marked with fine, dark
lines, looking suspiciously like a runway for pollinating insects. A real knockout in our
gardens last summer. Responds well to pinching otherwise its heavy flower stalk will need
support. Offered in mauve and white. Full sun, average soil. 2-4', Rare, Heirloom
'White' 

CERINTHE major purpurescens 'Kiwi'  Silvery, blue-green foliage provides the perfect
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backdrop for unique flowers. At the tips of arching stems, dangle deep purple flowers
surrounded by bright blue bracts. Prefers to be shaded from the afternoon sun and moist soil.
Very cold hardy and often reseeds. 12-24", Heirloom

CHRYSANTHEMUM paludosum 'Snowland'  Well-branched bushy plants produce an
abundance of single, white, daisy like flowers all summer. Full sun, average soil. Compact
habit. H 7"

CHRYSOCEPHALUM apiculatum 'Flambe Yellow' (Common Everlasting) Beautiful,
small, rounded, vibrant golden-yellow pearl-like blooms that sit on wonderful silver-gray
foliage, also known as a strawflower because of its papery like texture. These blooms cover
the bright foliage all season. Very drought tolerant. Full or part sun. 8-14"

CINERARIA AKA PERICALLIS 'Senetti Blue Bi-Color'  A wonderfully fragrant relative
to the daisy, an early bloomer, this hybrid has better branching, larger blooms and more
tolerance to fluctuations in temperatures. Sun to part sun, 10-16" tall and 8-12" spread.

CLEOME  The Spider Plant is striking with its tall, upright stems, palmate leaves, and
spidery clusters of flowers. New flowers form as old ones mature to long attractive pods.
Cleome doesn’t mind the heat and often reseeds for the following year. Short lived cut
flower. Full sun, average soil.
'Creme de la Creme'  [NEW] Unique, variegated cream colored foliage with large, bright
purple flowers. Reseeds freely. H 24-30"
senorita series  Sterile flowers, thornless and odorless foliage. Grown from cuttings.
Available are 'Rosalita', lavender pink flowers and 'Blanca', silvery white in warm
temperatures, but under cool conditions, the flowers will be a pale pink. Great in containers.
H 24-28".

'Blanca' 
'Rosalita' 

spinosa queen series  Available in cherry, violet and white. 4-5', Heirloom
'Cherry Queen' 
'Violet Queen' 
'White Queen' 

CLERODENDROM ugandense 'Blue Wings' (Butterfly Bush) This variety has shrubby
well branched foliage carrying the most attractive blue flowers. Each butterfly shaped
blossom has a violet blue upper lobe and a pale blue lower lobe. Very elegant! Full sun. 3'

COLEUS (aka Solenostemon) Brightly colored foliage plants to brighten partial shade.
Great accent plants in the ground or in mixed containers. Most of these varieties can go in full
sun or full shade or anywhere in between.
'Alabama Sunset'  Bronze with russet red. Large leaved and elegant. 2'
'Coleosaurus'  [NEW] Deep golden leaves netted with crimson red. Color deepens
dramatically in strong light. Shade and sun tolerant. H 24-36"
'Dark Star'  One of the darkest varieties available with purple-black leaves and stems.
Compact, upright habit. 10-12"
'Dipt in Wine'  Glowing ochre heart of each leaf with wide burgundy dipped edges. Slightly
scalloped sun lit edges. 20-24"
'El Brighto'  [NEW] Its leaves have a purple center surrounded by vibrant red with a
beautifully scalloped, bright yellow edge. Give it bright light for best color. Shade and sun
tolerant. H 16-24"
flame thrower series  This series features bold new colors with a compact habit making it
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ideal for smaller pots and mixed combos. Great garden performance in sun or shade. H
18-24".

'Chili Pepper'  Rich burgundy foliage with a purple and chartreuse edge.
'Chipolte'  Spiky green-gold leaves with a smoky mahogany center and a compact habit.
Tolerates sun. H 18-22"
'Habanero'  Warm orange leaves with a jagged edge. A compact habit and sun tolerant.
H 12-18"

'French Quarter'  Pink, magenta and green leaves. Slow to flower, it is a vigorous grower
and sun tolerant. H 18-36"
'Glennis'  Sunny yellow leaves are edged in a mottled pink, green, and burgundy. Sun or
Shade, H 18-28".
'Great Falls Angel'  New trailing coleus. Minute, heart-shaped leaves have magenta centers
highlighted with green trim. Shade and heat tolerant. H. 6-10" x 12-18" W.
'Inferno'  Juicy red-orange serrated foliage makes a red-hot impression in full sun or shade.
H 14-28"
'Inky Fingers'  Fingered leaves are a dark burgundy with bright green scalloped edges.
10-12"
'Kingswood Torch'  Hot pink leaves are edged in rich, dark burgundy. 2-3'
'Kiwi Fern'  [NEW] Favored for its unusual, airy quality, this coleus has narrow, frilly leaves
that are dark purple and red with yellow highlights at the edge. Shade and sun tolerant. H
12-18" mounded
'Merlins Magic'  Small, mounding and deeply lobed. Fantasy type leaves are bright green
and yellow with a thin purple border. Ferny effect that will lend textural contrast to planters.
10-15", Mounding, Sun or shade.
'Mount Washington'  Deep purple leaves with magenta ribs generously flecked in and edged
with yellow green. 30-36"
'Pinkplosion'  'Green leaves with pink and cream splashed in the center. The serrated edge is
thinly penciled in purple. Best in light shade but will tolerate full sun. H 14-28"
'Rediculous'  Forms a robust, colorful mound of intense red; its rediculous! Sun to shade
tolerant. H 20-24". A new and improved replacement for no longer available 'Big Red Judy'.
'Royale Cherry Brandy'  This jazzy new Coleus for sun and shade features red leaves,
forming a very well-branched plant that works well in landscapes and containers. H 16-24"
'Ruby Slippers'  Bright leaves that are similar to 'Big Red Judy' but more compact. Sun to
shade. H 14-24"
'Sedona Sunset'  Apricot-orange leaves with some pink blushing. Full sun to full shade. H
24-36"
under the sea series  From Hort Couture comes this fun, colorful, eyecatching new breed of
coleus. With 'crustacean' type foliage and names like the following, they grow compact, are
sun tolerant and can be placed in both the sun and the shade. 15-18"

'Bonefish'  Deeply dissected leaves of bright fuchsia with chartreuse margins. Delicate
feathery appearance.
'Clownfish'  [NEW] Lovely leaves of coral, pale bronze, and yellow are surrounded with
a unique edge.
'Electric Eel'  [NEW] Pointed leaves are electric pink with a chartreuse edge.
'Fish Net'  The sea-green leaves of Fish Net have purple veining, but the filagreed edge is
what sets it apart from the similarly colored standard coleus 'Fishnet Stockings'.
'King Crab'  Wide, red leaves with a golden edge, claw-like fringed leaf center has a
darker red flare. Very vigorous grower.
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'Lemon Coral'  [NEW] Narrow, sea-green filagree leaves have a purple edge.

'Wasabi'  Serrated chartreuse leaves. Holds brillant color without fading or spotting. Sun or
shade. 18-28"
wizard series  Compact and uniform, a great series for bedding. 12-14"

'Mix'  A lovely mix of greens, yellow, rose and orange colors.
'Sunset'  This tough and versatile variety does best in part shade as full sun may scorch
the beautiful bronze leaves. Compact and bushy plants. 12-14"

COLOCASIA esculenta (Elephant Ears) Dramatic foliage plants native to tropical Asia,
where they grow in naturally moist areas. Very large leaves are either arrow or heart shaped
with prominent veins. Perfect in gardens, water margins or large containers. Prefers partial
shade. 3-5'
'Black Ruffles'  'Black Ruffles' is a selection from 'Black Magic' with ruffled leaves. The
ruffled edges give this selection an elegant look. H 4-5'.
'Illustris'  Dark green-black leaves with silvery veins. Very vigorous. 3-4'
'Maui Gold'  Textured chartreuse foliage held on ivory white stems. Foliage does not burn in
high temperatures or full sun. H 48" x 36”.
'Mojito'  Large spearmint green leaves mottled and splashed with hints of black. An eye
catcher. 2-3'

CONVOLVULUS  A morning glory relative with widely flared, funnel shaped flowers.
These clumping plants grow only 2' long and are perfect for baskets, barrels or borders. Full
sun.
sabatius 'Early Blue'  This plant bears small nickel-size, open blooms all summer long on
trailing, strong growing stems. Sage green leaves offset its soft blue flowers just perfectly.
4-8"X10-12"
tricolor 'Ensign Blue'  This variety has bright blue, 2.5" flowers with a yellow sunburst in
the center and a band of white sandwiched in between. 12"X36"

CORDYLINE  Long sword-shaped leaves, exceptional plant to use for height and texture in
container plantings. Sun to part shade. Bring indoors to overwinter. Most H 2-4'.
'Black Night'  [NEW] Dark leaves line the dark upright stem.
'Can Can'  [NEW] Can Can is unusual in that the leaves start out red and then age into
variegated green and cream, so you will have both colors on a plant at the same time.
'Pink Champagne'  [NEW] Striking variety with pink, green and cream stripes.
'Pink Passion'  Bold neon pink leaf margins and grey purple centers. H 2-4'
'Red Star'  Deep red Burgundy red sword-like leaves offer great texture and color.
'Renegade'  [NEW] Dramatic, broad, arching dark purple-black foliage that has a glossy
lacquered finish.

COSMOS  Old-fashioned bloomers create airy stands of cheerful flowers. Ideal for butterfly
gardens and cottage gardens. Thrives in poor, infertile soil. Over fertilizing results in lots of
foliage but few flowers. Full sun.
bipinnatus  Broad, open flowers float above fine, airy foliage on sturdy stems.

'Double Click'  Tall plants with large fully-double and semi-double blooms in shades of
carmine, pink and white. 42-46"
'Peppermint Twist'  Huge 6" snow white flowers edged with crimson, early flowering.
H 24"
'Sensation Mix'  Single flowers, mix of rose, red and white. Tall stems. 36-48"
sonata series  An exceptional compact series available in carmine, white or a mix of
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colors. Great garden performance. 20-24"

'Carmine' 
'Mix' 
'White' 

'Xanthos'  This new pastel lemon yellow-colored, dwarf cosmos will make a sunny
display. H 10-24"

'Chocamocha'  Delicate chocolate-colored flowers held on sturdy stems with fernlike
foliage. Loads of cocoa scented flowers. Yummy! 10", Heirloom
sulphureus  C. sulphureus generally are smaller plants with deeply cut foliage and smaller
flowers in warm “sulphur” tones.

'Bright Lights Mix'  Semi-double flowers, mix of yellow, gold and orange. 3'
'Cosmic Mix'  Offered in a mix of bright orange, rich red and yellow colors, these plants
are stocky, well branched and are loaded with double flowers. H 12"
'Monas Orange'  Bright orange, single flowers are often a darker orange around the
edge. A real knockout! 36"

CUPHEA  Very heat tolerant plants, originating from South America, form bushy mounds
smothered in dainty colorful flowers. Once a customer discovers that these plants bloom non
stop in hot weather even with a little neglect, they are always back for more the next season.
Full to part sun.
'David Verity'  Deep orange, tubular blooms are small but add a subtle bright spot to mixed
containers. A hummingbird favorite! 18-24"
'Honeybells'  [NEW] A semi-trailing mounding habit, with eye-popping bicolor rose and
light yellow tubular shaped flowers. Great for basket and container combinations. Part shade
to full sun. H 10-12" X 20"
hyssopifolia (Mexican Heather) 

floriglory series  This new series of Mexican Heather boasts extraordinary flower power
and brings new colors to the category. Offered as 'Diana', deep magenta flowers and
'Maria', pure white. H 12" x 18" W

'Diana' 
'Maria' 

'Lavender Lace'  Delicate, lavender-pink flowers cover shrubby, rounded mounds from
late spring to Oct. Unbelievable flower power, H 6-10"

ignea 'Dynamite' (The Cigar Plant)  This species is native to Mexico and Jamaica and is
characterized by long tubular scarlet flowers with dark tips, resembling a lit cigar. Compact
plants that blooms all summer. 8-10"
llavea 'Flamenco Samba' (Bat faced cuphea)  Large, rich, burgundy flowers bloom
continuously throughout the season. Deadheading not necessary. H 12-20"

CYMBALARIA muralis (Kenilworth Ivy) Kenilworth Ivy is a hardy, shade loving creeper
with light green foliage and masses of tiny, lilac-white flowers all summer. Nice cascading
habit for containers. Keep moist. Trails 8-12". May overwinter.

CYNARA cardunculus (Cardoon) Large, showy ornamental with woolly, gray-green
leaves. Looks dramatic in urns or in the landscape. Edible root and stalks. Tender perennial.
(Zone 6) 2' foliage, 5' in flower (if season is long enough - purple, thistle-like blooms) Full
sun, average soil.

DAHLIA pinnata  Large, brilliantly colored blooms overlook a mound of leathery green
leaves. A good bedding plant for a very sunny location. Attracts butterflies.
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'Bishop of Canterbury'  Vibrant rosy-purple with dark foliage. 4'
'Bishop of Llandaff'  A knockout with its single, bright red, 4" flowers contrasting against
dark purple foliage. 4'
'Bishop of Oxford'  Coppery orange flowers with dark foliage. 4'
'Bishop of York'  [NEW] 4" gold blooms are held on a gorgeous black foliage plant. H 4'
'Bishops Children'  Hot neon blooms against black foliage. A warm toned mix of solid and
bi-color shades of red, orange, yellow, pink and purple. Both single and semi-double peony
flowers. Informal bushy plant reaches 2 1/2 to 3' tall and about 1' wide.
city lights series  Dark-leaved dahlias with bold colored blooms last all season long. Offered
in Lavender Pink, Purple, Red and Yellow. H 16-18"

'City Lights Golden Yellow' 
'City Lights Lavender Pink'  [NEW]
'City Lights Purple' 
'City Lights Red' 

dalaya series  An early flowering, medium sized Dahlia, powdery mildew tolerant. Excellent
branching and repeat bloomers. Available as 'Shari', pink stripes & yellow centers and 'Yogi',
pink with dark center. H 16-18".

'Dalaya Shari' 
'Dalaya Yogi' 

dinner plate varieties  Fully double, ginormous flowers. Truly as big as a dinner plate! All
very floriferous varieties that produce color from early summer into fall.

'Dazzling Magic'  [NEW] Fully double, up to 10" flowers in yellow blending towards red
in the center. H 40-42"
'Kelvin Floodgate'  [NEW] If you like yellow, you'll love the classic, butter-colored
flowers that arrive dinner plate-sized, at up to 10" across. H 36-40".
'Myrtles Folly'  Narrow twisted petals of peach, pink and yellow. Huge, 8", long lasting
flowers. H 36"
'Ottos Thrill'  An eye-catching 3-4' Dahlia with magnificent double pink flowers, up to
8-10" wide. Are not top heavy and will not fall over in rain.
'Vancouver'  [NEW] Full double colossal (up to 10") purple flowers with a lighter
center. H 36"

'Electro Pink'  [NEW] The world’s first dark-leafed, cactus-flowered Dahlia. Elegant hot
cerise pink in color. Blooms 4" in diameter. H 12-16"
'Fascination'  A unique offering with outstanding purple-magenta blooms against dark
purple foliage. 3'
'Figaro Mix'  Double blooms, mix of bright colors on slightly taller plants. 14"
hypnotica series  [NEW] Large flowers, good branching, uniform in flowering through
summer. Available as 'Icarus', yellow/red and 'Yellow'. H 12-18"

'Hypnotica Icarus'  [NEW]
'Hypnotica Yellow'  [NEW]

karma series  More lovely colors of Dahlias, each growing 2-3 feet tall. 'Corona', a blend of
salmon, yellow and bronze cactus-type blooms and 'Fuchsiana', fuchsia pink, waterlily form,
'Chocolate', deep burgundy chocolate blooms, 'Prospero', pale pink with deep pink center and
dark foliage, 'Serena', white blooms. NEW for 2020, 'Pink Corona', many shades of pink with
yellow center and 'Lagoon', purple-blue flowers.

'Karma Chocolate' 
'Karma Corona' 
'Karma Fuchsiana' 
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'Karma Lagoon'  [NEW]
'Karma Pink Corona'  [NEW]
'Karma Prospero' 
'Karma Serena' 

mystic series  Fluffy eye catching blooms above contrasting dark velvety foliage. Available
'Dreamer', pink and 'Spirit', apricot. NEW for 2020, 'Sparkler', hot flamingo pink flowers with
warm yellow halos and dark central disc. H 20-24"

'Mystic Dreamer' 
'Mystic Sparkler'  [NEW]
'Mystic Spirit' 

'Painter Sunfire'  Extra large, orange pink flowers splashed with red and white on strong,
upright stems. H 24"
'Romeo Mix'  A dwarf variety with single flowers in a mix of colors. 10"
'Sincerity'  [NEW] This charmer sees lots of early blooms (3-4") and has large pink and
white bi-color flowers with just a touch of yellow at their center. Compact and dense. H 24"
'Sisterstar Scarlet with Yellow'  Showy, semi-double blooms with deep scarlet petals
covered in cheerful golden yellow centers. Compact, non-stop bloomers. H 16-18"
'Starsister Red and White'  [NEW] Showy, semi-double blooms with deep wine-red
underpetals covered in white fringed petals and cheerful golden yellow centers. H 8-10"
temptation series  [NEW] The intense dark foliage makes the color of the 'Orange' and
'Lavender', really pop out. H 12-18"

'Temptation Lavender'  [NEW]
'Temptation Orange'  [NEW]

'Venti Passion Fruit'  [NEW] Huge blooms on compact plants with pink flowers. H 14-18"
xxl series  Strong stalks and colorful blooms are the traits that make these great cut flowers,
along with good branching and enormous double flowers. 20" X 18". Available colors are
burgundy-red, orange w/ yellow center, intense pink, pink, yellow and white.

'XXL Durango' 
'XXL Mayo' 
'XXL Merida' 
'XXL Paraiso' 
'XXL Sunset' 
'XXL Taxco' 

DAISY  See Dahlberg and Marguerite.

DATURA inoxia (Angels Trumpets) Angel Trumpets are bold, upright, large leaved bushes
with huge trumpets. Sweetly scented flowers open in the evening, until the following morning
and all day when cloudy. Decorative seed pods add interest. The richer and moister the soil,
and the hotter the summer, the larger these plants will grow. Full sun. Reseeds freely! All
parts of this plant are poisonous!
ballerina series  Characterized by fully, 6 to 8", double blooms. Offered in 'Purple' with deep
purple-red stems and frilly blooms with pale purple interiors and dark purple exteriors. Also,
a sunny soft 'Yellow'. H up to 20"

'Purple'  Deep purple-red stems and frilly double blooms with pale purple interiors and
dark purple exteriors. Bumpy, speckled seed pods.
'Yellow'  Soft foliage contrasts beautifully with fragrant, upward facing blooms from
summer until frost.
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DELPHINIUM grandiflorum 'Summer Nights'  Tender perennial Delphinium, loved for
the dwarf size and elegant spikes of indigo blue flowers. Bloom strongest in June. Full sun.
Fertilize regularly. 12"-18".

DIANTHUS  A family of plants which includes carnations and are characterized by the spicy
fragrance the blooms emit. Dianthus plants may be found as a hardy annual, biennial or
perennial. Sun, well-drained soil.
barbatus (Sweet William)  Technically a biennial, this classic, old-fashioned cottage garden
plant is great in annual borders. Extra strong and long stems for cutting gardens Should
reseed. Nice cut flower. Deadhead to prolong blooming.

'Jolt Pink'  A blaze of showy, bright-pink, fringy blooms, non-stop from spring to fall. H
16-20"
'Sweet Mix'  Large fragrant flower heads that bloom uniformly across all colors. Mixture
of coral, purple, red w/white eye and white. H 18-39"

hybridus 'Rainbow Loveliness Mix'  Uniquely lacy blooms loaded with fragrance. Deeply
cut, lacy flowers in shades of rosy pink, lilac, white, purple and red on long stems. H 12-14"

DICHONDRA argentea 'Silver Falls'  An exceptional component plant with brilliantly
silver foliage. Many long, trailing stems are clothed in small, roundish leaves. Trails 1-3'.
Truly stunning in mixed containers. Sometimes, if lucky, they reseed into dry cracks and
crevices of walkways or stonewalls. Keep on the dry side. Full sun.

DIDISCUS AKA TRACHYMENE caerulea 'Lacy Blue' (Blue Lace Flower) This
old-fashioned garden plant produces lacy umbels of sky blue flowers upon graceful stems.
The fine textured blooms make a delightful cut flower in small bouquets. Full to part sun.
24", Heirloom

DIGIPLEXIS  Best New Plant Award at the Chelsea Flower Show and Greenhouse Growers
2013 Award of Excellence! This hybrid foxglove is a cross between Digitalis and its relative
Isoplexsis. Digiplexis® are hardy in zones 8 and higher, although the longevity of the blooms
makes this tender perennial a must have for gardeners in every climate. Blooms from spring
until fall. Will not self-sow. Full to part sun, average soil.
'Berry Canary'  Spikes of hot pink flowers with creamy yellow, burgundy speckled throats
are borne all the way around the stems above the rosettes of large, glossy, dark green leaves.
Prolific bloomer, H:20-24"

DIGITALIS purpurea 'Foxy' (Foxglove) An annual Foxglove which blooms all summer in
full sun or partial shade. This All America Winner produces racemes of thimble shaped
flowers in cream, yellow, and purplish-rose shades. 2-3', Heirloom

DRACAENA cordylena (Spikes) Spikes are traditional accent plants with long, sword-like
leaves. They are often used in the center of planters to add height and textured foliage. Sun or
shade. 2'

DURANTA (Skyflower) This member of the Verbena family is a large evergreen shrub in its
native South American location, where it grows 15-18'. In our climate it grows 1-2' in height
and makes a beautiful container specimen. Full sun.
aurea 'Gold Edge'  One of those rare chartreuse foliage plants for full sun. Glossy green
leaves are thickly edged in bright gold. A great accent plant of mixed containers.

DUSTY MILLER senecio cineraria  Traditional silver foliaged accent plants that endure
hot, dry conditions. Serrated silver leaves add texture and contrast in the garden. Cold hardy
annuals last late in the fall. Full to part sun, average soil. 8"
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'Cirrus'  Large, round, broad silver leaves are produced on compact plants. Known for
excellent weather resistance. 8"X20"
'Silver Dust'  Showy, finely lobed silvery-white foliage on uniform plants. H 10-12", 10-12"
spread.

EMILIA coccinea 'Scarlet Magic' (Tassel Flower) Vivid red button flowers are held up on
slender stems. These attractive fluffy flowers gently sway in a breeze, resembling a artist’s
tassels. A nice filler plant with striking color. Full sun to part shade and average soil. 16",
Heirloom

ERIGERON karvinskianis 'Profusion'  Masses of tiny daisies cover low, spreading plants
all summer long. The flowers open white and mature to pale pink, creating a delightful pastel
mix for borders and containers. Full to part sun. 5"

EUCALYPTUS  A tender evergreen tree, native to southern Australia that makes an
excellent foliage accent in our colder climate. Minty aroma. Full to part sun.
gunii 'Silver Drop'  Smaller leaves than 'Silver Dollar', with red tinted stems and leaf tips.
Grows to a 2-3' shrub in one season.
pulverulenta 'Baby Blue'  [NEW] Beautiful blue foliage most widely used in floral art.
Striking smaller, multi-branched evergreen tree. Good species for the smaller gardens and
containers.

EUPHORBIA 'Diamond Frost'  This is one of the most popular 'filler' container plants. A
wonderfully heat- and drought-tolerant plant, it produces a continuous supply of frothy
blooms from spring to fall. H 18" x 24" W

EVOLVULUS 'Blue My Mind'  Delicate, petite, true blue flowers cover the silvery foliage.
A heat loving plant that will be covered with blooms from spring to fall. Mounding/trailing
habit that will make an excellent addition to containers or as a ground cover. Sun. H 6-12",
spread 12-24".

FERNS  Fabulous foliage components integral to your gardens or containers; within this
selection of ferns you’ll find the addition you need: either lacy, delicate, small, bold, or large.
All can be overwintered as house plants. They need lots of humidity, indirect light and should
never dry out.
ACTINIOPTERIS semiflabellatta 'Eyelash Fern'  [NEW] An un-fern like fern. It is a
miniature variety that has fan shaped fronds and may reach 8" tall or so. Remains compact.
ARACHNOIDES simplicior 'Variegata' (East India Holly Fern)  This charming fern is
evergreen with dark green leaves and bright yellow variegation down the midrib. Will grow
up to 2'
ASPLENIUM  This popular group of ferns is prized for its frond symmetry, frond texture
and sheen and great growth habit.

dimorphum 'Austral Gem Fern'  Growing to a height of 20” tall and about 24” across.
The thick yet delicate fronds are so glossy that they look fake!
nidus (Common Birds Nest Fern)  Featuring strap-shaped, glossy, bright apple green
fronds with contrasting dark brown to black midribs and wavy margins. Fronds spread
upward and outward to form a vase-shaped, green rosette with a nest-like center.

DIDYMOCHLAENA truncatula (Mahogany Fern)  Long, semi-leathery fronds emerge
peachy-pink and mature to a rich emerald green. The stems are a deep red and will grow to
18" in one season. Happiest in moist, humus-rich soils. Enjoy this beautiful fern in your
seasonal planter then bring it indoors as a house plant.
HEMIONITIS arifolia (Heart Fern)  A very unusual tropical fern. Small, dainty and shade
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loving, it grows well in medium to low light with high humidity. Dark green, heart shaped
fronds are shiny and smooth textured, will reach 2-3" in length. Both an epiphyte (grows on
trees) as well as a terrestrial plant. Grows well as a terrarium or house plant. Likes soil moist
(but not soggy) at all times. 70-75 degree temps.
MICROLEPIA strigosa (Lace Fern)  Bright green lacy fronds, 15-20" long, that arch
gracefully making it a good choice for hanging baskets or specimen containers.
MICROSORUM diversifolium (Kangaroo Paw)  [NEW] An epiphytic evergreen with firm
leathery fronds that are oddly shaped and vary in size. It’s an example of a rhizomatous fern.
The kangaroo paw fern only grows to be about a foot tall but can spread out to 2-3 feet in
width. Available in a 10" hanging pot.
NEPHROLEPIS  This genus has about 30 species of evergreen ferns. The most common
being the Boston Fern, a natural air purifier.

cordifolia 'Duffi' (Lemon Button Fern)  This fern produces cute golden-green fronds
with a rounded edge, thus giving it a button-like appearance. Smells slightly like lemons.
A compact grower, will grow to 12" tall and wide.
obliterata 'Jesters Crown'  'Jesters Crown' is a fairly new and desirable addition to the
Boston family. The sword like fronds give a distinct dark green foliage that appears to
gently twist as they grow upwards. Grows up to 30"

PELLAEA roundifolia (Button Fern)  An low-growing fern with small rounded,
button-like leaves that line its wiry, burgundy-red stems. Makes a beautiful accent. Enjoys
filtered sunlight. Up to 10".
PTERIS cretica 'Albo Lineata' (Silver Ribbon Pteris)  Small delicate fern with silver
margins on its gray-green fronds.
WOODWARDIA orientalis 'Oriental Chain Fern'  [NEW] Tough-looking bipinnate,
pointed-tip leaves that arch or droop elegantly. It has the presence of a tree fern but without
the trunk. It will produce a vast number of little baby plantlets.

FOUR OCLOCKS (Mirabilis) An old-fashioned favorite whose flowers open in the late
afternoon, as the common name suggests, and not at all on cloudy days. Funnel shape flowers
are pollinated by moths and other insects during the night.
'Marbles Mix'  Heavy bloomer! A mixture of multicolor cultivars in a wide range of bicolors
that include pink, yellow and white. Offers a summer filled with color. 24" X 14"
'Salmon Sunset'  True salmon-colored trumpets with a pale pink star at the center of each
flower. H 2-3'

FUCHSIA  Shade lovers with intricate blossoms. The blooms consist of upward arching
sepals (outer petals) and single or double corollas (inner petals) from which dangle long
stamens. Each bloom looks like a dancing fairy. All prefer a cool, moist spot. Keep
well-watered and fertilized during the heat of summer. Part shade to shade, though some
varieties prefer more sun.
trailing types  Trailing foliage and dangling blooms create a showy display for hanging
baskets. Loved by hummingbirds.

'Dark Eyes'  Double violet-blue corollas surrounded by rose-pink sepals.
'Eruptions'  [NEW] A trailing fuchisa with the beauty of a Gartenmeister upright.
Covered with masses and masses of deep pink trumpet shaped blossoms when mature.
magellanica  This hardy fuchsia is known for its colorful foliage.

'Aurea'  Crimson flowers and small, golden, yellow leaves on arching reddish stems.
A striking component plant for mixed containers and window boxes. Sun or shade,
although the foliage is brighter in sun.
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'Versicolor'  Grey green leaves edged in white. New growth is tinted pink providing
a lovely accent. Delicate red flowers, shade or part sun.

'Marinka'  [NEW] Marinka is a trailing fuchsia bearing large flowers in two shades of
red.
'Swingtime'  Double white corollas surrounded by rose-pink sepals.

upright types  Well-branched plants for beds and containers.
'Autumnal'  Cascading branches clothed in bright rust colored foliage and brilliant red
flowers all summer. Mounding habit. 18-24"
'Ballerina Blue'  Double, deep purple corollas surrounded by cerise sepals. Flowers all
summer.
bella series  Compact, upright and bushy . Offered are 'Evita', flowers with deep pink
sepals and single, pink-veined, white corollas, 'Mariska', flowers with pink sepals and
single, purple to magenta corollas and 'Soila', deep reddish-pink sepals and single, deep
purple corollas.

'Bella Evita' 
'Bella Mariska' 
'Bella Soila' 

'Firecracker'  Fabulous green and cream variegated foliage with bright salmon orange
flowers. Part shade to sun. 24-30"
'Gartenmeister Bonstedt'  Smooth burgundy veined leaves with purple undersides.
Clusters of showy, deep apricot flowers all summer. This vigorous ever-bloomer is
tolerant of sun and heat. 12-18"
'Mrs. J D Fredricks'  [NEW] The tube is pale salmon pink, the sepals salmon pink and
the single corolla is rich pink. H 15-18"
triphylla 'Billy Green'  [NEW] This upright fuchsia bears typical slender, tapering
tubular flowers with short sepals and small petals. Flowers are deep pink, and contrast
beautifully with olive-green foliage. H 24"
windchimes series  Upward, large double, brilliantly colored flowers with compact
growth that never becomes straggly and keeps blooming even in the heat of the summer.
10-16". Available in 'Lilac Rose' and 'White & White'.

'Windchimes Lilac Rose' 
'Windchimes White and White' 

GAILLARDIA pulchella 'Red Plume'  Fluffy, very double flowers of brick red. All
American Award winner. Showy daisy-shaped blooms on compact, bushy plants with
incredible tolerance of drought, heat, and poor soil. Great garden performance all summer. An
excellent choice for massing in annual borders. Full sun. 12"-14"

GAURA lindheimeri belleza series (Bee Blossom) A native of North America, Guara gives
the garden a wonderful informality with its long, wispy stems and butterfly-like flowers. Does
well in hot, dry sites. Commonly listed as a perennial, we have found it not to be reliably
hardy in our gardens. Flowers from summer until a hard frost. Use in containers and borders.
Full sun, average soil. Try 'Belleza White' or 'Belleza Dark Pink", with dark leaves. H 12-18"
'Belleza Dark Pink' 
'Belleza White' 

GAZANIA new day series  Bright, showy flowers, open in full sun but close at night and on
cloudy days. An African native, this daisy is very heat and drought tolerant. Full sun, average
soil. This series is compact, with large 3" blooms. Available in Pink ('Pink Strawberry
Shortcake Mix') and a Bright Mix. 6-8"
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'Bright Mix' 
'Pink Strawberry Shortcake Mix' 

GERANIUMS pelargonium  Long standing favorite annuals with a plethora of uses. Full to
part sun, average soil.
fancy leaf hybrid forms  Foliage plants have become an intergral addition to perennial beds
and more importantly container gardens. This type of geranium is grown for its unusual
foliage variations of both color and shape. Often highlighted with single blooms of bold
colors.

'Brocade Cherry Night'  Chocolate leaves with a narrow green margin topped with
vibrant cherry colored blossoms. H 10-12"
'Brocade Fire'  Unique bicolor foliage with a nonstop display of semi-double orange
flowers. Holds its foliage color and brilliant blooms throughout the hot summers.
bullseye series  Unique dark chocolate foliage, edged in light green, creating a nice
contrast to the large 4 to 5" flowers on multiple stems. Available in Cherry and Light
pink.

'Bullseye Cherry' 
'Bullseye Light Pink' 

'Mrs. Peters'  Mrs. Peters' bears single, bright-pink flowers amidst green and cream
variegated leaves on mounding plants that remain shorter than 14 inches.
'Mrs. Pollack'  A fantastic variegated leaved Geranium. The bright, attractive foliage
consists of tri-colored leaves of yellow, red and green with orange-red flowers.
'Persian Queen'  Single magenta flowers above bright lime-green foliage. Striking color
combination.
sidoedes  A unique clump growing Geranium packed with small, felted grey leaves. Deep
maroon flower clusters are held on fine stems.
'Vancouver Centennial'  Decorative foliage is lobed and pointed, marked with burgundy
against an almost chartreuse background. This fantastic contrast is highlighted by bright
orange-red flowers. 12-14"
'Wilhelm Langguth'  Intense red flowers appear over green foliage splashed with cream,
lovely variegation. Grows to 12".

pelatum (Ivy Geraniums)  These are trailing geraniums that tumble happily out of hanging
baskets or containers to form cascades of flowers and foliage that resembles ivy.

'Ivy Cascade Sophie'  [NEW] Single, 5 petal, pink flowers, compact and trailing, appear
spring into fall.
'Ivy Great Balls of Fire Burgundy Blaze'  Bold clusters of lightly-scented burgundy
flowers with white streaks at the ends of the stems from late spring to early fall.
ivy royal series  Heat tolerant, vigorous ivies that have self-cleaning single flowers. A
spreading habit and maintenance-free flowers make this series ideal for beds and
containers. Offered in Blue, Burgundy, Dark Red, Lavender, Light Pink, Salmon, Scarlet
Red and White.

'Ivy Royal Blue' 
'Ivy Royal Dark Burgundy' 
'Ivy Royal Dark Red' 
'Ivy Royal Lavender' 
'Ivy Royal Light Pink' 
'Ivy Royal Salmon' 
'Ivy Royal Scarlet Red' 
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'Ivy Royal White' 

regal 'Pinkerbell' (Martha Washington)  Pinkerbell is a stunning new regal hybrid with a
more compact habit than other lines but full of bi-color pink and white flowers that come
nonstop throughout the summer months. Heat tolerant and fragrant. H 12-18"
scented geraniums  Totally undemanding plants that thrive on neglect. All they need is a
sunny spot and an occasional watering and they will reward you with fragrance and flowers
all season. Certain to turn any brown thumbs to green. Delightful in the herb garden, pots, or
as houseplants.

'Attar of Roses'  Upright habit, with large rose scented leaves. 24"
'Citronella'  Deeply cut foliage with a powerful lemon scent. 18-22"
'Citrosa'  Large leaves and pink flowers, with a fragrance more like lemons than
citronella. Grows robustly and is a perfect choice for hot dry spots in the garden or for
large containers on the patio. H 2'
'Lady Plymouth'  Deeply cut rose scented leaves with a soft sage green edged in yellow
coloring. Delicate lavender pink flowers. 14-20"
'Spearmint'  Very large, soft, fuzzy leaves with a fresh minty scent. Pale lavender
flowers. A vigorous grower.

x. calliope series  As a result of breeding regular zonal geraniums with ivy geraniums, you
get an upright yet spreading plant with great flower power. These plants are covered with
large flower clusters, making them ideal for hanging baskets, patio pots or garden beds.
Available in Burgundy, Crimson Flame, Light Lavender, Hot Pink, Pink Flame, Dark Red
and White. 12" X 12-16"

'Calliope Medium Burgundy' 
'Calliope Medium Crimson Flame' 
'Calliope Medium Dark Red' 
'Calliope Medium Hot Pink' 
'Calliope Medium Light Lavender' 
'Calliope Medium Pink Flame' 
'Calliope Medium White' 

zonal  Traditional bedding Geraniums with good garden performance. Large, double blooms.
Available in apple blossom, purple, shocking pink, dark red, salmon, strawberry, and white.
NEW for 2020, Fuchsia Berry and Dynamo Orange.

'Dynamo Orange'  [NEW]
'Fantasia Apple Blossom' 
'Fantasia Dark Red' 
'Fantasia Fuchsia Berry'  [NEW]
'Fantasia Purple Sizzle' 
'Fantasia Salmon' 
'Fantasia Shocking Pink' 
'Fantasia Strawberry Sizzle' 
'Fantasia White' 

GERBERA 'Mega Revolution Select Mix' (African Daisy) An elegant long season display
of big, bold, daisy-like flowers set on well shaped plants with crisp dark foliage. The largest
of flower sizes in 12 different colors. Grow in moist, but well-drained soil, in full sun.
Attracts butterflies like crazy! H 16"

GOMPHRENA  Globe Amaranth has long been treasured in everlasting arrangements with
its papery, clover-like blooms. Likes well-drained, even dry soil and full sun.
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globosa 'Cosmic Flare'  An all summer, shockingly beautiful ‘Cosmic Flare’ will brighten
up any border or container with its spectacular chartreuse foliage and magenta blooms. H
15-24" x 20-24".
las vegas series  This new series provides bright colors, excitement and heat tolerance.
Available in Purple and Pink. 20"Hx20"W.

'Las Vegas Pink' 
'Las Vegas Purple' 

pulchella 'Truffula Pink'  Flowers are held on graceful, arching stems above narrow leaves.
The blossoms are hot pink orbs tipped in tangerine. H 22-28"
'Qis Red'  Bright and bold shade of red. 24-26"

GRASSES  Ornamental Grasses have been gaining popularity with each passing year,
understandably so. They make wonderful statements in any garden with their strong linear
shape and their inflorescence gracefully swaying in the breeze. Sun
CAREX 'Frosted Curls'  Finely textured grass with light green edged in darker green. Its
pendant, cascading habit has a softening effect. H 10-14", Prefers moist conditions.
CYPERUS  Native to the tropical and temperate regions of the world, these sedges are
aquatic plants that grow in still or slow moving water. Great as a focal component in water
gardens or ornamental containers. Part sun to sun.

'Baby Tut'  'Baby Tut' is a smaller version of 'King Tut'. A water garden friendly-grass
that can be planted in the landscape or mixed containers, as well. 18-24"
'King Tut'  This dwarf form of Giant Papyrus has pendulous greenish leaves and
greenish flower spikelets atop tall upright stems. An exotic looking beauty. 48-72"
'Prince Tut'  A nice compact form, about half the height of King Tut, but with the same
large poms on the ends of the stems. 30-48"

ISOLEPSIS cernus 'Live Wire'  Fiber-optic Grass has a dense mop-like tuft of fine green
foliage that is tipped by tiny flowers. Looks fabulous as the sole specimen in an elevated pot
where its graceful, pendulous form can be displayed.
JUNCUS  Juncus rushes have leaves which are either thin or round and contain a spongy
pith. There are many species, the following ornamental rushes are well suited for annual beds
and mixed containers, with there unusual and different, stiff upright foliage.

effusus 'Big Twister'  Wow! Deep green cylindrical foliage twirls in bold, upright
spirals, creating a modern look. Height 18-24"
inflexus 'Blue Arrows'  Linear blue foliage and strong vertical habit makes this a reliable
accent in container plantings. This low maintenance rush tolerates full sun and drought,
yet can be used as a pond plant. 3'

MELINIS nerviglumis 'Savannah' (Ornamental Ruby Grass)  A tropical grass featuring
tufts of erect but soft blue-green leaves. Showy panicles of ruby pink flowers that slowly fade
to white appear mid summer through fall. H 18-24"
PENNISETUM  Annual grasses are much underused garden plants. Amidst flowering
bedding plants, they make unique accents with their feathery wands and flowing foliage. Heat
and drought tolerant.

setaceum (Fountain Grass)  Fountain Grass produces arching, feathery inflorescence in
a lovely greenish purple which age to a golden brown in Fall. A loosely gathered circle of
narrow blades forms a graceful mound. 2-3'

advena  A hybrid of fountain grass which bears slightly wider, arching blades
'Cherry Sparkler'  Yet another spectacular 'Rubrum' sport! Pink blush overtakes
the white and green striped leaves as light levels increase. Red/burgundy plumes.
Height 2'
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'Fireworks'  'Rubrum' with a flair! A variegated purple fountain grass with
mid-veins of burgundy and hot pink margins. Simply fabulous!
'Rubrum' (Purple Fountain Grass)  Deep burgundy foliage is topped by
dramatic purple-red plumes all summer. 3-4'
'Skyrocket'  Bright green and pristine white foliage with plumes. A
morphological sport of 'Fireworks'. 20-30"

x. 'First Knight'  The newest noble boasts the deepest, darkest, blackest purple of them
all. A sword thrust of very upright leaves in center, arching around the edges. Hail! H
48-54"

STIPA tenuissima aka nassella ten. 'Pony Tails'  Mexican Feather Grass is a very fine
textured grass which forms a wispy fountain bordered by creamy silver inflorescence. A cool
season grower which maintains its beauty all summer. Lovely swaying in a breeze. May
over-winter. Prefers dry conditions. 18-24"

GYPSOPHILA muralis gypsy series  Compact mounds of foliage are covered by clouds of
tiny, papery blooms. Heat tolerant. Forms neat mounds that are 8-10" tall and wide. May
reseed. Full to part sun, average soil. Offered in 'Deep Rose' and 'White'.
'Gypsy Deep Rose' 
'Gypsy White' 

HEDERA  A collection of different trailing varieties, ranging in color, leaf size, leaf shape
and variegation. Wonderful as an accent in container combinations. Sun to Shade
helix  A popular group for containers and shade.

'Hahns'  Lush dark green, 5 lobed leaves on a densely branched plant. Perfect spiller in
shady containers.
'Marengo' (Variegated Algerian Ivy)  Variegated glossy green foliage and deep red leaf
stalks. The large leaves are heart shaped with speckled creamy white margins. Trailing.
'Montgomery'  'Montgomery Ivy' is a large leaf, solid deep green ivy that is a vigorous
grower. It can trail several feet from a hanging basket or other container.
'Needlepoint'  this Ivy brings a delicate, rich green leaf with thin, pointed tips that trails
and accents beds, borders and baskets.
'Ralf'  This selection is the fastest growing and best self-branching of its species.
Displays handsome green leaves. One of the best choices for a fast-growing screen or
groundcover.

HELICHRYSUM  Great foliage plants to add textural interest or to cool down hot colors.
These multi-branched plants are ideal accents in the garden or large planters. Heat tolerant but
heavy drinkers. Full to part sun.
augustifolium 'Icicles'  Dense, upright clumps of bright silver, needle-like foliage. A nice
foliar accent which is also edible!
petiolare  Trailing, well-branched plants with soft, rounded leaves. Excellent weaving
amongst taller plants. Excellent companions to hybrid vegetative petunias.

'Licorice'  Soft, silver leaves. Extremely vigorous grower, spreading habit.
'Licorice Lemon'  Lime green foliage on plants preferring partial shade.
'Licorice Splash'  Gray green leaves variegated with greenish yellow. Compact.
minus 'Silver Mist'  With small, bright silver, fuzzy foliage and a more polite growth
habit, this is truly superb component trailing plant. 6-8"

HELIOTROPE heliotropium arborescens  Large, dense clusters of deep purple blossoms
rise above dark green, deeply ridged, purple tinged foliage. The blossoms have a sweet
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vanilla aroma and are a nice cut flower. Plenty of fertilizer and water will produce luscious
growth and large flowers all summer. Attracts butterflies. Sun
'Fragrant Delight'  An immensely fragrant, vegetatively propagated variety. Deep purple
blooms. 12"
'Fragrant White'  Large umbels of very fragrant, pure-white flowers atop medium green
foliage. Fragrance resembles baby powder! H 12-18"
'Marine'  Giant umbels of deep purple flowers. 12-18"

HIBISCUS  A tropical plant, having large, showy variously colored flowers. They like
indirect sunlight and good drainage, important because they do not like wet feet! Hibiscus
will live a long time if you overwinter them indoors.
'Mahogany Splendor'  A thriller in containers adding some awesome color and dramatic
height. Resembling a mini Japanese maple, this 4-5' tall plant sends up a lovely mahogany
screen of maple shape serrated deep burgundy leaves.
trionum 'Simply Love Superior'  This variety has pale yellow flowers with maroon centers.
Bushy habit and continous bloom all summer. Marvelously heat tolerant and does well even
in poor soils.

HOLLYHOCK 'Queeny Mix'  A fantastic dwarf variety that boast 3-4", double blooms in a
rich mix of colors. Unlike perennial varieties, these will bloom freely all summer. Prefer full
sun. H 2-3'

HYPOESTES phyllostachya (Polka Dot Plant) Stunning bi color foliage with large leaves
and vigorous growth habit. Full sun to full shade and adaptable as a houseplant. The upright
habit allow this plant to be used as a thriller/filler in combinations. Offered as "Hippo Pink',
'Hippo Rose' and 'Hippo White'. H 16-22" X 8-14" W
'Hippo Pink' 
'Hippo Red' 
'Hippo White' 

IMPATIENS  An ideal annual flower blooming profusely with sparkling color all summer.
The flowers drop away cleanly when spent and the plants are self branching. And perhaps
most important, although impatiens are succulent plants needing abundant water, they will
revive from a severe wilt with no apparent damage.
bedding  A beloved flowering plant for full to part shade. Wonderful in beds or containers,
Impatiens flower vivaciously all summer in an incredible range of jewel-tones. Very neat
plants which drop their spent blooms, and form compact mounds. Best in ordinary, moist soil.
Available in a wide range of colors. 8-10"

'Beacon Bright Red' 
'Beacon Coral' 
'Beacon Salmon' 
'Beacon Violet' 
'Beacon White' 
'Dazzler Cranberry' 
'Dazzler Passionfruit Mix' 
'Impreza Cherry Splash' 
'Impreza Punch' 
'Super Elfin Paradise Mix' 
'Super Elfin Salmon Splash' 
'Super Elfin XP Blue Pearl' 
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'Super Elfin XP Pink' 

big bounce series  This new shade alternative offers the habit and flower count of Impatiens
walleriana, but they’re resistant to downy mildew and thrive in sun and shade. Even better,
the well branched plants bounce back like magic after wilt. H 20-30" X 20-36".

'Big Bounce Bright Coral' 
'Big Bounce Cherry Red' 
'Big Bounce Flame Pink' 
'Big Bounce Pink' 
'Big Bounce Violet' 
'Big Bounce White' 

double  Beautiful double flowers resembling tiny roses are carried upon bushy rounded
mounds all summer. Keep amply moist. Drying out causes buds and flowers to drop. Offered
in a variety of solids and bicolors. 8-14"

'Fiesta Cherry Sparkler' 
'Fiesta Coral Orange' 
'Fiesta Purple' 
'Fiesta Salsa Red' 
'Fiesta White' 

fusion exotic series  Tropical ‘seashell’-type blooms, stunning 'Heat Coral ' and 'Glow
Yellow'. H 14"

'Fusion Glow Yellow' 
'Fusion Heat Coral' 

new guinea  Bushy plants with linear leaves in a variety of shades of green, some with
variegation and some with a deep purplish hue. Neat mounded habit results in lovely bedding
and container plants. Available in a wide range of colors, including solids and bi-colors, green
and burgundy foliage. Does best in average soil with plenty of moisture. Partial shade is best.
8-12"

'Celebration Apricot' 
'Celebration Deep Red' 
'Celebration Electric Rose' 
'Celebration Pink' 
'Celebration Purple Star' 
'Celebration White' 
'Clockwork Cherry Stripe' 
'Clockwork Orange' 
'Clockwork Purple' 

sunpatiens  A cross between traditional New Guinea impatiens and a wild impatiens, this
series has slightly thicker leaf wall and strong garden vigor that allow them to grow well in all
summer conditions. Compact. Plant in full sun to partial shade. 18-30". Available in several
colors.

'Compact Pink Candy' 
'Compact Coral Pink' 
'Compact Electric Orange' 
'Compact Fire Red' 
'Compact Neon Pink' 
'Compact Orchid' 
'Compact Purple' 
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'Compact Tropical Rose' 
'Compact White' 
'Sunstanding Jazzy Coral' 

IPOMOEA (Sweet Potato Vine) A varied genus which includes the Morning Glory (See
Annual Vines), Cypress Vine (See Annual Vines), as well as the popular “Sweet Potato
Vines” , which are not known for their flowers, but loved for their foliage.
batatas  Decorative foliage and a bushy, sprawling habit ideal for a ground cover or a
container plant. Sun or shade.

'Blackie'  Burgundy-black palmately lobed foliage.
'Marguerite'  Glowing chartreuse foliage. Very robust plants with an effortless cascading
habit, ideal for trailing over the edge of containers.
'South of the Border Chipotle'  A hot and spicy filler for containers. Nice contrast of
dark wine and lime foliage. Moderately vigorous with a semi-trailing habit.
sweet caroline series  Moderately, compact, deeply lobed leaves. H 6-16" tall and
spreading/trailing up to 30". Offered in 'Kiwi', bright chartreuse, 'Light Green' and 'Red
Hawk'.

'Kiwi'  [NEW]
'Red Hawk'  [NEW]

sweet caroline sweetheart series  This is a compact, mounding series that grows 8" tall
and will not overpower neighbors. Beautiful heart shaped foliage. Available in 'Red', 'Jet
Black' and 'Lime'.

'Sweetheart Jet Black' 
'Sweetheart Lime' 
'Sweetheart Red' 

'Tricolor'  Lobed foliage of light green with pink and white variegation. Not as vigorous,
or shall we say a more polite grower than other varieties.

LAMIUM maculatum 'White Nancy'  Outstanding foliage plant for the shade. The 1-2"
wide leaves are silvery white with green edges and have a quilted appearance and white
flowers. Perfect as 'spiller' in mixed containers

LANTANA  Heat loving plants with clusters of brilliantly colored florets, irresistible to
butterflies and hummingbirds. Full sun.
camara  This plant comes in many combinations of red, yellow, and orange flowers in small
clusters. Deadheading spent flowers will encourage additional blooming and will prevent the
growth of toxic berries.

bloomify series  Offered in 'Mango', peach and yellow blooms, 'Rose', rose-pink and
yellow flowers and 'Red', a blend of rose, peach and yellow hues. Sterile varieties, no
more deadheading seed pods. Perfect plant to carry you through the summer months in
color.

'Bloomify Mango'  [NEW]
'Bloomify Red' 
'Bloomify Rose' 

'Hot Blooded Red'  [NEW] A compact dense mound that produces a non-stop show of
red hot flower clusters all summer. The sterile blooms allow it to focus its energy on
prolific blooming, making it a superb choice for containers.
landmark series  A nice mounded selection of vividly colored blossoms. Available in
'Citrus', 'Rose Glow', and 'Yellow'. H 15".
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'Landmark Citrus' 
'Landmark Rose Glow' 
'Landmark Yellow' 

'Lucky Lemon Glow'  The dark green foliage contrasts beautifully with the bright
yellow and white flowers. H 12-16", spread 12-14"
'Luscious Marmalade'  [NEW] Bright orange flowers grace this extremely tough
rebloomer, with yellow and red highlights. H 10-14"
'Samantha'  Variegated foliage sports golden blooms. Semi-trailing habit.

LARKSPUR consolida  Loving cool weather, this Delphinium relative is best planted early
in the season when the days are still cool. For optimum flowering and garden performance
add plenty of lime prior to planting. Full sun.
ambigua 'Giant Imperial Mix'  Showy spikes of pink, purple, white and lavender. Excellent
choice for spring and early summer cut flowers. 24-36", Heirloom
'Blue Cloud'  Bushy clouds reminiscent of Baby’s Breath producing half inch florets in a
rich purple hue. Self cleaning plants. 24"

LAURENTIA  The diminutive size of this plant’s leaves, flowers and overall height makes it
a terrific plant for containers. Multi branched stems bear deeply divided alternate, 1" wide
leaves. Delicate star shaped blue flowers appear in profusion all summer long. Full sun.
'Beths Blue'  Grown from vegetative cuttings and slightly taller, 10-14"
'Gemini Blue'  Single, star shaped blooms on finely cut foliage. Keeps nicely controlled
mounding habit in containers. H 8". Easy to grow.

LEONOTIS  Tender perennials native to South America with remarkable flowers and a posh
upright stature. Whorls of flowers are carried on leafless stems, each whorl consisting of
dozens of lipped flowers. Interesting plants best used in garden beds for a dramatic, quirky
look. Full sun and well drained soil.
leonurus (Lions Ear)  This lions ear fits nicely into mid to large planters and in mixed
garden beds. Vivid orange, velvety, whorled blooms appear in clusters along upright stems.
3-4'

LINUM grandiflorum 'Blue Dress'  Stunning border plant, producing tiny sprays with
masses of true-blue flowers throughout the summer. Ideal for containers or borders. Full sun,
12-20"

LISIANTHUS eustoma grandiflora  Unusual and treasured annual rarely found in the
marketplace. Exquisite blossoms reminiscent of a cross between a tulip and a rose carried
upon lovely gray green foliage. A breath taking cut flower that endures up to two weeks.
Moist, fertile soil with some added lime is a must. Full sun
abc series  Double-Flowered Lisianthus. Offered in several beautiful colors: Deep Purple,
Rose, Yellow and White. H 24-30"

'ABC Deep Purple' 
'ABC Rose' 
'ABC White' 
'ABC Yellow' 

'Florida Blue'  [NEW] Deep blue flowers, heat tolerant, suitable for the garden or containers.
H 8-10"

LOBELIA erinus  A delicate looking little plant ideal for partial to full shade situations.
Dainty, spurred flowers absolutely conceal the foliage. There are both mounding and trailing
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types. Resent drying out.
'Laguna Dark Blue'  A vegetative variety that is free-blooming and compact with amazing
heat tolerance in full sun or partial shade. H 8-12"
magadi series  A vegetative series bred to perform well in summer heat. Available in Blue,
Electric Blue and Dark Blue. Cascading habit. H 6-10"

'Magadi Blue Compact' 
'Magadi Dark Blue' 
'Magadi Electric Blue' 

regatta series  These are trailing varieties offered in 'Blue Splash', 'Midnight Blue', 'Sapphire'
and 'Sky Blue'. H 6-8"

'Regatta Blue Splash' 
'Regatta Midnight Blue' 
'Regatta Sapphire' 
'Regatta Sky Blue' 

riviera series  A mounding variety, that comes in either 'Sky Blue' or 'Midnight Blue'. 3-4"
'Riviera Midnight Blue' 
'Riviera Sky Blue' 

LOTUS berethelotti 'Amazon Sunset' (Parrots Beak) Great plant that fills the need for a
silver, soft, trailing foliage plant. Unique foliage makes it a welcome addition to mixed
containers. Orange flowers produced when night temperature stay below 55-60 degrees. Sun

MARGUERITE DAISY argyranthemum frutescens  Cheerful daisies smother compact
shrubby plants with long, narrow, finely divided foliage. Full to part sun, average soil.
'Golden Butterfly'  This large golden yellow daisy has flowers that thoroughly cover the
plant all summer. Continuous Bloom or Rebloomer. H 18-28"
'White Butterfly'  The large daisy flowers are a lovely crisp, clean white flower with a bright
yellow eye. They thoroughly cover the plants all summer, no deadheading needed. 18-36"

MARIGOLDS tagetes  Cheerful, bright flowers which bloom profusely all summer, and a
tough, vigorous nature are the attributes which have made Marigolds one of the most popular
bedding plants of all time. Full to part sun, average soil.
erecta (African)  African Marigolds have large, showy, double blooms.

coco series  COCO marigold offers long stems and big bold blooms. It’s always a fiesta
with COCO’s fully double 4” flowers. Offered in Bright Yellow and the Deepest Bright
Orange. H 24-36"

'Coco Bright Yellow'  [NEW]
'Coco Deep Orange'  [NEW]

'French Vanilla'  The first hybrid white marigold. A real creamy white , double flowered
with long lasting, odorless blooms up to 3" across. H 16-18"
'Marvel Yellow'  Large yellow flowers (3-4") on stems that will grow to 18".

patula (French)  French Marigolds are bushy, compact plants with good-sized flowers.
'Disco Mix'  Early, free flowering plants with large, single blooms. 10-12"
durango series  Outstanding performers with 2" flowers. Available in a dark red with
yellow undersides or a golden yellow with red tips. 10-12"

'Durango Bolero' 
'Durango Red' 

'Flamenco'  [NEW] Each picotee flower flaunts bright yellow pastels bordered in reddish
orange. Perfect for containers or in a flower bed, this marigold is jammed with flowers all
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summer long! H 10-12"
'Hot Pack Flame'  [NEW] Bold gold flowers with yellow overtones and crimson centers.
Dwarf, H 6-7"
little hero series  Compact plants with double crested blooms. Offered in a mixture of
bright colors and solid yellow. 8-10"

'Little Hero Mix' 
'Little Hero Yellow' 

safari series  Huge, semi-double blooms in tangerine, yellow and a mixture of bright
colors. 10-12"

'Safari Mix' 
'Safari Tangerine' 
'Safari Yellow' 

'Super Hero Spry'  2018 AAS Flower Winner. Lovely, 2" blooms of dark maroon lower
petals and golden yellow upper petals. Earlier to bloom and no deadheading required. H
10-12"

tenuifolia (Signet)  The Signet Marigold produces a bushy mound of lacy foliage covered by
small, single, flowers all summer. The flowers and foliage have a fresh citrus scent and the
blooms are edible, adding color to salads. Available in 'Lemon Gem' (Heirloom) and
'Tangerine Gem'. H 9-12"

'Lemon Gem' 
'Tangerine Gem' 

MECARDONIA 'Gold Dust'  A low maintenance landscape plant that blooms from May to
October! The little-leafed plant hugs the ground and blooms profusely all summer in bright
gold. Also, works well as a 'spiller' in baskets or containers. Heat and drought tolerant, Full
Sun. 2-5"Hx16"W.

MELAMPODIUM paludosum 'Showstar'  This vivacious bloomer is the workhorse of
your garden! Incredibly heat and drought tolerant. Once you try it you’ll never be without.
Lush bushy mounds of misty green foliage adorned by multitudes of golden-yellow blooms.
Full sun to partial shade. 14-20"

MONARDA citriodra (Lemon Bergamot) [NEW] Lemon Bergamot has a wonderful taste
and lemony aroma, usually grown as an ornamental or for its cut flowers. 1-3' plants with
masses of tiered pink and purple blossoms from August until frost. Will self-sow, the dried
flowers can be used in tea. Highly attractive to honeybees and other pollinators.

MUEHLENBECKIA complexa (Wire Vine) This sprawling component plant has small
rounded dark green leaves and wiry twisted stems. A great plant for the edge of a container or
spilling down from a hanging basket. It is intriguing and grows well in sun or shade.

NASTURTIUM tropaeolum majus  These brightly colored flowers are an essential element
of the cottage garden. These cheerful, trailing plants are delightful spilling over walkways and
containers. Funnel-shaped flowers make a colorful, peppery addition to salads. All form
cascading mounds, 10-12" high, then trailing. Best in full sun to light shade and average to
moist soil.
'Alaska Mix'  Green and cream variegated foliage sports blooms in gold,orange,and red.
'Baby Rose'  2019 AAS Winner. This new variety is a breakthrough in nasturtium breeding
with its very compact habit and much smaller, darker leaves and stunning, very dark, 2" rose
prolific bloomer. 7-11"
'Empress of India'  Blue-green leaves and vermillion-red blooms. Heirloom.
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'Jewel Mix'  Semi-double blooms in orange, cherry rose, and red.
'Trailing Mix'  Flowers in red, rose, orange, and yellow. Perfect for hanging baskets and
containers, or even as a ground cover. Will "climb" if tied to upright supports.
'Whirlybird Mix'  Cream, tangerine, salmon, gold, mahogany, and scarlet blooms.

NEMESIA fruticans  Small, airy, snapdragon-like flowers dangle above glossy green
foliage. Full sun to part sun, average soil.
'7th Heaven Mix'  A mix of lovely lavender bicolor blossoms that are highly fragrant.
Compact and bushy with larger flowers than most. 12-14"
'SunGlo Yellow Bicolor'  Large flowers with heartwarming sunshine yellow lower petals,
contrast well with the saturated plum upper petals. Highly scented.
sunsatia series  'Blood Orange", boasting hues of orange in each petal, the blooms appear to
change color as sunshine reflects off each petal, and 'Lemon', stunning creamy and bright
yellow flowers. Semi-trailing, 6-10"

'Blood Orange' 
'Lemon' 

NICOTIANA  A large and varied genus of ornamental tobacco plants with tubular,
star-shaped flowers carried above bold, sticky foliage. These tropical looking plants love heat,
sun, and moisture.
alata 'Jasmine'  White, star shaped tubular flowers open in the early evening, filling the air
with warmn sweetness. Use in the center of a bed of evening flowers. Self sows, 3-4' tall.
Heirloom.
langsdorfii  Panicles of lime green, drooping flowers are carried upon upright, branching
stems. Very heavy blooming from July until hard frost. 2-3'
perfume series  Strongly scented, especially in the evening. Available in a mix, deep purple
and white. H 16-20"

'Perfume Deep Purple' 
'Perfume Mix' 
'Perfume White' 

'Starmaker Bright Red'  [NEW] A sure hit with its dark red, star-shaped, trumpet flowers.
These fragrant trumpet shaped blooms will attract both butterflies and hummingbirds to your
garden. H 11-12"
sylvestris  Striking candelabrum of pure white, fragrant blooms. The long, tubular flowers
dangle in clusters above tall leafy stems. Breathtaking! 5-6', Heirloom.

NIEREMBERGIA repens  Upright stems clothed in finely dissected, needle-like foliage.
Loads of small, cup-shaped flowers are held in clusters above the foliage. Very heat tolerant,
blooming freely all summer. Compact and spreading. Sun to partial shade and average soil.
Available as 'Purple Robe' and 'White Robe'. 8".
'Purple Robe' 
'White Robe' 

NIGELLA damascena 'Persian Oxford Blue' (Love-In-A-Mist) Love-in-a-Mist is an
old-fashioned favorite. Airy sky blue flowers float amongst feathery foliage, creating a misty
haze treasured in cottage gardens. Flowers mature to papery pods valued in everlasting
arrangements. Will re-seed. Full to part sun, average soil. 12-18"

NOLANA  Attractive small plants for edging gardens or paths. Their showy flowers are
produced in great profusion. Excellent for poor or rocky sites. Characterized by decumbent
stems but with the tip ascending and almost erect. Full sun to light shade.
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humifusa 'Little Bell'  Lilac-blue, cup-shaped blooms with a blue throat on thick, glaucous
leaves. This little charmer happily carpeted the corner of our herb garden last summer earning
it high marks as an annual ground cover. Spreading 12-18", 2-4" height
paradoxa 'Bluebird'  True blue, trumpet shaped flowers with white and yellow throats, smile
up at you from succulent foliage. The sprawling habit is perfect for containers or beds. The
flower closes at night and on cloudy days. 2"h by 12"w.

OREGANO 'Kent Beauty'  Scented silvery green foliage against cascading rosy pink bracts
creates an elegant display for mixed planters. Combines nicely with pinks and purples. Full
sun, average soil. 6"

ORLAYA 'White Lace'  This rare, but easy, low-maintenance annual will fill your garden
with a sea of large white flowers in umbels above ferny foliage. Similar in appearance to
Queen Anne’s Lace. Heat and drought tolerant. Full sun. 2'

OSTEOSPERMUM  A cool weather annual with showy, daisy-like flowers. Plants flower in
spring and fall, but dislike summer’s extreme heat. Will give their best performance if
deadheaded regularly. Always a favorite here at Andrew’s. Full to part sun, average soil. H
8-14"
4-d series  This new 4-D Series is a whole new dimension of flowers! Its beautiful true
double blooms stay open all day and night. An eye catcher! Offered are 'Berry White', 'Lemon
Ice', and 'Violet Ice' .

'4-d Berry White' 
'4-d Lemon Ice' 
'4-d Violet Ice' 

'Blue Eyed Beauty'  This flower features a blue disk in the center surrounded by white, pink
or yellow radiating petals.
'Blushing Beauty'  Golden yellow petals with a sugar pink base. Plants form neat mounds
which become smothered in flowers throughout summer and well into autumn. H 10-14"
'Bright Lights Berry Rose'  [NEW] Heat tolerant plants with large rosy pink daisy flowers.
Mounded habits really hold the flowers up for great flower presence. Continuous bloom or
rebloomer, long blooming, deadheading not necessary. H 8-12"
flower power spider series  A novelty! Spider-like flowers, available in purple and white.

'Spider Purple' 
'Spider White' 

serenity series  A profusion of bright daisy-like flowers carpet the garden. Excellent for rock
gardens and containers. H 10-14". Offered 'Dark Purple' and 'White'.

'Serenity Dark Purple' 
'Serenity White' 

'Voltage Yellow'  Bold colored daisies on well branched, compact plants. Heat tolerant
selection which flowers profusely all summer. One of our favorite plants.

OTOCANTHUS 'Caribbean Blue' (Brazilian Snapdragon) If you can’t get enough blue
in your garden then you may want to consider this plant. Alternate 2-3" long, serrated, deep
green leaves below sky blue flowers with white eyes. Never out of bloom, but heaviest
flowering begins in mid summer. Full sun, 12-16"

OXALIS (Shamrocks) Accent plants that may also be used as house plants. Self-cleaning
plants with a tidy, mounded growth habit. Full to part shade. Moist, well-drained soil. 6-12"
'Charmed Wine'  Burgundy foliage on slender, succulent stems sets a dark stage for
contrasting pinkish - white flowers.
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vulcanicola 'Molten Lava'  Foliage color defines this cutie. In low light the foliage is
chartreuse, however, sunny conditions make for additional bright shades of rich oranges.

OXYPETALUM caeruleum 'Heaven Born'  Pale azure-blue star flowers amongst hairy,
pointed leaves. Bushy, heavily branched plants flower vigorously all summer. Milkweed like
seed pods follow in fall, complete with silky floating seeds which add fun for children and
fall interest for the garden. Full sun. 14"

PENTAS lanceolata  Pentas is one of the best butterfly-attracting plants around. It blooms all
summer, even during the hottest weather, with large clusters of starry blooms that attract
butterflies by the dozens as well as hummingbirds. Full sun.
starcluster series  Large, vibrant blooms of Lavender, Red, Rose and White. H 14-18"

'Starcluster Lavender' 
'Starcluster Red' 
'Starcluster Rose'  [NEW]
'Starcluster White' 

'Sunstar Red'  [NEW] Large clusters of bright red flowers all summer long without
deadheading. H 18-24" X 16-24"

PERILLA magilla 'Magilla Purple'  Even without the catchy name it’s hard not to notice
this bold colored plant. Leaves are burgundy, painted red down the center and splashed with a
metallic green. Like a outrageous new Coleus for the sun! Sun to partial shade and fertile,
moist, well-drained soil. 2-3'

PETCHOA supercal series  Truly the All Weather Petunia, combining the best traits of both
Petunias and Calibrachoas. Non-sticky foliage, large flowers and exceptional heat tolerance.
Sun, H 10-16" x 12-20" W
'Cinnamon'  Displays the most unusual and attractive orange shades with a darker central
eye.
'Lavender Star'  [NEW] Stunning and abundant, lavender and white bicolor blooms.

PETUNIA  Blooming in almost any color imaginable, Petunias deserve a place in
everyone’s garden. They are long blooming, versatile plants that look nice in both containers
and in borders. Full to part sun.
exserta  A rare jewel! A profuse bloomer, unusual long tubes open into exotic 2.5" vivid deep
crimson flowers from early Summer to Fall. Easy and fast with a 2'x 2' upright, bushy form.
Hummingbird pollinated.
hybrids  Standard bedding Petunias encompassing grandiflora, floribunda and multiflora
types.

floribunda 'Madness Burgundy'  Masses of large blooms on compact plants. Great
garden performers.
grandiflora  Produces the largest flowers of all the petunias.

'Aladdin Orange'  This petunia has a nice orange flower that is about 3 1/2" across
or bigger, the flowers have a wavy look to them. H 12" x 18" W
'Dreams Rose Morn'  3 1/2", hot rose with a white center and yellow throat. This
seed produced petunia is noted for its holding ability under hot, humid and rainy
conditions. 10-15" X 10-12" spread
pretty grand series  Large blooms, with good branching and disease resistance. Will
make a tidy basket. Available in Midnight (Royal Blue), Red, Summer (Cherry-Red)
and White. H 7-10", spread 8-12".

'Pretty Grand Midnight' 
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'Pretty Grand Red' 
'Pretty Grand Summer' 
'Pretty Grand White' 

'Prism Sunshine'  An improved yellow with large blooms on compact plants. Winner
of the All American Award and Fleuroselect Gold Metal.
'Sophistica Antique Shades'  Large, waxy petals with dusty pink outer edges,
surrendering to a subtle antique yellow center. 10-15"
'Sophistica Lime Bicolor'  Deep rose pink petals swirled and brushed together with
pale yellow creating an artistic blend in every flower. H 10-15", spread 10-12".
supercascade series  A cascading variety ideal for containers. Available in blue,
burgundy, lilac, red and white.

'Supercascade Blue' 
'Supercascade Burgundy' 
'Supercascade Lilac' 
'Supercascade Red' 
'Supercascade White' 

integrifolia 'Magenta'  A unique open pollinated species. Not widely available elsewhere.
Blooms all summer without deadheading. Neither torrential rains nor tropical heat bothers
these beauties. Reseeds freely, to the joy of many a gardener. H 2' x 2'
multiflora  Very heavy bloomers on nicely mounded plants.

'Evening Scentsation Blue'  2017 AAS Flower Winner! The first petunia to receive an
AAS award for its lovely fragrance and stunning color. This is “One of the best blue
petunias I have seen, nice mounding and spreading habit. Excellent fragrance too!” wrote
one judge. H 5-8", spread 30-35"
'Potunia Blueberry Muffin'  This new variety of petunia is a unique breed boasting a
bubble-like, round habit. A pretty pastel variety in shades of purple, cream and yellow.
Mounding and full of flowers. H 6-10", spread 10-12"

supertunia hybrids  Large flowers and a vigorous sprawling habit make these robust, tireless
bloomers ideal for containers or as ground covers. Attractive to hummingbirds and butterflies.

'Bermuda Beach'  Lovely salmon-coral flowers are extremely free flowering and
self-cleaning. It will spread less vigorously than most supertunias. Drought and heat
tolerant. H 5-8", 10-18" spread.
'Cascadia Indian Summer'  Large, lightly ruffled blooms of varied shades of yellow to
rose to pink, lending a terracotta look. Semi-trailing, 10-18"
'Crazytunia Black Mamba'  Pure black, velvety, medium to large blossoms grow in a
mounding habit with exceptional heat tolerance, never fading or streaking, even as they
age.
'Crazytunia Tiki Torch'  [NEW] From semi-upright to semi-trailing, the insanely bright
colors and unusual patterns are a kaleidoscope of orange sorbet and cherry swirls.
'Daybreak Charm'  Vibrant sunshine yellow and watermelon pink flowers are
eye-catching and unique. 8-12"
'Double Midnight Gold'  [NEW] This very unique, double flowering petunia has dark
purple-black flowers edged in creamy yellow. Great branching with lots of flowers all
summer. H 8-10" x 20-26"
'Johnny Flame'  This stunning beauty offers rosy-purple blooms with a deeper
magenta-purple splash on every petal -- dark, intense, and absolutely irresistible!
'Limoncello'  Bushy, compact and free-flowering, with large wavy blooms in an
attractive two tone creamy-yellow bicolor, resembling the delicious Italian liqueur.
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'Night Sky'  It produces masses of velvety indigo blue flowers with a host of pure white
flecks and spots - just like gazing into a far-away galaxy, reminiscent of the constellations
viewed above on a clear night.
'Phantom'  Velvety almost black petals, with a striking yellow star center. 8-12"
'Royal Velvet'  Fragrant purple flowering petunia will provide brilliant color in baskets,
beds, balconies and combo planters. H 10", trails to 48".
'Surfinia Sky Blue'  Beautiful blue-lavender flowers bloom all season. Weather resistant.
No deadheading required. Grows H 6-10" x 8-12" W
'Sweettunia Fiona Flash'  [NEW] Fiery tones in red and pink with a semi-upright habit
with tons of flowers all summer with no deadheading. H 8-10"
vista series  These petunias are very vigorous, with mounding, 16-24", habits and they
are great in large containers, where they function as both fillers and spillers, where they
will trail over the edge up to 2' by the end of the season, with medium-sized flowers.

'Bubble Gum'  Bubble gum pink flowers, so vigorous and showy that they can be
seen from a distant view (vista). In my opinion, the best petunia money can buy!

wave series  The most popular of the petunias. Super fast growing, easy to care for, they
spread and trail. No deadheading! Superb flower-power and unbeatable weather tolerance.

easy wave series  Very similar to original Waves, just taller. Spreading 30-39" wide and
6-12" tall. Available in Blue, Burgundy Velour, Lavender Sky Blue, Neon Rose, Plum
Vein, Pink Passion, Red, Rosy Dawn, Violet, White and Yellow.

'Easy Wave Blue' 
'Easy Wave Burgundy Velour' 
'Easy Wave Lavender Sky Blue' 
'Easy Wave Neon Rose' 
'Easy Wave Pink Passion' 
'Easy Wave Plum Vein' 
'Easy Wave Red' 
'Easy Wave Rosy Dawn' 
'Easy Wave Violet' 
'Easy Wave White' 
'Easy Wave Yellow' 

'Shock Wave Denim'  The colors change as the bloom ages creating carpets of lavender,
blue, purple, nearly white and every shade in between. Spreading 30-36" wide and 7-10"
tall.
'Tidal Wave Cherry'  Magenta pink flowers with extra vigorous habit, spreading
30"-60" wide, 16"-22" tall.
'Tidal Wave Red Velour'  Tidal Wave Velour Red petunias have masses of 4", dark
blood red flowers. Vigorous grower. Height 16-22", 30-60" spread.

PHLOX drummondii  Phlox drummondii is an annual phlox that is native to grasslands with
many cultivars.
'21st Century Mix'  Provides masses of deep blue, crimson and white blooms for a charming
border, with tidy 10-12" compact mounds covered in dazzling 1-2" blooms.
'Popstars Mix'  [NEW] A fantastic show of single and bi-colored star-shaped flowers. The
compact habit ensures good garden performance and amazing flower power. H 10-12"

PHORMIUM tenax 'Purple Mountain' (New Zealand Flax) Graceful dark purple blades.
Leaves widen with age and feature an electric blue tinge on the undersides, make a bold
upright statement. These evergreen, tender perennials are native to New Zealand and related
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to Agave and Yucca. No pests bother with its tough foliage. Over winter indoors. Sun to
shade, Most grow 2-3' in the first year and another foot or more to reach their mature height.

PHYGELIUS (Cape Fuschia) Native to South Africa, cape fuchsia will add vitality to your
plantings with vibrant, showy flowers that bloom for months in summer and fall. Their eye
catching funnel shaped flowers are attractive to hummingbirds. Four inch, lance shaped,
shiny, dark green leaves give the plant a handsome appearance. Full sun. 18-36"
aequalis 

'Devils Tears'  Deep red flowers with yellow throats.
'Trewidden Pink'  [NEW] Soft pink with darker throat and a yellow lip.

rectus  Profuse clusters of fuchsia-like flowers, blooming for months. H 24" x 24" W.
'Moonraker'  Pale yellow, four-inch-long flowers dangle all around the stems of this
evergreen, fuchsia look-alike.

PLECTRANTHUS  We can’t say enough about Plectranthus. Its coloring, shape, and habit
make it one of the finest accent plants we have ever grown. Sun or shade.
argenteus 'Silver Shield'  Velvety-leafed annual with silver-gray color, grown primarily for
the foliage. 24-28"
aurea marginata 'Lemon Twist'  Scalloped green leaves are edged in chartreuse generating
a gorgeous effect. Forms a 12" mound.
coleoides 'White Surf'  Fragrant, bright green leaves edged in white with trailing stems up to
2 feet long. A glorious accent plant. 12-16"
'Guacamole'  [NEW] Guacamole shows off with bright yellow leaves sporting deep green
patches and dark red stems. H 18-24"
'Monas Lavender'  Glossy, dark green leaves support a mass of flower spikes in late
summer. Rich, lavender flowers are salvia-like and frost tolerant. 12-16"
'Velvet Elvis'  Plush, velvety foliage is deep green with a vibrant purple back. Huge flower
spikes are twice the size of Mona Lavender and create an amazing floral effect that lasts for
months. Blooms September/October. H 28-32"

PLUMBAGO auriculata 'Royal Cape' (cape leadwort) Native to South Africa, when
grown in containers in it will grow 1-3’ per year. Features clusters of phlox-like clear bright
blue flowers with small darker blue star in the center, better color than the species. Water
freely and fertilize monthly during the growing season. Full sun.

POPPIES  Showy, colorful blooms with papery petals dance upon wiry stems throughout
most of the summer. Attractive seed pods add interest in the garden or in arrangements. Plant
early in the season while soil is moist and cool. Once established, poppies thrive in hot,
sunny, dry locations.
commutatum 'Ladybird'  An heirloom favorite and one of the most prolific poppies
available, the beautiful 'Ladybird' (a British word for ladybug) is a garden head-turner. Bright
red flowers with black spots grows to about 15" tall. Neat foliage bearing 15 or more 3"
blooms at a time.
eschscholzia californica (California Poppy)  A species native to the United States and
Mexico, with showy cup-shaped flowers in brilliant shades of red, orange and yellow. It is
also used as food or a garnish.

'Jelly Beans'  Famous for intensely vivid colors that please the eye all summer, even in
the driest soils. Jelly Beans is a mouth watering mix of large 2" flowers in shades of
orange, salmon, rose and gold. H 10"
'Orange King'  'Orange King' is a tall, tangerine Californian poppy with delicate, silvery
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foliage. Perfect for edging paths, giving a naturalistic feel to any garden. It will self-sow.
H 18"

paeoniflorum 'Peony Mix'  Full ruffled, 4" wide blooms in shades of deep purple, pale pink,
violet, dark pink, scarlet, white and yellow. 2-3', Heirloom
rhoeas  Delicate, tissue-like flowers on wiry stems

'Double Shirley Mix'  Double blooms in pink, salmon, red, and white. 2-3'
'Mother of Pearl'  A lovely mixture of misty and subtle shades of grey, lilac, soft orange
and white, many stippled with pink. Stunning! 1.5 to 2'.
'Raspberry Ripple'  [NEW] Crinkled look with various shades of pink. A dark pink
starts out in the middle, fading into a light pink mixed with white on the edges. This
flower turns heads in the garden! H 18-24"

somniferum  Stately plants producing bright blooms and large, ornamental seed pods filled
with tasty seeds for baking. Blue-grey, cabbage-like leaves. Self sows. H 2-3'.

'Cherry Glow'  Selected from a collection of heirloom poppies, 'Cherry Glow' has
lustrous ruby tulip-shaped blooms and the classic "lettuce leaf" foliage.
'Laurens Grape'  Deep burgundy purple blooms with characteristic black spotting.

PORTULACA grandiflora  Gloriously colored, papery blooms cover succulent stems and
fleshy spike-like leaves. Have a sprawling habit, ideal for edging borders or containers.
Thrives in hot, sunny, dry locations.
colorblast series  This series provides the best drought tolerance and vibrant color.
Wonderful for both beds and containers. H 4-6" X 8-16" W. Larger flowers in these great
colors, 'Grenadine'(Cherry-Red), 'Lemon Twist', 'Mango Mojito'(Orange/yellow), 'Pink
Lady'(Pink/White) and 'Watermelon Punch'(Raspberry/Rose/Yellow) also 'Double
Guava'(Pink/Yellow), 'Double Magenta' and 'Double Orange'.

'Colorblast Double Guava' 
'Colorblast Double Magenta' 
'Colorblast Double Orange' 
'Colorblast Grenadine' 
'Colorblast Lemon Twist' 
'Colorblast Mango Mojito' 
'Colorblast Pink Lady' 
'Colorblast Watermelon Punch' 

happy trails series  Ideal bedding flowers in fuchsia, mix, orange, pink and yellow. H 3-5"
'Happy Trails Fuschia' 
'Happy Trails Mix' 
'Happy Trails Orange' 
'Happy Trails Pink' 
'Happy Trails Yellow' 

REHMANNIA angulata (Chinese Foxglove) Magenta, foxglove like blooms with yellow
throats. The textured leaves grow in rosettes and turn deep red in the fall, spreading readily by
runners. April-June, 18-36"H, Full sun to part shade, rich, well drained soil. Listed in a 1935
book, Heirloom

RUDBECKIA  A member of the sunflower family, all are native to North America and many
species are cultivated in gardens for their showy yellow or gold flower heads. These tender
perennials may overwinter or reseed. Flowering July into October. Pest free. Full sun to light
shade.
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hirta (Black-Eyed Susan)  This species is distinguished by the “hair” that covers its leaves
and stems. It is the largest group of Rudbeckia with many hybrids from tall to dwarf. The
species is the true Black-eyed Susan but there are many varieties available.

'Cappuccino'  Extra large, vibrantly colored mahogany and gold flowers, with 4" wide
blooms blanket vigorous, bushy plants that reach 18-20" tall.
'Cherokee Sunset'  Fully double flowers in a mix of red, bronze, orange, and yellow
tones. 30"
'Cherry Brandy'  World’s first red flowered Rudbeckia! Robust plants produce masses
of cherry red flowers all summer; triumphing over heat, drought and poor soils. 24"
'Indian Summer'  Large single and semi-double blooms with golden yellow rays and
dark brown central disks. 36-42"
'Prairie Sun'  Golden yellow petals are tipped with pale yellow surround a light green
cone. 30-36"
'Ruby Ruby'  [NEW] Super large, double to semi-double, ruby wine petals with dark
black centers on dwarf plant. H 10"
'Sahara Mix'  A beautiful mix of soft colors, amber, copper and soft burnt rose are just
three of the shades in the staggering mixture. Mostly double flowers and a gorgeous
summer plant. H to 24".
'Toto Mix'  Compact, well branched plants with large 2.5" flower and non-stop flowering
throughout the summer. A delightful mixture of 'Lemon', 'Rustic' and 'Gold'. 10"

triloba 'Prairie Glow' (Brown- Eyed Susan)  Spicy burnt orange red 5” blooms tipped in
glowing yellow surround a chocolate disk. Blooms sway on heavily branched burgundy
stems. 3-4'

RUELLIA brittoniana  Brittoniana is a tall and stately wildflower from Texas with long,
linear leaves and large flowers appearing mid-summer into fall. A handsome plant for the
pond edge as it doesn’t mind wet feet. Reseeds freely. Sun to light shade and consistently
moist soil.
southern star series  The first dwarf Ruellia from seed. Offered in Blue, Pink and White.
Use in the garden or a planter. H 10-12"

'Southern Star Blue'  [NEW]
'Southern Star Pink'  [NEW]
'Southern Star White'  [NEW]

SALPIGLOSSIS sinuata  Graceful airy stems carry small trumpets in rich romantic shades.
Each throat is veined in a spider web of contrasting hues, hence the common name Painted
Tongue. Elegant summer bloomers, great for cutting. Full sun, average soil. 18-24"
'Kew Blue'  Velvety midnight-purple blooms with even darker centers.
'Royale Mix'  Lovely, multi-color blooms of chocolate, coral, purple, purple bi-color, red,
rose, and yellow.

SALVIA  A decorative bedding plant grown for its showy flower spikes flaunting an
astonishing array of colors. Upright branching habit. Attractive to hummingbirds and
butterflies. Full sun and amply moist, average garden soil.
coccinea summer jewel series  Compact plants stay tidy in containers and gardens. Prolific
bloomers from spring through fall. Bright flowers attract hummingbirds; while goldfinches
swarm the plant for seeds. 20" tall spiky stalks of 1/2" blooms. Offered in Pink, Red and
White.

'Summer Jewel Pink' 
'Summer Jewel Red' 
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'Summer Jewel White' 

farinacea  Densely packed flower spikes, leafy dark green foliage. Excellent cut flowers.
Ideal for drying.

'Blue Bedder'  Long stems make it the best for cutting. 3'
sallyfun series (mealycap sage)  Spikes of electric blue flaring tubular blooms with a
bright white eye on 'Blue Emotion' and lighter blue spikes on 'Sky Blue', both can reach
36", blooms from Spring to Fall.

'Sallyfun Blue Emotion' 
'Sallyfun Sky Blue' 

'Victoria Blue'  Indigo blue. 1-2'
guaranitica  Showy, tall species, blooming from summer into Fall. Great for late season
color. Full sun and good drainage. Tolerates part shade.

'Black and Bloom'  Makes a big impact with a thicker leaf, bigger bloom and darker
stem than Black & Blue. Dependable deep blue color against a black stem. 4'

longispicata x farinacea 'Mystic Spires Blue'  If you love ‘Indigo Spires’ but it is too large
a plant for certain spots, this could be just the plant for you. True blue flowers bloom
abundantly all season on this somewhat compact salvia growing just 20-30"
microphylla 'Hot Lips'  Unique and striking selection with unusual two-toned flowers. An
outstanding compact, carefree plant. Fast growing. 3x3'.
microphylla x greggii (Texas Sage)  A native to Southwestern U.S.. This salvia is a soft,
woody shrub with small dainty aromatic leaves and spikes of trumpet-shaped flowers. A
continous hummingbird treat, they flower heavily in the spring and fall and sporadic through
the warm months. Very Drought resistant.

mirage series  Heat-tolerant series features a full range of intense flower colors, for
gardens and containers. More compact than most, H 12-14" x 14-16" W. Offered in 'Hot
Pink' and 'Violet'.

'Mirage Hot Pink' 
'Mirage Violet' 

'Radio Red'  [NEW] Flowers are true, bright red. Maintains its color longer than other
red varieties. H 16-18"

patens (Gentian Sage)  Larger flowers than most Salvias, held in loose spikes.
'Blue Angel'  Rich true blue flowers appear from early summer into fall. 12-24"
'Patio Deep Blue'  Deep true blue flowers on compact plants. 12"
'Patio Sky Blue'  Sky blue flowers on a compact plant. 12"

rockin series  Fragrant and continuous blooming! This series are sterile and do not set seed,
so they blooms all season without stopping. Enjoys Part to full sun.

'Blue Suede Shoes'  [NEW] Crisp, light blue flowers each with a black calyx on tough
plants. H 30-40"
'Rockin Deep Purple'  Intense deep purple spikes. H 30-40"
'Rockin Fuchsia'  Gorgeous flower spikes of fuchsia colored flowers surrounded by near
black calyxes with a well-branching bushy habit. H 24-36"

sinaloensis  Wonderful purple foliage, bright indigo flowers. 12-16"
skyscraper series  These beautiful plants are compact, easy to grow and full of flowers all
season long. They make outstanding container plants as well. H 14-28" x 10-16" W. Offered
in 'Orange' light orange with golden orange bracts and 'Pink', pink flowers with a “rose gold”
calyx.

'Skyscraper Orange' 
'Skyscraper Pink' 
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splendens  Traditionally grown Salvia with large showy flowers

'Lighthouse Red'  [NEW] Showy, fire engine red flower spikes. Long lasting blooms are
annual favorites of the hummingbirds. Makes an excellent "thriller" in a container garden
and the landscape. H 24"
'Red Hot Sally'  Fire-engine red. 8-10"
'Van Houttei'  Pronounced burgundy calyces and deep rosy red corollas on a floriferous
and fast growing plant. Does best in moist soil and partial shade, but tolerates full sun.
Premium! 3-4'. Gorgeous late summer into fall.
'Van Houttei Louies Orange Delight'  A loud blooming orange Salvia! Brillant
orange-red bracts and blossoms, flower from June to frost. H 36-48".
'Van Houttei Paul'  Happy in partial shade, this Salvia has showy red-purple blossoms
and a well-branched, open form. Sun to partial shade. 2'
'Vista Mix'  A blend of Pink, red and Purple. Dense flower spikes and foliage hold their
color intensity throughout the summer. 2'

uliginosa (Bog Sage)  Striking spikes of sky blue flowers carried upon long swaying stems
reaching 3-5'. Known as Bog Sage because of its liking for moist soil, withstands heat and
humidity quite well. Breathtaking for the back border.
wishes collection  Free-flowering salvias with irresistible color, no pruning necessary.

'Embers Wish'  'Ember's Wish' has coral blossoms, maroon stems and rusty rose calyxes.
Long lasting color! 2-3'.
'Love and Wishes'  Deep magenta-purple tubular blossoms contrast handsomely with
dark stems. H 3-4' x 3' W.
'Wendys Wish'  Large, hot pink tubular blooms, complimented by dark green leaves and
maroon stems. Stunning! H 3' x 3' W.

x. 'Indigo Spires'  Deep purple spikes reaching 12-18" in length. Stunning in borders or large
containers. A wonderful cut flower for large bouquets. 3-5'
x. 'Roman Red'  [NEW] Pump up the drama with ‘Roman Red’s vibrant 6" spikes on hardy
28–34" bushes. Vivid red-scarlet blooms soar above contrasting wine-purple sepals. Sun or
partial shade.
x. 'Silkes Dream'  Spikes of salmon-pink flowers arrive on sturdy stems all season. Superb
Hummingbird Magnet! 16-28"

SANVITALIA procumbens  Creeping Zinnia is a short, sprawling plant whose flowers
resemble miniature versions of Black-eyed Susans and are borne in great profusion on trailing
hairy stems. Drought tolerant and virtually maintenance free. Looks great tumbling out of
window boxes and sprawling in the front border. Full sun
'Mandarin Orange'  Orange, double flowers with a contrasting dark center. 6"
'Sunbini'  Half-inch dark yellow orange flowers all summer. 6-10"

SCAEVOLA aemula (Fan Flower) Low sprawling mounds decorated with large and
substantial fan-shaped blooms over dark green, fleshy foliage. Fantastic in hanging baskets,
large containers or right in the ground. Quite heat tolerant, yet a heavy drinker. 4-9" height,
18-24" spread. Full to part sun.
'Scampi Blue'  Blue flowers with green eyes from mid spring to late summer. Thrives in
hanging baskets and window boxes. H 6" x 24" W
surdiva series  Highly-branched with large-flowers. Offered in 'Blue-Violet', 'Pink Fashion'
and 'White'. H 6-8" x 18" W

'Surdiva Blue-Violet' 
'Surdiva Pink Fashion' 
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'Surdiva White' 

SENECIO candicans  Traditional silver foliage accent plants that endure hot, dry conditions.
Serrated silver leaves add texture and contrast in the garden. Cold hardy annuals last late in
the fall. Full to part sun, average soil.
'Crushed Velvet'  Adding a plush look to the landscape with its velvety silver leaves that
arch to give a vase shape habit. Will grow 12 to 16" with a 6 to 8" spread.

SETCREASEA pallida 'Purple Queen'  An outstanding color and texture plant. This
exceptional foliage plant has thick, narrow, up to 7" long deep purple leaves and pink flowers.
Very easy to grow with excellent weather tolerance. Sun to part shade, H 6-12" x 1-3' W.

SNAPDRAGON antirrhinum majus  Prized garden plants because of their brightly colored
flowers and long blooming season. Terminal racemes of two-lipped flowers upon upright
stems in an endless range of colors and heights. Very frost resistant. Attractive to
hummingbirds. Great cut flower. Full to part sun.
'Black Prince'  Lush dark crimson blooms set against super dark foliage. Breathtaking!
18-22", Heirloom
rocket series  Our tallest variety that makes an ideal cut flower. Choose from lemon yellow,
rose, white or a mix. 30-36"

'Rocket Lemon Yellow' 
'Rocket Mix' 
'Rocket Rose' 
'Rocket White' 

snapshot series  4 pretty varieties available. 'Berries and Cream' a mix of reds, pinks, white
and bi-color blooms, 'Sunset', yellow and red, 'Yellow' and a 'Mix'. Plants are floriferous and
compact. H 6-10"

'Snapshot Berries and Cream' 
'Snapshot Mix' 
'Snapshot Sunset' 
'Snapshot Yellow' 

'Snaptastic Mix'  This mix has larger flowers and has longer lasting color. Colors include,
pink, magenta, orange flame, red and yellow. H 14-16"
'Twinny Peach'  A 2010 All American Winner. Double flowers in the most distinct blended
shade of peach, yellow and light orange. 8-11"

STOCK 'Vintage Mix'  The dwarf, well-branched plants produce lasting flowers, with a
delightful fragrance. Colors consist of pink, rose, violet, yellow and a white. These cool
weather loving plants bloom profusely in the spring and autumn, resting in the heat of
summer. Sun. 10-16"

STREPTOCARPUS ladyslipper series (Cape Primrose) [NEW] A relative of the African
Violet, it is a compact plant that will bloom nearly all year long if you remove the fading
flowers before they turn to seeds. Can grow up to 12" tall and produce 2" wide trumpet like
blooms. Likes medium indirect light, prefer cooler temps, a ideal house plant. Offered in
'Blue Vein', 'Red Bi-color' and 'Grape Ice'.
'Ladyslipper Deep Blue Vein'  [NEW]
'Ladyslipper Grape Ice'  [NEW]
'Ladyslipper Red Bicolor'  [NEW]

STROBILANTHES 'Persian Shield'  Leaves are a rich purple, veined and edged in dark,
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bronze-green. Silver-leaved and pink flowering plants really bring out its coloring. Partial
shade to shade as full sun bleaches its leaf color. Thrives in hot, humid weather. 1', Heirloom

SUCCULENTS  This group of easy to grow, forgiving plants are bound to enchant you with
their unusual colors, textures, growing habits, and extraordinary flowers. Succulents prefer
smaller pots, as too much root room can deplete their energy with only root growth. Keep
them snug and they’ll keep you happy; mixed containers of succulents create magical
displays. Grow in full sun and keep on the dry side.
AEONIUM  Succulents that resemble Hens and Chicks. Great for rock garden or troughs.
Requires little care, full sun and very dry, well drained soil.

arboreum 'Zwartkop'  [NEW] Award winning succulent with large rosettes of glossy,
fleshy, dark burgundy leaves. In full sun the foliage is almost black adding drama and
interest to succulent arrangements.
'Kiwi'  Colorful rosettes of fleshy leaves colored in pink, pale yellow and green with each
leaf edged in red. Small yellow flowers. 10-12"

ALOE  A rosette of long fleshy spears which are filled with a mucilaginous gel. Prefers full
sun to partial shade and well-drained soil.

'Absolutely Aloe Collection'  This collection offers six assorted Aloe varieties from the
following: vera, miniformis 'austera', gariepensis, dichotoma, broomii, ferox, variegata
and peglarae.

broomii  [NEW]
dichotoma  [NEW]
ferox  [NEW]
gariepensis  [NEW]
minitomis austera  [NEW]
peglarae 
variegata  [NEW]
vera 

ANACAMPSEROS rufescens  Olive green, narrow, pointed leaves arranged in a spiraling
rosette. In the partial shade the leaves are olive green, while in sunlight the leaves are a dark
reddish-brown to purple. Pink flowers. H 3" x 4" W
CRASSULA  Crassula including Jade Plants, are popular tender succulents with a great
diversity of forms and colors.

capitella  Bright, green, pointed foliage turns reddish-orange at the tips. H 12"
ovata 'Gollum'  A mutated form of Jade. Tubular leaves have red tinged suction cup like
tips. Star shaped white flowers. H over 12"
perforata 'Variegata' (String of Buttons)  [NEW] One of the best-loved stacked
Crassula species with alternating, triangular leaves of pale green and cream variegation.
picturata 'Tiger Jade'  [NEW] A little succulent with small, shield-shaped leaves of
grey-green. Each leaf is spotted with a contrasting darker blue-green and perfectly edged
with dots. Blooms start as red buds then open to pale pink and white.

ECHEVERIA 'Exclusive Collection' (Mexican Hens and Chicks)  [NEW] All Echeveria
grow in a rosette on short stems.They grow quickly. In fact, this succulent house plant
produces offsets -- called chicks -- in abundance. If they get too crowded in their pot, cut
them off and propagate them. Give these beauties a try!

'Asante Sana'  [NEW]
'Jasiri'  [NEW]
'Perle Von Numberg'  Lovely rosettes glazed with translucent pink and purple.
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'Purple Perle von Numberg'  [NEW]

EUPHORBIA ferox  [NEW] This fierce Euphorbia has extra thick, sharp, purple thorns and
should be handled with care. It grows wild in South Africa and is extremely drought tolerant.
Keep this spiky wonder in bright sunlight and it will produce clusters of offsets around its
base.
GRAPTOVERIA 'Debbie'  Beautiful thick-leaved plush rosettes of dusty blue-gray have
pink leaves. Classic hybrid that should be in every succulent collection. 4"
HAWORTHIA reinwardii  [NEW] Slow growing, clumping, columnar rosettes. Great for
miniature gardens. 4-6"
KALANCHOE houghtonii (Mother of Millions)  [NEW] The look has green leaves that are
large and have baby plantlets on the edges. The plantlets grow rapidly, anywhere they land
on, they can grow.
KALANCHOE laciae (Flapjack)  Likened to clam shells because of the shape of the thick
4-6" long by 2-5" wide rounded leaves. The leaves are covered with a gray bloom and take on
a reddish hue during cooler winter months if grown in bright light otherwise the leaves
remain uniformly green.
PACHYVERIA glauca 'Little Jewel'  [NEW] Tapered leaves of dusky, powdery blue with
reddish tints at the tips. Leaves actually look like jewels. H 3-4"
SEDEVERIA 'Blue Burrito'  [NEW] Blue rosettes with leaves that come to a soft point.
Forms clusters easily, and will trail over the side of a pot.
SEDUM  Noted for its bright gold foliage, forming a tiny-leaved, dense mat growing to only
2” high and creeping to 12” wide or more. Tiny, star-like, yellow-green flowers appear in
summer.

lineare  [NEW] Sedum lineare is a mat-forming evergreen stonecrop that is native to
eastern Asia. It typically grows to 4-6" tall but spreads by erect stems to 12" or more
wide.
makinoi 'Ogon'  This tiny leaved sedum is noted for its bright gold foliage. H 2"

SUNFLOWERS helianthus annuus  No garden should be without the cheery beauty of a
Sunflower. Loved by children and goldfinches. Because of their large roots and long stems,
sunflowers are heavy feeders and grow best in nutrient-rich soil. Offered are 12 different
varieties : some tall, short and many different colors. Full sun.
'Autumn Beauty'  Reminiscent of fall leaves. Bold, beautiful flowers up to 8" across. Bright
yellow, bronze, and purple shades with some bi-colors. Multi-branching; produces many long
stems. Ht. 60".
'Firecracker'  Dwarf plants, loaded with bicolor red and gold flowers. 24-36"
'Giant Teddy Bear'  [NEW] Giant Teddy Bear Sunflowers are a big hit with gardeners! Easy
to grow, these fluffy headed beauties will reach nearly 6 feet tall!
'Italian White'  An heirloom variety with creamy yellow 3"-4" flower heads. 4-5'
'Red Hedge'  Darkest red with long lasting blooms and wild look. 4-5" flowers with petals
that are rounder and darker than Chocolate. 48-58".
'Solar Power'  Intense blooms with petals that go from deep maroon to orange tipped. One
stalk produces numerous branches that bear pollenless, 4-6" flowers. Grows 6-8’ tall.
'Soraya'  Rich orange petals surround brown centers. Large flowers, heavy flower
production, very sturdy stems, and well branched plants, made this one a AAS winner for
2000. 5-6'
'Starburst Lemon Aura'  Fantastic, crested, fully double, lemon yellow flowers (7-8") with
a green center and multi-branching stems, giving lots of gorgeous cut flowers. POLLEN
FREE too - so no mess when brought indoors. H 4-6'.
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'Starburst Panache'  Provides us with very uniform orange flowers with semi-double petals.
Loaded with flowers due to its branching habit. Darker flower centers . 4-6'
'Sun Buzz'  [NEW] Meet the pot sunflower they’ll want again and again. SunBuzz keeps
pumping out more blooms, thanks to the big show of secondary flowers. H 12-20"
'Suncredible Yellow' (Everblooming Bush Sunflower)  [NEW] This everblooming
sunflower is built on a well branched bush-like habit that is perfect for the back of the bed, as
an annual screen or along a fence. The blooms are about 4” across and do not need to be
deadheaded to continue blooming, but can be groomed for tidiness. This plant blooms several
weeks longer than similar sunflowers due to its semi indeterminate to determinate habit.
Great for pollinators and will pump blooms all season and well into the fall for a great
seasonal pop of color. H 24 - 42 inches X 20 - 32 inches
'Suntastic Yellow'  A long-blooming petite charmer. This is the most floriferous dwarf
sunflower to date, bearing up to 20 flowers on plants only 20 inches tall. The 5 to 6 inch
blooms are cheerful golden-yellow with black centers.

TIBOUCHINA grandifolia (Glory Bush) Large deep purple flowers adorn this tall, tropical
shrub with soft, greyish green foliage. Growing this plant in a container seems to force it into
blooming earlier than it would if planted in the ground. Loves heat and full sun!! If you have
the space it can be overwintered inside beside a sunny window. 3-5' in containers, slightly
taller in the ground.

TITHONIA rotundifolia 'Red Torch' (Mexican Sunflower) Planted in a group, these large,
bushy plants create a dense hedge of greenery. Brilliant orange-red color resembling single
dahlias. Lovely accent among tall perennials as well. 3-6', Full sun

TORENIA fournieri (Wishbone Flower) A great shade performer! The Wishbone Flower is
an exotic looking leafy plant with small, dark green leaves and a plethora of lipped blooms,
each with a wishbone-shaped marking. Flowers are reminiscent of snapdragon florets. Low
maintenance plants that are self cleaning; that's right, no deadheading! Does best in
consistently moist, well-drained soil and partial to full shade.
catalina series  Compact plants with an upright, mounding growth habits. Available as 'Pink',
rose with shell pink overtones and a buttery yellow flare, and 'White Linen', white with a soft
yellow center. H 6-10", spread 10-12".

'Catalina Pink' 
'Catalina White Linen' 

moon series  Terrific fast growing, long blooming trailing plants. Offered in 3 lovely colors,
'Purple', dark violet, blue, 'Magenta', apricot and magenta with a dark magenta eye and
'Yellow', yellow petals and a violet throat. H 6", spread 12".

'Magenta Moon'  Rosy magenta lover petals, rosy apricot upper petals, and burgundy
centers over densely branched shiny plants.
'Purple Moon'  Masses of large dark violet flowers.
'Yellow Moon'  Sunny yellow with a purple eye.

TRACHELIUM caeruleum 'Lake Michigan Blue'  Dense clusters of tiny bluish blooms
rise above bushy mounds of long, toothed leaves. A unique plant for the border. A ravishing
cut flower, often used as a filler. Can be dried, too! H 30-40"

TRADESCANTIA zebrina 'Zebra Stripes Collection'  [NEW] Trailing foliage accent
plant for sun or shade. Works great in mixed planters, hanging baskets and as a ground cover.
'Rainbow Zebra'  [NEW]
'White Zebra'  [NEW]
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'Yellow Zebra'  [NEW]

TRIFOLIUM 4 luck series  Trifoliums trailing and spreading habit plays nicely with other
plants and provides a fun, trailing texture in your mixed containers. Its "shamrock" foliage
has bold patterns. Plants grow energetically in sun and shade. Offered as 'Cocomint' and
'Green Glow". H 3-5" x 8-10" spread.
'4 Luck Cocomint' 
'4 Luck Green Glow' 

VERBENA  A large genus of plants with bristly foliage, square stems and dense, flat-topped
clusters of small flowers. Will bloom all summer if deadheaded and fertilized regularly.
Attracts butterflies. Full sun, average soil.
bonariensis  Tall, upright, multi-branched stems produce small clusters of reddish purple
flowers. Nice for cutting. Immensely popular. 36-40", Heirloom
bonariensis 'Meteor Shower'  Dwarf, more compact than the species. Same delicate, tiny
lavender flowers held up high on tall stems that create a nice effect in cottage gardens. Long
lasting flowers. 24-30"
endurascape series  This new series stays in flower and keeps its color longer in the heat.
Offered in Blue, Hot Pink and Pink Bi-Color.

'Endurascape Blue' 
'Endurascape Hot Pink' 
'Endurascape Pink Bicolor' 

firehouse series  Blooms long into Summer, and won’t cycle out of color in your garden.
Very heat tolerant and has excellent mildew resistance. The flower season is extends from
late spring into autumn. Offered in a full range of colors. Light Pink w/Eye, Dark Purple, Red
and White. All with a medium mounded habit.

'Firehouse Dark Purple' 
'Firehouse Light Pink with Eye' 
'Firehouse Red' 
'Firehouse White' 

quartz series  Excellent garden performers with large florets above spreading, mounded
plants. Available in purple, scarlet, and white. 10-12"

'Quartz Purple' 
'Quartz Scarlet' 
'Quartz White' 

speciosa 'Imagination'  All America Winner! Purple flowers carried over sprawling stems.
Free flowering under the hottest summer conditions. 12"
superbena series  Superbenas have the largest florets on the largest flower. Great vigor.
Offered in 'Peachy Keen', pink, salmon and coral colors, 'Royale Romance', a regal red and
'Stormburst', purple white silver and white bicolor. Mounding habit.

'Superbena Royale Peachy Keen' 
'Superbena Royale Romance' 
'Superbena Stormburst' 

'Temari Patio Blue'  Vigorous trailer with compact clusters of large purplish-blue flowers.
Heat lover. 10"
tuscany series  Compact, heaving blooming, upright, spreading plants with extra large flower
heads. H 8-10", spread 16-20". Offered in 'Pastel Mix' and 'Peach'.

'Tuscany Pastel Mix' 
'Tuscany Peach' 
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VINCA catharanthus roseus 'Titan Bubble Gum Mix'  Bees and butterflies love these
plants! This hot summer survivor has impatiens-like blooms with silky petals cover compact,
neat plants with glossy green foliage. Very free-flowering, especially in hot, sunny locations.
Do not overwater. H 10-14"

VINCA major  The well known Vinca vine found tumbling out of window boxes
everywhere. Great foliage addition to mixed containers. Sun or shade.
'Expoflora'  [NEW] Vines of variegated, glossy green leaves with white margins. 12-16"
long
'Variegated'  Stems of green and creamy-white variegated leaves, trailing.

ZINNIA  Garden favorites for years both as traditional bedding plants and cut flowers. They
come in a sensational array of colors, dwarf forms or tall cultivars, with single or double
flowers. Full sun, average soil.
augustifolia star series  Low, bushy mounds of narrow leafed foliage become covered with
fade resistant, 2" daisy-like blooms. These Classic Zinnias are the definition of a tireless
bloomer! Heat and drought tolerant. Available in golden yellow, and white. 10-12"

'Star Gold' 
'Star White' 

elegans  These classic garden plants produce sturdy, colorful blooms on upright, leafy stems.
All make nice cut flowers.

benarys giant series  A prime choice for cut flowers, with fully double, 4-6" blooms and
long stems. Offered in Lilac, Lime, Pink, Red, and a Mix. NEW for 2020 Coral and
Wine! H 3-4'

'Giant Bright Pink' 
'Giant Coral' 
'Giant Deep Red' 
'Giant Lilac' 
'Giant Lime' 
'Giant Mix' 
'Giant Wine' 

'Cut Come Again'  Old fashioned favorite with bright mix of colors. 2'-3'
'Queen Lime Orange'  The flowers have striking coloration, with glowing apricot
blooms (2-3"), that feature a blush of lime and bright rose centers. H 40"
'Queen Red Lime'  Exotic and unusual bicolor zinnia. Flowers 2 1/2-3" across are
thickly layered with maroon red petals, then crowned with lime green. Grow 40" high,
with long-stemmed, uniformly colored blooms.
'State Fair Mix'  A popular choice for cutting gardens. Colorful, double 5" blooms. 36"
'Whirlygig Mix'  A gorgeous mixture of bizarre bicolor patterns. Color range includes
yellow-crimson, red-white, pink-white, also cream-rose, bronze-red and other interesting
combos. Fully double, 3-4" across. 20"

marylandica zahara double series  This super tough zinnia puts on a carefree all summer
show in lots of bright colors. Similar in looks to the very popular Profusion Series, but with
larger flowers and a bit taller at 12-18". Available in 'Cherry', 'Fire', 'Brilliant Mix' , 'Orange'
and 'Raspberry Ripple', a pink variety that sports a dark pink stripe and lighter pink edges .

'Zahara Double Bright Orange' 
'Zahara Double Brilliant Mix' 
'Zahara Double Cherry' 
'Zahara Double Fire' 
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'Zahara Double Raspberry Ripple' 

profusion series  Award winning hybrids with exceptional disease resistance on a plant
which is self-cleaning and ever-blooming. Each plant is loaded with blooms, some darker and
some lighter toned, adding a depth of color. Available in Cherry, Double Deep Salmon, Fire,
Red and White. H 10-12"

'Profusion Cherry' 
'Profusion Double Deep Salmon' 
'Profusion Fire' 
'Profusion Red' 
'Profusion White' 

ARISTOLOCHIA  Large heart-shaped leaves, will form a dense summer screen. Rarely
bothered by insects and disease, this rapidly growing vine needs a strong support once
established. Sun, part shade.

ASARINA scandens 'Mystic Purple aka Joan Lorraine' (Creeping Gloxinia) Deep green
ivy-like leaves and vibrant violet trumpet shaped flowers. A great plant to climb a trellis or
trail from hanging baskets. Blooms from early summer until hard frost. Full/part sun. 3-5'
trailing.

CARDINAL CLIMBER ipomea multifida  Crimson, tubular flowers adorn deeply cut,
tropical-looking foliage. A favorite of hummingbirds. Full sun. 8-10', Heirloom

COBAEA scandens (Cup and Saucer Vine) A fast growing climber that will twine to
nearly any surface making it an effective cover for any problem area. Pendulous purple,
bell-shaped blooms embellish the plant in late summer and fall. Sun to part shade, Heirloom

HYACINTH BEAN VINE lablab purpurea 'Ruby Moon'  A handsome twining climber
with sturdy stems bearing broad leaves and pea-like blooms. The outer edges of the flower
petals are light lavender, while the insides are a deeper purple color. These pea-like blooms
mature to large, purple seed pods. An easy and fun vine to grow. Sun. 15'

LOPROSPERMUM compact series  This series is an excellent hanging and trailing plant. It
will bloom throughout the season. Lovely foliage and trumpet shaped blooms. More compact
and earlier to bloom. Self cleaning. 1-2' from top to bottom. Available in Rose and White.
'Compact Rose' 
'Compact White' 

MANDEVILLA  Clusters of flared, trumpet shaped, 2-4" flowers appear among the leaves.
Leaves are dark green, glossy, oval, 3-8" long. The gorgeous flowers captivate all who grow
it. Give this one a hot spot! Blooms June - August. Full sun. 3-5'
'Alice Dupont'  Beautiful pink blooms.
sun parasol giant series  The biggest Mandevilla blooms we've ever seen appear in this
series. Ultra-vigorous, heavy-blooming sun-lovers. This quick-growing twining vine opens
flowers 4 to 6 inches across! Available in 'Pink' and 'Red Emperor'.

'Giant Pink' 
'Giant Red Emperor' 

MINA lobata 'Jungle Queen' (Exotic Love Vine) Exotic Love Vine is a very showy
climber with deeply lobed beautiful foliage and arching sprays of flowers with a
multi-colored effect because the blooms graduate in their color range on each spray. This
variety has scarlet flowers which graduate to orange then to pale yellow. Blooms late
summer/fall. Full sun to light shade. 10-15'
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MORNING GLORIES ipomoea  Climbing vines with large, showy flowers. Best planted in
morning sun and rich, moist soil.
alba 'Moonflower'  The Moon Flower is a romantic plant! Large pure white blooms open at
dusk releasing a vanilla scent to allure nocturnal moths. Lovely on a trellis in your moonlit,
white garden. Full to part sun. 10-12'
purpurea  Refered to as the more common varieties of morning glories.

'Carnivale de Venezia'  This fanciful mix of White/Pink and White/Blue, ruffled,
double, trumpeting blooms creates a carnival of magical color. Very vigorous, up to 15'
'Heavenly Blue'  A popular variety treasured for its true azure blue flowers. 10-12'
'Ismay'  'Ismay' has light blue flowers, 3 - 4 inches across, marked with a deep blue star.
'Knolias Black'  Very Exotic! An abundance of very attractive purple - black flowers
with cerise throats, covering this very vigorous climber. 6-8ft
'Scarlet O Hara'  Scarlet O' Hara will produce crimson colored, 3.5", trumpet shaped
blooms. The single, saucer like petals will expose a magenta colored star.
'Split Second Double'  Best double bloomer! Large, full, double, peony-like blooms of
rosy pink. No two blooms are alike. 4-6'

PASSIFLORA (Passion Flowers) A tropical, tendril climber with showy, fragrant, exotic
flowers. Each flower has a bowl -shaped base of sepals and distinctive filamentous petals.
Over-winter indoors, Prune in early spring. Fast growing. Part to full sun.
'Aphrodites Purple Nightie'  [NEW] Excellent flower power on a vigorous vine, produces
an explosion of 3-4" wide flowers composed of purple petals and sepals that are topped by a
crown of deep purple, blue, and white filaments. H 9-12'
'Blue Bahama'  [NEW] 4-5" wide flowers with white petals and sepals are topped by a
crown of white filaments with a light purple halo surrounding the central portion of these
exotic looking flowers. H 15-20'

PERESKIA godseffiana 'Lemon Vine'  [NEW] This 'Lemon Vine' has wide fleshy
succulent leaves that are a peachy-pink sherbet colored leaf surface with raspberry beneath.
Scrambling or climbing with support, it will grow 3 - 4' in one season. A nice color addition
to containers and hanging baskets.

THUNBERGIA  The Black-Eyed Susan Vine twines its way up trellises and hanging
baskets, or trails from window boxes. Trumpet-shaped blooms with black throats dance
amongst soft, arrow shaped leaves. Full sun to light shade.
alata  This species is well known as a fast grower, long flowering, friendly creeper with
many twining stems.

'Sunny Arizonia Glow'  Masses of bright orange-red with dark center sunny flowers.
'Sunny Lemon Star'  Very bright yellow flowers with black eyes. 5-8'
'Sunny Orange Wonder'  Vibrant orange flower with black eyes. 5-8'
'Sunny Susy Rose Sensation'  Shades of lovely deep rose, with the darker eye contrast
neatly with dark green foliage. Long blooming.
susie with black eye series  Offered in both 'Susie Orange' and 'Susie Yellow', they both
have large flowers, with black eyes, that grow vigorously.

'Susie Orange with Black Eye' 
'Susie Yellow with Black Eye' 

ACHILLEA millefolium (Yarrow) This plant differs from other Yarrow due to their taller
nature without compromising beautiful habits and sturdiness.Zone 4-9
firefly series  [NEW] These plants differ from other Yarrow due to their taller nature without
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compromising beautiful habits and sturdiness. Available in 'Amethyst' with lavender pink
blooms that age to a lighter pink and 'Sunshine', bright yellow blooms, both with deep green
foliage. 18-22" tall, up to 36" spread.

'Firefly Amethyst'  [NEW]
'Firefly Sunshine'  [NEW]

'Little Moonshine'  Bright, golden-yellow flower clusters. Similar to 'Moonshine' but more
compact. Gray-green foliage and very early-blooming. H 12-14"
'Pomegrante'  Rich velvety red flowers over compact foliage. 2'
'Terracotta'  [NEW] A multicolored bloomer which emerges a bright peach color then ages
to the earthy tones of a clay pot. Pronounced silver-green foliage. Height 30-36"

AGASTACHE  An upright, clump-forming member of the mint family, also one of the best
plants for attracting hummingbirds to the garden.
x. 'Kudos Ambrosia'  Creamy coconut, pale orange and light rose pink spikes in neat
compact mounds. Flower colors change constantly, blending well with almost any color in the
spectrum. H 17-22", Zone 5-9

AJUGA reptans 'Black Scallop' (Bugleweed) Black foliage and spiky blue flowers, which
appear in early summer make a dramatic contrast. 'Black Scallop' thrives in full sun, which
intensifies the black color. An effective, rapid growing ground cover. Very versatile, growing
in full sun or full shade. H 3-6", May-June. Zone 4-8.

ALCEA rosea (Hollyhocks) An old-fashioned biennial, Hollyhocks are popular in cottage
gardens. Elegant spikes of single or double flowers. May need staking. Prefer rich,
well-drained soils and full sun. July. Zone 3-9
'Chaters Mix'  This mixture produces larger and more prolific double blooms in a variety of
colors: rose, pink, yellow, salmon, scarlet, maroon and white. Stunning used in a mixed
border. 4-6'
spotlight series  This series produces fabulous single flowers. The best trait: Plants are truly
perennial, not bi-annual! July, 4-5'

'Black Night'  An unusual shade of purple-black with a yellow eye.
'Mars Magic'  Shades of bright red.
'Radiant Rose'  Rose-pink single flowers.
'Sunshine'  Shades of bright yellow.

ALCHEMILLA mollis 'Thriller' (Ladys Mantle) A rugged, clump-forming plant with
round scalloped leaves and delicate sprays of chartreuse flowers rising above its foliage. An
old fashioned cottage garden favorite. Very free flowering. Part shade and moist, well-drained
soil. June, H 16", Zone 4-7

ALLIUM  A large and varied genus, including chives and ornamental onions. Alliums are
useful as contrast plants, cut flowers, culinary herbs and insect deterrents. Prefer full sun,
tolerate dry soil.
x. 'Medusa'  Twisted foliage and stalks with Grey-green, narrow foliage. Month-long color
show of 2" purple ball like flower clusters Deer and rabbit resistant. H 20-24", Zone 4-8.
x. 'Millenium'  2018 PERENNIAL OF THE YEAR! This hybrid allium blooms in
mid-summer with large 2" globes of rose-pink flowers. Mature plants have dozens of globes
covering the attractive, shiny deep-green grassy foliage. H 12-18", Zone 5-8.

ALSTROMERIA 'Inca Ice' (Peruvian Lily) Long Blooming! Clumping 'Inca Ice' begins
flowering in early June and continues non-stop to frost. The 18" tall stalks are topped with
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clusters of light peach flowers highlighted with cinnamon flecks. A hummingbird treat. Likes
well drained, even moisture soil. Hardy to 0 degrees. H 2-3'. Full sun to part shade. Zone 5-9

AMSONIA (Blue Milkweed Blue Star) Native to the Northeast and central U.S., these
lovely wild flowers produce narrow leaves and clusters of pale grey-blue, starry flowers. Easy
to grow and long-lived. Golden fall color. Prefers moist, fertile soil and full sun to light
shade. Zone 4-9
hubrichtii  Very fine-textured foliage with light blue flowers. Arching clumps of willow-like
leaves. Light blue starry flowers are great for cutting. May-June, H 2-3'
tabernaemontana 

species  Arching clumps of willow-like leaves. Light blue starry flowers are great for
cutting. May-June, H 2-3'
'Storm Cloud'  Dark black stems and dark leaves with silver veins as plant emerges.
Long blooming light, periwinkle blue, star-shaped flowers. H 24-30"

x. 'Blue Ice'  Dark blue buds and blooms decorate your garden for 5+ weeks in late spring.
Foliage forms a dense, compact mound and turns a brilliant yellow in the fall. H 12-15", Zone
5-9

ANEMONE (Windflower) A large genus consisting of the Fall blooming Japanese
Anemones and the Spring bloomers that are native to North America. All have mounds of
lovely foliage. All prefer rich, moist, well-drained soil in full sun to part shade. Most prefer to
be shaded from the midday sun. Zone 5-8.
fantasy series  [NEW] These beautiful, compact gems are a "must see for yourself".
'Pocahontas', produces double pink blooms, 'Jasmine', single pink flowers and 'Red Riding
Hood', rosy-red blooms from July to September that are on tough, sturdy stems. H 12-18".

'Fantasy Jasmine'  [NEW]
'Fantasy Pocahontas'  [NEW]
'Fantasy Red Riding Hood'  [NEW]

x. 'Fall in Love Sweetly'  When other plants in your garden are fading, FALL IN LOVE™
'Sweetly' is just getting started, producing rich, semi-double, rose pink flowers. H 20-26"
x. 'Whirlwind'  [NEW] A lovely Japanese Anemone which displays pure white, semi-double
blossoms in late Summer-Fall. H 3-4'.

ANGELICA gigas  This is a unique, bold-leaved plant, excellent for specimen effect. A
bushy, upright clump of coarse green leaves, bearing huge umbrella-like heads of crimson-red
flowers in late summer. A self-seeding biennial. This is NOT the species of Angelica used for
its edible stems. Partial sun, H 3-6', Zone 4-9.

AQUILEGIA (Columbine) Columbines are delicate, clump-forming plants which bloom in
early summer and are charming in bouquets. All have beautiful foliage and uniquely shaped
blooms. They thrive in sun or partial shade and a well-drained soil. Some reseed easily. Zone
3-8.
songbird series  Eye Catching! An abundance of deep-colored flowers that are long lasting. 3
1/2" blossoms face skyward rather than nodding as with other columbines. Available as 'Blue
Jay', an intense shade of blue with white centers, 'Cardinal', rosy red and white and
'Goldfinch', clear yellow. H 18-24".

'Songbird Blue Jay' 
'Songbird Cardinal' 
'Songbird Goldfinch' 

ARALIA cordata 'Sun King' (Golden Japanese Spikenard) This tropical looking beauty
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brightens up the shade garden with its very large, bright gold leaves. With a few hours of sun,
the foliage remains bright gold through the summer, the clumps are topped with 2' tall spikes
of tiny white flowers which give way to purple-black berries in fall. 3', blooms mid-late
summer, partial shade in average soil. Zone 3-9.

ARTEMISIA schmidtiana 'Silver Mound'  An classic indispensable garden plant grown for
its silvery, often aromatic, foliage. Prefer full sun and dry. Mounded, 8-10". Zone 4-8

ARUNCUS (Goatsbeard) Handsome plants exhibiting thick, leafy mounds of foliage and
graceful, creamy white plumes. Stunning reflected in a waterside landscape. A choice plant
for a moist, openly shaded garden. May be grown in sunnier locations provided there is
adequate moisture. June-July. Native to North America. Zone 3-9
x. 'Chantilly Lace'  Flower power! 'Chantilly Lace' forms a mound of dissected foliage that
is crowned in early summer with billowing sprays of creamy-white flowers that nearly hide
the leaves! H 30-32".

ASCLEPIAS tuberosa (Butterfly Weed) Tight clusters of bright-orange, starry flowers.
Very drought tolerant. Slim, decorative pods form later, filled with papery seeds. H 24", Zone
4-9

ASTILBE (Plume Flower) Very hardy, showy, plume-like flowers on attractive, often
glossy foliage. They love rich, deep, moist soil in partial shade, but will grow in sunny sites
where the soil really holds moisture or has irrigation. Rabbit and deer resistant.
arendsii  A cultivar group of complex hybrids with A. astilboides, chinensis, japonica,
thunbergii and others. Zone 4-8.

'Chocolate Shogun'  Incredible dark glossy, chocolate-purple lacy foliage is the deepest
darkest foliage color by far in an Astilbe. Blooms of soft pink appear in late summer to
about 2 feet tall.
'Look At Me'  A Dwarf Habit! Sweet bubblegum pink flowers on shocking red stems.
Very compact. Flowers early to mid-summer. 15-17", Zone 3-9.

chinensis  Chinese Astilbes produce dense, erect plumes. Tough plants which prefer moist
soils but will tolerate slightly drier soil than other Astilbes. Zone 3-8

'Lowlands Ruby Red'  Dense plume-like panicles of deep red. Blooms mid-season. H
20-24"
'Mighty Chocolate Cherry'  Robust, strong velvety-red flower spikes, divided dark
green and chocolate brown to reddish foliage. H 45"
'Mighty Pip'  Strong, robust spikes of graceful extremely large salmon-pink plumes. Late
season. 45"
'Mighty Red Quin'  Huge Astilbe with 4' towering red flower plumes. Foliage starts red,
brown to then turn green. Robust grower. Blooms summer/late summer. H 48-50"

japonica  Large airy flower clusters that are not as dense but make up for it in volume. Bright
colors and glossy leaves. Zone 4-8.
x. younique series  This series offers a more compact, rounded habit with very vibrant color.
These plants produce double the amount of dense flower scapes. Offered in 'Salmon' and
'White'. H 12-18".

'Younique Salmon' 
'Younique White' 

ASTRANTIA major 'Star of Beauty' (Masterwort) [NEW] Charming cottage garden
plants that make excellent, long lasting cut flowers. White with magenta tipped pincushion
flowers surrounded by a ruff of greenish-pink bracts. Height 20 to 30", Prefers partial shade
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and rich moist soil. Long flowering season.

BAPTISIA (False Indigo) Native to North America, False Indigos are wonderful, long-lived
perennials with gorgeous pea-like blooms, followed by attractive seed pods. The lovely
textured, bluish-green foliage forms large, bushy clumps. Superb cut flower and cut foliage.
Prefers full sun and well-drained soil.
decadence series  This series has a shorter, more compact habit and unique flower colors.
This variety forms an upright, vase-shaped mound of attractive blue-green foliage. Late
Spring thru early Summer. Zone 4-9

'Cherries Jubilee'  Unique flower color: Deep maroon opens to bicolor maroon and
yellow flowers. 24-36"
'Lemon Meringue'  Amazing long charcoal buds and lemon yellow flowers. This color
really pops! 3'
'Pink Lemonade'  Unique bi-color flower spikes, the first bi-color of the series. In late
spring, soft yellow flowers age to dusty raspberry purple, and both colors appear on the
stem at the same time. Charcoal stems really make the colors pop. H 3.5-4'.
'Pink Truffles'  Clear soft pink blossoms with a pale yellow keel are produced in late
spring, the perfect compliment to other spring bloomers. Its compact, shorter habit makes
it easy to fit into any garden. H 2.5-3'.
'Vanilla Cream'  The pure white flowers dance in the breeze late spring to early summer.
H 36".

BLETILLA 'Brigantes' (Hardy Ground Orchid) [NEW] A vigorous plant producing 28"
tall pleated green foliage. Towering above the foliage are the 40" tall flower stalks, adorned
with lovely light lavender flowers. Sun to part sun. Zone 6

BRUNNERA macrophylla (Siberian Bugloss) This perennial Forget-Me-Not has small but
strikingly gorgeous, true blue flowers held on slender stems above heart-shaped leaves.
Prefers part to full shade and moist soil. May-June. Zone 4-9
'Alexanders Great'  A superb specimen perennial, forming a gigantic mound of very large,
heart-shaped, heavily silvered leaves. This selection makes a dynamic statement in the
woodland garden. H 10-14", spread 24".
'Dianes Gold'  Worth her weight in gold,'Diane’s Gold' retains its crisp chartreuse golden
foliage all summer. Sky-blue flowers. in spring. Adds pizzazz to your shady garden. H
Short-12"
'Jack Frost'  Big, heart shaped leaves are gorgeous, rich silver with dark veination. Vibrant,
sky blue forget-me-not flowers are prolific in spring. H 10"
species  Heart shaped leaves with true blue flowers. H 10-12"

BUDDLEIA davidii (Butterfly Bush) A shrub with large, fragrant, colorful flowers that
attract a flutter of butterflies into your summer garden. Butterfly Bushes are extremely easy to
grow. July-September. Zone 5-10
'Black Knight'  Deep purple fragrant flowers. 5'-7'
'Buzz Collection'  World's first patio Buddleia. These attractive compact plants will not take
over the garden. Easy to grow, problem-free, super-long flowering period. Perfectly
proportioned for patio pots and smaller gardens. H 4'

'Buzz Hot Raspberry' 
'Buzz Magenta' 
'Buzz Sky Blue' 

'Grand Cascade'  Unlike the typical Butterfly Bush, the panicles on this flowering shrub
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cascade downward, light lavender purple flower panicles are enormous at 12-14" long and 4"
thick. They're nearly the size of your head! H 5.5 to 6'
'Nanho Blue'  Fragrant, arching clusters of really long, violet-blue flowers on this compact
selection. H 3-5'
'Prince Charming'  Bright raspberry pink colored blossoms are 10” in length making them
an absolute stunner. H 4'

CALAMINTHA (Calamint) An ornamental mint which is non-invasive. Beautiful and
aromatic for the front of the border. Drought tolerant. Full sun to part shade. Average to well
drained soil. Zone 4-9
grandiflora  This ornamental mint is a long bloomer with rosy pink flowers. Its foliage looks
nice all season. 12-18"
x. 'Montrose White'  This is a sterile selection with a nice uniform, clumping habit. It is
covered with white flowers from June to October over mint scented foliage. No deadheading
needed, it is self cleaning. Grows 1'

CAMPANULA (Bellflower) A large genus varying from low-growing mounds to tall stately
specimens. Bellflowers prefer full sun to partial shade and moderately rich, moist,
well-drained soil. July-August.
persicifolia takion series (Peach-leaf Bellflower)  Super compact with large abundant
blooms that face upward and outward rather than downward as most varieties of this plant do.
Small enough for containers, very strong stems. H 16-20", Zone 3-9

'Takion Blue' 
'Takion White' 

x. 'Dicksons Gold'  Bright gold foliage forms a low growing, dense, weed-supressing clump.
A profusion of lavender blue star-shaped flowers provide striking contrast. H 4-6", Zone 5-7

CENTAUREA montana (Mountain Bluets) [NEW] An old fashioned favorite with
feathery, true blue, thistle-like flowers and a heavenly sweet scent. Never bothered by pest or
disease! Prefers full sun and dry alkaline soil. H 12-16", Zone 3-9

CHRYSANTHEMUM  This is a genus of about 20 species of upright bushy perennials,
grown primarily for their showy flowerheads which consist of ray florets in a variety of colors
and different forms. They enjoy full sun and average garden soil.
superbum leucanthemum (Shasta Daisies)  Robust, clump forming perennial with inversely
lance-shaped, toothed, glossy, dark green basal leaves. Zone 5-9, unless otherwise noted.

'Banana Cream'  Lemon yellow flowers aging to buttery yellow. June-August, 15-18"
'Daisy May'  Here is an easy, fast growing, and fun perennial, with a long bloom time,
and showcasing clean 2 1/2 to 3" white flowers. Blooms all summer with faithful
deadheading. H 12-24"
'Spoonful of Sugar'  Huge, 4 1/2" double rowed, creamy white blooms with a bright
yellow eye smother the deep green foliage during the heat of summer. Loved for its
compact, dome-like habit in the garden. H 16-18".
'White Mountain'  Beautiful large daisy flower with a yellow center and long white
petals that bloom on strong, sturdy stems. H 2-3'

CIMICIFUGA (Black Snakeroot) Tall racemes of tiny flowers tower over fine foliage.
Good for cutting. Interesting as a specimen plant and beautiful in masses. Prefers partial
shade and moist, well-drained soil high in organic matter. Zones 4-8.
racemosa species (Bugbane)  Native Eastern wildflower with deeply cut foliage and long,
fragrant, ivory flower racemes. July-Aug. H 3-5'
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x 'Chocoholic'  A shorter Cimicifuga with dark chocolate-brown foliage all season. Spikes of
pink tinged white flowers open in August and have a sweet fragrance. H 2-3'.

CONVALLARIA majalis (Lily-of-the-Valley) Woodland ground cover which spreads
quickly. Sweetly fragrant, white, bell-shaped flowers cover dark green elliptic foliage. Root
stalks and berries are poisonous. Can be invasive under ideal conditions. Prefers part shade to
shade and moist soils. May-June, H 6-8". Zone 3-8

COREOPSIS (Tickseed) Well known perennials with pinnately lobed foliage absolutely
covered with bright daisies. Tickseed is easy to grow and have a long bloom time. Ideal for
the low-maintenance garden. Attracts butterflies. Prefers full sun and average to poor,
well-drained soil. Most zone 5-9.
auriculata 'Elfin Gold' (Mouse Ear Coreopsis)  Very low growing with single, bright
golden yellow, daisy-like flowers and small leaves. Over time it spreads by stolons into mats
of dark green foliage, 18-24" across. H 6-8", Zone 4-9.
'Big Bang Full Moon'  [NEW] An extremely floriferous, very long blooming selection that is
a dynamo in the landscape. Bright canary yellow, 2-3" flowers are carried on well-branched
stems for several months. Tickseed. H 18-24".
lil bang series  If you love the "Big Bang Series' of coreopsis but are looking for a smaller
plant that grows only a foot wide, this series is for you! Naturally compact, great disease
resistance and long bloom time. From Master hybridizer Darrell Probst, the flowers are
sterile, therefore they just keep coming all season long without the need for deadheading.
Tickseed. H 8-12"

'Enchanted Eve'  [NEW] Finely sculpted golden-yellow flowers with ‘pinked’ edges
splashed with red-orange.
'Red Elf'  Deep burgundy red, sterile blossoms are produced atop a more compact clump
of disease resistant foliage all season. Blossoms have a lightly frosted white tips in high
summer.
'Starlight'  [NEW] Large, sterile, white flowers with a burgundy eye are produced all
season, eye expands in cooler weather. Naturally compact.

satin and lace series  A new series of tickseed type that are more cold tolerant and have
sterile flowers, they will not reseed around the garden. They form a sturdy, upright clump and
bloom for months. Highly mildew resistant selections by Darrell Probst with vibrant two tone
flowers, bushy, compact and long flowering. 15-18", Zone 4-9

'Berry Chiffon'  White flowers with a large, vibrant raspberry eye. The raspberry color
expands to almost cover the surface in cooler temperatures.
'Red Chiffon'  'Red Chiffon' starts pale yellow with a vivid red eye that expands late in
the season until the flower is red with light petal tips.

x. 'Limoncello Golden'  [NEW] Single golden yellow flowers. Blooms from Spring through
Summer. Upright, semi-mounding habit. H 12-18"
x. 'Sienna Sunset'  Burnt sienna colored flowers aging to deep orange. Threadleaf. June-Oct.
H 16-20"

CORYDALIS lutea  A relative of Dicentra, Corydalis is an exceptional garden addition for a
partially shaded site. Delicate, leafy foliage of cool blue to pale green sets the stage for loads
of uniquely shaped, almost tubular, yellow blooms. Part shade to shade. Rich, moist soil. H
8-12", Zone 5-9

CRAMBE cordifolia  Notable in stature, forming a giant mound and producing a profusion
of airy white flowers on tall stems in late Spring to early Summer. Prefers well drained soil in
full sun. H 5-7'x 3'W, Zone 5-8
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CROCOSMIA 'Lucifer'  Small, trumpet-shaped, scarlet flowers on handsome, sword-like
foliage. Exceptional cut flower!! Needs sun and well drained soil. Tender, so mulch well over
winter. 2-4', July-August. Zone 5/6.

DELOSPERMA (Hardy Ice Plant) Bright little daisies adorn glossy, rounded, succulent
foliage. A cheerful ground cover or edging plant for hot, dry spots. Borderline hardy so
provide good drainage and mulch in winter. Full sun, well-drained soil. Summer. Zone 4/5-8
'Fire Spinner'  A striking color combination of orange on the petal edges and red to pink
towards the center; flowers are massed in spring and appear periodically through summer.
The apple green foliage makes a glistening, fast spreading carpet that maintains its presence
through winter. H 2"
jewel of the desert series  Flowers from Spring until frost, longer than the typical ice plant,
very compact series, 4 to 6" tall and 4 to 8" spread. Also, very winter-hardy and drought
resistant. Available as 'Garnet', bright red, with a yellow center and 'Grenade', orange petals
with a red center.

'Jewel of the Desert Garnet' 
'Jewel of the Desert Grenadine' 

DELPHINIUM  Spectacular plant with elegant and very dignified looking flowers. They
derive their name from the Greek delphin, meaning dolphins, which the buds were thought to
look like. Primary bloom is mid June to early July, with a lighter rebloom from September to
October. They like well-drained, moist, slightly alkaline soil and a cool site, such as one
receiving morning sun. Zone 4-7
belladonna 'Bellamosum'  Sturdy and graceful species selection with bright dark blue
flowers, 2-3', June.
elatum 'New Millennium Series'  Magnificently full blossoms, stable and strong flower
stalks, vigorous growth, very good winter hardiness, tolerates warmer and humid climates.
4-6' flower height.

'Blue Lace'  True sky blue with lavender-pink accents.
'Cobalt Dreams'  New selection produces strong, tall spires tightly packed with cobalt
blue florets with white central bees. Stunning alone or several!!
'Pagan Purples'  Double rich blue-purple with small brown and white bee.
'Pink Punch'  Likely the deepest pink delphinium available today. 'Pink Punch' bears
strong, broad spikes of rich mulberry pink, often with a white, brown or pink bee.

elatum 'Pacific Giant Series'  Tall stately spikes in beautiful blending hues. 4-6' flower
height. Needs staking.

'Black Knight'  Dark Violet
'Blue Bird'  Clear blue with white bee.
'Galahad'  Pure white flowers with white centers.
'Guinevere'  Light lavender-pink with white bee.
'King Arthur'  Violet with large white bee.
'Summer Skies'  Immense, graceful light to medium blue spikes with a white bee.

DIANTHUS  A large genus including carnations, pinks, and Sweet Williams. Great for
massing in perennial borders and for cut flowers. Prefer full sun and alkaline well-drained
soil. Add lime yearly. Zone 5-9, unless otherwise noted.
scent first series  [NEW] 'Coral Reef' has double coral-pink petals with elegant white picotee
edges. 'Coconut Surprise' has crisp white frilly blooms with a deep red center. Both with
grey-blue foliage and a delightful spicy fragrance. H 6-8"

'Coral Reef'  [NEW]
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x. 'Fruit Punch Sweety Pie'  Exceptionally large, fragrant 1 1/2 inch blooms are fully double
and a bright pink color that fades to pale pink as the flowers age. This long season bloomer
stands 10" tall and 12-14" wide. Zone 4-9
x. 'Vivid Bright Lights'  [NEW] Absolutely vivid and bright! A stellar rebloomer, this small
but mighty charmer delivers high-impact bright pink color late spring to fall. Fragrant flowers
with deeply serrated petals shine against bluish-gray foliage mounds. H 8"

DICENTRA (Bleeding Heart) Known for their lovely sprays of pendant, heart-shaped
flowers and fern-like foliage. Bleeding Hearts prefer a rich, well-drained soil and partial
shade. Zone 4-9
formosa 'Aurora'  This fern-leaf bleeding heart bears large clusters of white, heart-shaped
flowers on 14" stems, blooming prolifically in late spring and continues through summer.
x. 'Luxuriant' (Fern Leaf)  Cross between D. eximia and D. formosa. Finely cut foliage on
compact plants looks good all season. Long blooming cherry red blossoms, from mid spring
thru fall. This variety is most tolerant of the sun, drought and hot weather. H 1-1.5'

DIGITALIS (Foxglove) A cottage garden favorite. Tall spires of unusual blossoms create a
showy display. Cutting encourages side shoots. Prefers partial shade and decent soil. Blooms
June-July, Zone 4-8
purpurea  A biennial which self-seeds freely. Tall spires of unusual blossoms create a showy
display. June-July

camelot series  Showy trumpets with maroon freckled throats. Available in Lavender and
Cream. May-July. H 3-4'.

'Camelot Cream' 
'Camelot Lavender' 

dalmation series  Two awesome varieties, 'Peach', soft apricot flowered blooms
delicately spotted with yellow cream markings, and 'Purple', spikes of deep,
lavender-purple bells each spotted inside with maroon purple. These foxgloves produce
well branched, compact, dwarf plants that flower their first year from sowing. H 16-20"

'Dalmation Peach' 
'Dalmation Purple' 

x. 'Arctic Fox Rose'  [NEW] 'Arctic Fox Rose' produces rose-pink flowers, with maroon
purple inside the blooms yearly, instead of biennially, like other foxgloves. Blooms late
spring to late summer. H 18-24", very winter hardy, Zone 5-9

ECHINACEA (Coneflower) Coneflowers are native North American wild flowers with
lance shaped leaves and daisy-like flowers. An excellent cut flower and butterfly attractant.
Prefers full to half day sun and well-drained soil. Mid to late summer blooms. Jacqui has
gone coneflower crazy- you might think it is her favorite perennial! Zone 4-8, unless
otherwise noted.
'Magnus Superior'  Deep rose, non-drooping flowers on sturdy stems. Rounded, bronze
discs. A quintessential cultivar. 3-4', Zone 3-8
'Pow Wow White'  Pure white, 3-4" flowers with a golden yellow cone have wide,
overlapping, reflexed petals. They are produced prolifically on stiff, well-branched stems
over many weeks. 18-24", Zone 3-8
'Pow Wow Wild Berry'  AAS Winner. Unique, 3-4" intense rose flowers with dark rose
centers. Very floriferous! 16-24"

ECHNIOPS (Globe Thistle) Toothed, prickly thistle-like leaves and spiny, intensely dark
blue globe shaped flowers. The gorgeous flowers are excellent for cutting and drying. Needs
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good drainage to survive the winter. Prefers full sun and dry, well-drained soil. July-mid
August. Zone 3-8
bannaticus 'Blue Glow'  Beginning in early summer, intense blue spheres measuring 1.5"
across appear on tall, unbranched stems. H 2-4'
ritro 'Veitchs Blue'  A clump-forming plant with golf ball sized, 1-2", dark blue thistle-like
flower heads atop stiff stems with deeply lobed, dark green, thistle-like foliage. H 30-36"

EUPHORBIA polychroma (Cushion Spurge) A very variable Genus of plants (the 4th
largest), consisting os 1000's of varieties.. Very drought tolerant, most have a milky
poisonous sap. Zone 3-8
species  A rugged species of plants with attractive foliage and plenty of sulfur yellow bracts
to light up the plants in early spring to early summer. H 12-18"

FERNS  Ferns reproduce via spores and have neither seeds nor flowers. All Ferns listed
prefer partial to full shade and rich, moist soils high in organic matter unless otherwise stated.
ATHYRIUM (Lady Fern)  This genus contains some of most popular deciduous ferns.

filix-femina  A large feathery species of native fern valued for its tough, easy to care for
nature. They are some of the most beautiful ferns you will find. Zone 4-8

'Branford Rambler'  A spreading form with dark green fronds with a hint of red.
Spreads from runner growth. Early to emerge in spring. 1-2'
'Dres Dagger'  Attractive dark green fronds are crested with crispy dagger-like tips
arranged in a criss-cross pattern. Typical clump grows to only 18" tall and as wide.

niponicum  A species valued for its colorful cultivars. Most display their best color when
exposed to direct sunlight. Zone 4-8

'Godzilla' (Godzilla Painted Fern)  Larger and more vigorous than A.'Pictum',
'Godzilla' is thought to be a cross between Lady Fern and Japanese Painted. Large
silver leaves are marked with purple and green on purple stems. H 3'

GAILLARDIA grandiflora (Blanket Flower) A genus of drought-tolerant plants from the
sunflower family, native to North and South America. The common name refers to the
inflorescence's resemblance to brightly patterned blankets made by Native Americans. Prefers
full sun and well-drained soil. Late June to August. Zone 4-9
'Arizona Red Shades'  This sister to 'Arizona Sun' produces masses of large, crimson red
flowers over a very long period. About 20% have slight yellow tips. H 10-12"
'Arizona Sun'  Abundance of 4 inch diameter bright yellow and red flowers. Dwarf uniform
habit. H 8-12"

GALIUM odoratum (Sweet Woodruff) Beautiful fanned foliage, scented of fresh hay,
makes an excellent ground cover in shady spots. Clusters of tiny white flowers. Moist,
well-drained soil sweetened with lime. May-June, 6", Zone 3-9

GERANIUM (Cranesbill) With lovely flowers and delicately cut foliage, perennial
geraniums make excellent border plants. Varied in heights, some can be incorporated into
rock gardens. Cut back taller varieties after first bloom to encourage rebloom. All provide
nectar for butterflies. Full sun to partial shade and moist, well-drained soil. Most will tolerate
a variety of conditions.
cinereum 'Ballerina'  Alpine species making compact mound of small, delicately-fluted,
grey-green leaves; delicate purplish-pink blooms with pronounced dark centers. Summer. H
4-6", Zone 5-8
macrorrhizum (Bigfoot Geranium)  This species of Geranium is very fragrant. Both
flowers and foliage have an apple scent. Clusters of 5 petaled flowers late in the spring thru
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mid-summer. Foliage displays red and bronze tints in the fall. Zone 4-8

'Album'  'Album' bears white flowers that are flushed pale-pink with long, pink tipped
stamens. H 8-12"
'Bevans Variety'  Deep magenta flowers (to 1" diameter) with dark red sepals appear in
terminal clusters above the foliage from mid to late spring. A sporadic rebloom may
occur in summer. H 10-15"
'Ingwersens Variety'  A rugged landscape geranium which tolerates wide range of soil
condition, including dry shade. It exhibits light pink flowers with darker sepals. A great
ground cover species spreading by fleshy underground rhizomes. H 12-18"

pratense  A valuable filler for color in early-mid summer. This species has a good show of
large cup-shaped flowers over a bushy mound of deeply cut green leaves. Cut back hard to
rejuvenate. Reseeds freely. Naturalizes very well in a less than formal garden. Zone 4-9

'Laura'  [NEW] Long lasting, weather resistant, double white flowers are produced from
June onwards on upright stems with serrated leaves. Mounding, H 24", Zone 4

sanguineum  Heavy blooming. Delicately cut foliage forms a dense mound and turns to
shades of orange, rust, and brilliant red in autumn. Very adaptable. Zone 4-9

'Album'  Loose habit. White flowers. May-June. H 8-12"
'Max Frei'  [NEW] ‘Max Frei’ is noted for its compact growth habit and reddish-purple
flowers. Flowers bloom in late spring. Foliage often turns attractive shades of red in
autumn. Mounding, H 4-9", spread 12-24". Zone 3

sylvaticum 'Brookside'  Vigorous clumps of finely cut foliage. Purple-blue flowers with
white centers. Summer, H 20". Zone 3-8
x. 'Daily Blue'  [NEW] Mid sized mounds of deeply cut foliage with long lasting
violet-purple flowers with a lighter center. H 12-20", Zone 4
x. 'Dragon Heart'  [NEW] Near black centers with dark rays on each petal of these
long-blooming, 2” magenta flowers. The large-leafed foliage forms a wide clump, but also
reaches out with a few stems to frolic around its neighbors. H 24", Zone 5
x. 'Johnsons Blue'  Violet blue flowers form a full mound. June-July. H 12-18", Zone 3-8
x. 'Rozanne'  An introduction from Blooms of Bressingham whose large, violet-blue flowers
appear freely from June to October. Foliage is a deep green slightly marbled with chartreuse.
H 2-3' spread 18-20", Zone 5-7

GEUM (Avens) Rosettes of handsome, hairy foliage bear colorful saucer shaped flowers on
long stems. Best shaded from the midday sun. Cut back hard for a rebloom. Full sun to part
shade and moist, well-drained soil. Zone 5-8
chiloense 'Blazing Sunset'  Tall flower spikes grow from mounds of velvety foliage. Fully
double scarlet-red flowers. Late May-June. H 16-24"
x. 'Pretticoats Peach'  Flowers Spring & reblooms all summer long. Profuse peach and
yellow flowers are semi-double and ruffled when in bloom on dark red stems. Compact. H
10"
x. 'Tempo Rose'  [NEW] A new favorite! This early bloomer produces a plethora of dark,
rose-pink flowers on short, dark stems. This easy to grow plant has a long bloom time
allowing pollinators to enjoy this gem for months. H 8-21", Zone 5
x. 'Totally Tangerine'  Tall, strong stems carry loads of bright apricot to tangerine orange
flowers. Early Summer. 30"

GRASSES  Ornamental Grasses have become increasingly popular in gardens. They are
grown for their showy foliage and are generally very low maintenance.
CALAMAGROSTIS  Stoloniferous plants that thrive in damp, fertile, even heavy soils.
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Zone 5-9.

acutiflora 'Karl Foerster' (Feather Reed Grass)  Erect tufts of lax foliage. Loose
pinkish inflorescences in July, persisting into fall turning to golden wheat. Full sun and
moist, rich soil. An interesting addition to fresh and dried floral arrangements. H 2-4'.
brachytricha (Korean Feather Reed Grass)  Tawny pink blooms, which fade to silver.
The plumes remain open and feathery even when dry. One of the new flowering grasses
that are happy in shade. Upright arching form in sun, slightly more lax in shade. Will
tolerate a wide range of soils. Sept-Nov. 4-5'

CAREX  Not true grasses, sedges generally have inconspicuous flowers, but their foliage
provides great color for your garden. Organic rich, moist soil. Zone 5-9

elata 'Bowles Golden'  An eye-catching sedge with bright golden-yellow leaves with thin
green margins. Taller than most other sedges. An excellent choice as a highlight plant for
shade or a water garden. 2-3'

FESTUCA glauca 'Elijah Blue' (Blue Fescue)  A low-growing, semi-evergreen,
clump-forming grass with finely-textured, blue-gray foliage with arching, needle-like blades.
Low water needs. H 8-12", Zone 4-11
HAKONECHLOA macra 'Aureola'  Bright yellow leaves with narrow green stripes,
beautiful cascading form perfect for softening the edge of pathways or as an accent in
combination containers. One of the few grasses that will thrive in shady sites. H 12-14", Zone
5-9
HELICTOTRICHON sempervirens (Blue Oat Grass)  Bright steel blue leaves that tend to
widen as they mature. Great addition to rock gardens, Full sun, H 18-24". Zone 4-8
MISCANTHUS sinensis  Substantial grasses that need room to grow. They enjoy full sun
and a wide range of soils. Plumes add winter interest to your garden. Zone 5-9

'Adagio'  Delicately textured, narrow green blades with a perfect arching habit. Plumes
are tinted with red. 2-3' foliage, 4-5' Influorescent.
'Autumn Anthem'  Selected for its heavy flower production and perfect habit. Dense
clump of dark green leaves with a narrow, white midrib. Feathery, creamy blooms. H
5-5.5'.
'Bandwidth'  [NEW] Broad, bright gold bands span rich green blades. Bandwidth forms
full, compact stands that reach a height of 2-3 feet.
'Dixieland'  Dwarf form of 'Variegatus', with arching green and white striped blades.
Lovely showy pink plumes appear in late summer. Good container choice. 4-5'
'Gracillimus' (Maiden Grass)  One of the oldest and perhaps the best known
Miscanthus cultivar, valued for its fine textured foliage and gracefully rounded overall
form. In late September it sends up airy panicles of copper-red flower heads and a little
later the foliage turns a lovely golden yellow. 4-5'
'Huron Sunrise'  The most profusely blooming Miscanthus. The green leaves have a
narrow white midrib and form an upright vase-like clump. In late summer, large coppery
seed heads turn into fluffy creamy tan panicles. In fall, the foliage turns colorful shades of
red, orange, burgundy and gold. 5-6'
'Morning Light'  Narrow leaves have a band of clear white on the leaf margins. A late
bloomer. Flower plumes emerge bronze-red, then turn cream as they age. Has a beautiful
refined look. 4-5'
'Oktoberfest'  Improved 'Graziella", better fall color and early blooming. Forms a narrow
upright tower of wide leaves that develop purple and red highlights in late summer.
Flowers turn burgundy to creamy tan as they age. 6-7'
'Strictus' (Porcupine Grass)  Best known for the horizontal yellow bands on its foliage,
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erect growth habit and upright foliage. Reddish fan-shaped seed heads emerge in
September and turn reddish wheat in the fall. Great specimen plant. 6'

PANICUM virgatum (Switch Grass)  Switch grasses are a highly versatile and adaptable
plant. A hardy, deep rooted rhizomatous grass that does well in full sun and dry or moist
conditions. Zones 4-9

'Cheyenne Sky' (Red Switch Grass)  Upright clumps of stiff, metallic blue foliage
produces beautiful airy panicles in the late summer. This is a petite variety forming a tight
vase-shaped clump of blue-green foliage turning wine-red in early summer. 3'
'Northwind'  Bluish-green foliage forms a compact, narrow, erect, tall clump of foliage
which is topped in late summer by finely-textured, yellow flower panicles. A real
standout in the garden. 6'

PENNISETUM alopecuroides (Fountain Grass)  These grasses are characterized by a
fountain of bottle brush flower spikes flowing up and out of neat, rounded cascading mounds
of foliage. They prefer full sun and well drained soil. Zone 5-9

'Burgundy Bunny' (Mini Fountain Grass)  Fiery red highlights! The snazzy, red
accents appear in June and by September 50% of the foliage is eye-catching red. Compact
habit. H 12-16"x16".
'Desert Plains'  Large mound of finely textured, green leaves that develop red tips
beginning in mid-summer. 5" long bottlebrush flower spikes appear in fall. Excellent for
cutting, fresh or dried.. 4' x 5'
'Hameln'  A medium-tall form of this species. Narrow, graceful arching leaves.
Rose-colored foxtail seed heads. August-Fall, 24"

GYPSOPHILA (Babys Breath) A popular cut flower, with masses of tiny, delicate flowers
and fine airy foliage creating a billowy mound. Prefers full sun and well-drained, alkaline
soil. Zone 3-8
paniculata 'Festival Star'  This extremely long blooming cultivar forms a short, neatly
compact mound of grey-green foliage that is covered in dense white sprays of flowers. Does
not go dormant in the summer. H 12-18"
x. 'Summer Sparkles'  New variety forms a refined, compact, dense, uniform mound that is
completely covered in bright white, semi-double, slightly fragrant flowers. May-July. 23-27"

HELIOPSIS helianthoides (False Sunflower) Prolific bloomer, with many daisy-like
flowers. They are long blooming and great for mid summer to fall color. Most Zone 5-8.
Tolerates poor, dry soil.
'Bleeding Hearts'  This variety is fire red at first, then orange-red turning to bronze. It has
dark purple leaves, black stems, a sturdy habit and reliable first year blooming. H 48"
'Tuscan Sun'  Upright stems topped with many bright golden yellow, daisy-like flowers with
an orange-gold button center. A new compact variety with good disease resistance. H 1-1.5'

HEMEROCALLIS (Daylily) Very hardy garden flower with long, grass-like foliage and
trumpet shaped flowers, reminiscent of a lily. Blooms last just one day but are produced
abundantly during a long blooming season. Early bloomers (E) begin in late June, mid-season
bloomers (M) in mid-July, and late bloomers (L) in August. Tetraploid varieties (TET) have
more chromosomes, are stronger and offer an array of color and sizes. Re-bloomers(RB) and
ever-bloomers(EB) flowers all summer long. Zone 3-9
'Apricot Sparkles'  Perhaps one of the most prolific daylilies of all time! 3" apricot colored
flowers with glistening sparkles. Begins flowering in late June and continues reblooming until
a hard frost. E, RB 14-18"
'Blackthorn'  [NEW] Very light creamy yellow, 4 1/2 to 5", blossoms with a hint of peach,
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display a prominent wine purple eye and matching picotee edge half way up the attractively
ruffled petals. Height 26", M-TET-RB.
'Primal Scream'  This spectacular daylily screams for attention when in bloom! Enormous,
7.5-8.5" glimmering, tangerine-orange blossoms have narrow, twisted, ruffled petals. Blooms
early July. H 34"
'Purple D Oro'  Red-purple 2 3/4" flowers, with yellow throats subtly veined with purple.
With all the ever blooming power of Stella. EB 16"
'Red Hot Returns'  First red, continuous blooming daylily. 5" cherry red blossoms have a
bright yellow halo, apple green throat and ruffled petals. Blooms all summer and into fall.
24-28"
'Romantic Returns'  With a striking deep rose-pink color, the flowers of ‘Romantic
Returns’ are remarkably large, at 5”, for a re-blooming daylily. The ruffled petals add
delicate sophistication to a plant that is easy to grow. H 25", E-M-RB
'Stella D-Oro'  Ever-blooming with gold flowers. Award Winner, EB 18-24"
'Stephanie Returns'  Unique colored: bicolor blend of peachy pink, ruffled petals with a thin
purple eye, a dazzling yellow throat, and deep rose-purple sepals. Nearly continuous bloom.
RE. 14-16"
'Storm Shelter'  [NEW] Fragrant, 5”, mauve colored blossoms with an enormous deep
eggplant purple eye and matching edge. Many buds for continuous bloom or rebloom for
many weeks in midsummer and fall. Height 24", TET-RB
'Sunday Gloves'  Delicious frosting-white blossoms with pale lemon yellow eye. Fragrant. 5
1/4 “ flowers stay open 16 hours. E-M, RB. 16"
'When My Sweetheart Returns'  Soft peachy yellow blossoms with a large, rose pink eye,
lemon throat, and romantically ruffled petals are produced on short scapes. A truly
everblooming daylily!!! 14-16", mid-season

HEUCHERA (Coral Bells) Loose clusters of bell-shaped flowers are borne on wiry stems
over low mounds of striking, rounded foliage. Coral Bells are useful in cottage gardens, cut
flower gardens, and butterfly gardens. Crosses are the Villosa Hybrids, which are tolerant to
heat and humidity. Full sun to part shade and moist, well-drained, organic rich soil. Early
summer. Zone 4-8
x. 'Berry Timeless'  Unbelievable flower production! Light pink flowers age to deep red,
produced on tight wands on 18-20" scapes. Plant blooms and reblooms continuously from
early summer to frost. Foliage is lightly silvered, mint green in a compact, dense clump. H
18-20". Part Shade, Full Shade, Full Sun.
x. 'Red Lightning'  Electrifying dark red veins spark over huge gold leaves and white
flowers. Color holds well throughout the season. H 11"/18". Part Shade, Full Shade.

HEUCHERELLA  A group of hybrids between Heuchera and Tiarella, combining the
characteristics of both parents making them pleasing additions to the front border. They
tolerate sun, but prefers afternoon shade. Darker varieties perform well in full sun. Moist,
fertile soil. Zone 4-9
x. 'Dayglow Pink'  Fantastic flower color! Numerous dazzling pink flowers 'glow' in the
garden. Leaves are cut with a chocolate inlay. Excellent for dry shade conditions. H 7",
flower 16", spread 14". Part Shade, Full Sun.
x. 'Pink Revolution'  100 stems of magenta pink flowers at once! It is truly a blooming
machine, deeply cut foliage will develop silver and purple markings as they mature each
season, giving the plant multiple seasons of interest. H 12-15" X 18-24" W

HIBISCUS  Very showy, shrubby plants bearing huge blooms. We are offering some
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compact forms which can be used in gardens. Tropical plants which love the heat, and don’t
awaken from their winter slumbers until late spring. Full sun and fertile, well-drained soil.
Mid to late summer. Zone 5-9.
'Evening Rose'  [NEW] An excellent combination of hot pink flowers and near black foliage.
8 " puckered flowers cover the round, dense habit top to bottom. H 4'
'Midnight Marvel'  Huge 8 to 9" flowers of pure red glow against the richest purple foliage
in the genus. Maple shaped leaves reach nearly a foot long. 4' tall and wide.
'Starry Starry Night'  This variety produces a mound of very dark foliage, which serves as a
dramatic backdrop for its eye-catching blooms. The soft pink flowers are quite large, up to 8
in. across, and have contrasting red eyes. H 3.5" to 4'.

HOSTA (Plantain Lily) Grown for its lovely and varied mound-forming foliage. Most
bloom in June or July. Exceptions are noted. Heights are given for foliage rather than blooms.
Hostas benefit from morning sun to encourage flowering and proper leaf color. Variegated
varieties and yellow or gold-leaved hostas need some sun to fully develop their color. Green
and blue hostas lose some of their intensity with too much sun. Hosta grows best in average
to fertile soil, but will survive in poor soils. Zone 3-9
'Abiqua Drinking Gourd'  Birds have been known to drink from 3" deep cups formed by the
deep blue, heavily puckered leaves. White bell-shaped flowers in mid-summer. 16" x 40"
'Afterglow'  Large, green, heart shaped leaves with incredibly arresting, wide, yellow
margins. Forms an upright mound with pale lavender flowers. 24" x 36"
'Age of Gold'  [NEW] Golden yellow leaves with an upright spreading habit and large
smooth leaves. White flowers in midsummer. Matures to 25" tall X 58" spread. Shade to part
shade.
'Autumn Frost'  The leaves emerge frosty blue with a bright yellow margin that lightens to
creamy white during the summer. It forms a medium sized mound topped with light lavender
flowers in mid to late summer. H 12" x 12-16" W.
'Blue Angel'  Huge blue leaves with a heavy texture and many near white hyacinth-like
flowers in midsummer. Probably the largest blue hosta known. 3'h x 4'w
'Blue Ivory'  A new blue Hosta with terrific sun tolerance and a compact, elegant form. The
leaves, widely edged in creamy yellow, really accentuate the rich aquamarine tones at the
center. Lavender blooms. 16"hx30"w
'Blue Mouse Ears'  Adorable small hosta with thick, heart-shaped blue-green to grey-green
leaves. Lavender flowers. 8".
'Blueberry Muffin'  [NEW] A medium sized mound of large, blue, rounded leaves that are
puckered in unusual patterns. Late in the season, the foliage transitions to green. Lavender
flowers. Matures at 14" H X 36" spread.
'Cool as a Cucumber'  This gorgeous large hosta forms a cascading clump of green and
white variegated foliage. Its foliage is notably upright in youth, but quickly develops into a
gracefully arching mound. The long, tapered, pointed leaves have bright green margins which
jet towards the clear white center. H 28" x 40" W.
'Curly Fries'  Leaves are long and lance-shaped, very wavy, chartreuse green in spring
changing to a unique shade of yellow in the summer. Lavender flowers bloom in summer. H
6" x 16". Leaf Size: 8" x 2".
'Diamond Lake'  Heart-shaped, thick and heavily corrugated blue leaves have wavy margins.
The large size of this plant also translates to large leaves: they can get up to 9 inches wide by
11 inches long. H 17" x 45" W.
'Earth Angel'  Superb new sport of ‘Blue Angel’, with variegated blue-green leaves edged
in wide, creamy-white margins. Pale lavender flowers in early summer. H 30".
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'Empress Wu'  The largest known hosta available! This massive plant forms a gigantic
mound of huge, thick, dark green leaves topped with pale reddish violet flowers. It will make
a fantastic statement in your shade garden! H 36 to 48" x 60-72" W.
'Etched Glass'  Very wide, dark green margins contrast with a bright, brilliant yellow
margin, with a light green pattern in the center. Very large and fragrant, white flowers in late
summer. Matures at H 36" x 36" W.
'Halcyon'  Mid-sized blue hosta with frosty blue-green and pointed leaves. Heavy substance
foliage and is slug resistant. Pale blue-violet flowers. 18-28" H x 30" W.
'Hans'  [NEW] Corrugated, puckered and folded leaves with ruffling at the base are
blue-green with a showy white center. Flower lavender, medium H 20-22" X 32" spread.
'Hudson Bay'  Wide, bright blue margins and apple green jetting contrast nicely with the
creamy white center all season. Heavy substance leaves, white flowers. 24" H x 26" W
'Humpback Whale'  Forms an immense dome-shaped mound of blue-green heart-shaped
leaves that have an unusual hump in the mid-leaf which points the tip of the leaf downward.
White bell-shaped flowers. 36"N x 48" W.
'Island Breeze'  The leaves have a bright yellow center in spring, turning chartreuse in
summer, with a darker edge. The petioles are bright red with some of the red color coming up
into the base of each leaf. Lavender flowers on red scapes. H: 24" x 14" Leaf Size: 6.5" x 4.5"
'Liberty'  This hosta has buttery-yellow leaves with rich green hearts, making for a unique
and lovely look! Lavender flowers. 24"h x 36" w. Hosta of the year for 2012!!!
'Maui Buttercups'  An outstanding yellow hosta with 5" round, puckered leaves that are
deeply cupped and corrugated. Flared violet flowers. Good slug resistance. 10"h x 14"w
'Mighty Mouse'  Mouse ear-shaped leaves in bluish green with a creamy yellow edge.
Lavender flowers in early summer. 8"h x 12" w
'Mini Skirt'  This petite hosta forms a miniature mound of very wavy, thick, blue-green
leaves with creamy yellow margins in spring. In summer, the center turns more green and the
edge lightens to creamy white. Pale lavender flowers. H 5" x 7" W.
'Munchkin Fire'  This vigorous new yellow miniature hosta is the perfect size for troughs
and the ever-popular fairy gardens. Short and narrow leaves hold their bright yellow color all
season long. Lavender flowers appear above the petite habit in midsummer. H 5-7" x 20" W.
'Neptune'  Unique blue hosta forms a cascading clump of narrow wedge-shaped leaves with
heavily rippled edges. Arching lavender flowers in late summer. 24"h x 32"-39"W
'Patriot'  Green with wide white margins, wonderful form. Lavender flowers. 15-18"h x
24-30"w
'Pocket Full of Sunshine'  [NEW] This cute, small hosta grows quickly to form a compact
clump of thick, distinctly cupped leaves that are yellow with broad, deep green margins at
maturity. Part shade/shade. Lavender flowers, matures at 9" H X 19" spread.
'Rainforest Sunrise'  This premium hosta variety's leaves emerge light green, then quickly
develop dark green margins and a radiant gold center as they mature. The thick leaves
become lightly cupped and heavily puckered. 8" h x 18" w.
'Seducer'  [NEW] This showy hosta has large, dark green leaves with a slightly ruffled, gold
margin and a trace of white between the center and margin. Requires summer heat to develop
full gold coloration. Near-white flowers. Part shade/shade. Matures at 26" H X 36" spread.
'Stained Glass'  A sport of ‘Guacamole’ exhibiting same rapid growth rate but displays
variegation earlier and maintains brilliant gold throughout the season. Prominent veins
throughout the leaf gives it a “stained glass” effect. Fragrant flowers. Light shade to 3/4 sun,
15" h x 30" w
'Waterslide'  'Waterslide' has wavy, ruffled leaves with heavy substance. The blue, rippled
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leaves look like water splashing in the shade garden, and hold their blue color well into the
summer season. Lavender flowers appear on scapes in late summer. H 14" x 17" W
'Whee'  Extremely ruffled, cream colored margins extend from the tip of each green leaf all
the way down the petiole to the crown. The leaves of this medium sized hosta are of excellent
substance, making them slug resistant in the landscape. H 11-18" x 24" W. Light lavender
flowers.

IBERIS sempervirens (Candytuft) A bright spot in the early Spring garden. Evergreen,
mound-forming foliage bears clusters of flowers. Valuable as a ground cover in rock and wall
gardens. Drought and salt tolerant, deer resistant, thrives in poor soil. Full sun. H 6-12", Zone
3-10.
'Whiteout'  Evergreen, mound-forming foliage bears clusters of the largest white flowers of
any Iberis. H 6-12"

IRIS  A large genus of plants with long, blade-like foliage and showy flowers excellent for
cutting. With a wide range of color, bloom times, and cultural requirements, there are Iris for
every garden.
ensata (Japanese Iris)  Japanese Iris have huge, flouncy flowers that bloom in July, later
than Bearded or Siberian Iris. Ideally suited to a pond edge, but do well in any moist, acidic,
humus-rich soil. Sun to part shade. Zone 4-9

'Lady in Waiting'  Near-white, lightly ruffled, double flowers with brushed lavender
edges. The resulting flowers have a flat, open form. Signals are marked as small, simple
yellow blotches. H 2-3'

sibirica (Siberian Iris)  Siberian Iris form elegant, upright blades of green foliage and an
abundance of flowers in mid-late June, just after Bearded Iris and just before Japanese Iris.
Each variety flowers for a couple of weeks. They are not fussy but prefer slightly acid to
neutral soil, moist and humus rich. Full sun to part shade. Zone 3-9

'Currier'  Large purplish/ red falls, white wire rim and yellow base. Purplish standards.
H 33"
'Happy Returns'  [NEW] This Iris features repeat blooming flowers of violet blue with
yellow blaze. Its blossoms first appear in late spring then again in summer. H 30-34"
'I See Stars'  Unusual-looking Siberian iris is sure to be a star in the garden. Its 5½"
flowers have six medium to dark blue flat petals with a clear white signal area netted in
blue. H 26-30"
'Miss Apple'  [NEW] Best red variety! Miss Apple features bold magenta standards atop
deep red falls enhanced by golden accents. Plus, this beautiful iris has a lovely sweet
fragrance. H 30"
'Peacock Ginger Twist'  Layers of color – lavender standards, ginger falls, speckles all
over and pearly pale gold styles. H 24-28"
'Peacock Painted Women'  Stunning reddish falls, yellow signals at the base. Lavender
and soft blue standards. H 24-26".
'Peacock Uncorked'  'Uncorked' has unique flowers in shades of golden yellow, sky
blue, and purple-black with detailed veining. H 24-28"
'Swans in Flight'  Beautiful variety with large white flowers and slender spiky leaves
which add wonderful texture to the landscape. H 32".
'Yellow Tail'  A beautiful semi-double Iris with white inner petals. Strong grower!
Mid-Late bloom. H 28"

KALIMERIS incisa 'Blue Star'  Pale blue, daisy-like flowers cover deep green foliage on a
compact, bushy plant. An abuse-tolerant plant that is an excellent performer and a vigorous
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grower. One of the few perennials that truly blooms all summer. Full sun to partial shade,
average well-drained soil. H 18", Zone 5-9

KNAUTIA macedonica (Pincushion Plant) Multitudes of pincushion flowers are produced
tirelessly all summer long. A cute little flower that politely self-sows. Prefers full sun to part
shade and well drained soil. Zone 5-9
'Mars Midget'  A compact selection of this summer-long bloomer. It forms a low mound of
grey-green leaves, bearing small ruby-red button flowers that open in succession over several
months. H 12-18"
'Thunder and Lightning'  A unique color combination! Light green leaves are shaped like
lightning bolts with creamy yellow to white margins. Deep reddish-purple, fully double
flowers.summer. H 12-18"

KNIPHOFIA hirsata (Torch Lily-Red Hot Poker Plant) Large spikes of tubular flowers
blaze above grassy foliage. Buds are richly colored and open from the bottom of the flower
spike. Full sun and fertile, well-drained soil. Intolerant of wet heavy soils. Bloom Late
July-August. Zone 5(6)-9
popsicle series  Compact habit. Blooms from summer into fall – a massive rebloomer!
Attractive grassy foliage which looks great all season. High-impact colors.

'Mango Popsicle'  Delicious spikes of sweet, mango-orange. H 18-30"
'Orange Vanilla Popsicle'  A two-toned beauty topped with flower spikes of red orange
over the creamy white on the bottom. H 18-30"
'Redhot Popsicle'  Lively, cinnamon red flowers on short, compact plants for the smaller
garden. H 16-20"

LAMIUM maculatum (Dead Nettles) Colorful foliage makes this vigorous spreader an
ideal ground cover for brightening up a shady spot. Whorls of two-lipped flowers in spring.
Part to full shade. Moist, well-drained soil. May-June. Zone 3-8
'Orchid Frost'  Trailing stems with silver centers and scalloped, blue green margins.
Orchid-pink flowers, showy and heavy bloomer. 4-6"
'White Nancy'  Silver leaves edged in green. Pure white flowers. 6-12"

LAVATERA 'Barnsley Baby' (Tree Mallow) Racemes of silky, saucer-shaped, soft pink
blooms resembling hollyhocks are prolifically produced on a compact bush with
maple-shaped leaves from June- September. Full Sun, H 30-35". Zone 6-9

LIATRIS spicata 'Kobold' (Gayfeather Blazing Star) Tall spikes of striking, stately
lavender-blue violet flowers, rise above neat tufts of narrow foliage. An excellent cut flower
as well as a nectar source for butterflies. Prefer full sun to partial shade and well-drained soil.
July, 24-30", shorter variety, Zone 3-9

LILIUM orientale (Oriental Lily) Oriental Lilies are large, exotic, star-shaped blooms that
are deliciously fragrant, superb for cutting. Mid-Season. Full Sun. H 32-44", Zone 4-8
'Magic Star'  A soft pink with deep pink stripe down each ruffled petal make this a
showstopper in the garden! A double flower that can be 3-6" across.
'My Wedding'  This double oriental lily is crisp white with a hint of pink around the edges
has no stamen is also ideal as a cut flower especially for Bridal Bouquets. My Wedding has a
beautiful scent.

LIRIOPE muscari (Lilyturf) Neat mounds of grass-like foliage produce showy dense
flower spikes. Forms a thick mass of evergreen foliage, making this a good choice for ground
cover or erosion control. Sun or shade and well-drained soil. Late summer, 12-15", Zone 5-8
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'Royal Purple'  Grass-like foliage and deep purple flowers.
'Variegata'  Yellow, white and green variegated foliage.

LOBELIA  Whether they be North American natives or new hybrid cultivars, they all display
spikes of brilliantly colored flowers in the peak of summer. Prefers full sun to part shade and
rich, moist soil. Useful in wet areas. Mulch well in winter.
cardinalis (Cardinal Flower)  Tall upright romantic wildflowers. Thrives in woodland
streams and flowers in late summer and fall.

'Black Truffle'  In addition to the brilliant red flowers, the foliage is deep purple all
season. Grow in moist soil and partial shade for the best display. May need 2 seasons to
show its full glory! H 3-4', Zone 3-8
species  Native wildflower bearing radiant red flower spikes. July-September. 2-3',
Heirloom

MONARDA didyma (Beebalm Wild Bergamot) A spreading plant with aromatic foliage
often used in teas. Unusual whorls of flowers make excellent cuts. Attracts bees, butterflies,
and hummingbirds. Needs to be divided regularly and the soil replenished. Beebalms are
susceptible to mildew and dry soils exaggerate that susceptibility. Full sun and rich, moist
soil. July. Zone 4-8
'Fireball'  [NEW] This shorter variety bursts with deep scarlet blooms in summer until early
fall. The clumping aromatic foliage is mildew tolerant. H 16-20"
'Pardon My Cerise'  [NEW] A perfect size for smaller spaces; its stature has no impact on
its flower power - the cherry-pink flowers rest right above the foliage and are the same size as
in taller selections. Good resistance to powdery mildew. H 14-18", 10-12" spread.
'Sugar Buzz Grape Gumball'  [NEW] In midsummer, 'Grape Gumball' forms a solid dome
of vibrant magenta, 2-2½” flowers on strong, well-branched stems. It boasts above average
resistance to powdery mildew. H 20-24"

NEPETA (Catmint) A member of the mint family, it is extremely easy growing plant with
few pests or problems. Repeat bloomers throughout the season. Certain varieties are attractive
to cats. Drought hardy and deer resistant.
faassenii  Whorled spikes of two-lipped blossoms are borne above very aromatic, soft
foliage. Most have a spreading habit and make wonderful cut flowers. Long blooming, low
maintenance and drought tolerant. Full sun to part shade and light, well-drained soil.
Hummingbirds find most in this genus irresistible. Zone 3-8

'Cats Meow'  This plant has a tidy, dense, rounded form and its small gray-green foliage
is topped with sky-blue flowers from early June to September. H 18" X 30" W
'Cats Pajamas'  Blooms about 2-3 weeks earlier! The ball-shaped habit carries long, dark
stems that hold indigo blue flowers, blooms from the soil to the tips of the stems. Even
when the flowers are past peak, the color of the rosy purple calyxes give your garden an
additional splash of color. H 12-14"
'Kitten Around'  Very showy because the flowers are packed onto a shorter more
compact plant that really concentrates the brilliant blue color for more impact in the
garden. Forms a tight round mound. H 12-14"
'Purrsian Blue'  This compact selection forms a densely mounded clump of green,
aromatic foliage covered with periwinkle-blue blooms; very showy, intensely bright and
so profuse. June-September. H 14-18"
'Walkers Low'  The longest blooming Nepeta! Tons of lavender-blue flowers over
compact mounds of grey-green foliage. April to fall! H 18-24"

sibirica 'Souvenir d Andre Chaudron'  Upright and bushy plant with bright lavender flower
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spikes. June-August. H 3', Zone 5-9

ORIGANUM x. 'Amethyst Falls'  A hardy, long blooming ornamental oregano. Good sized
sprays containing hundreds of pendulous, chartreuse bracts and protruding bright pink
flowers above spicy scented foliage. Full Sun/ well drained soil. H 8-12", Zone 5-10

PACHYSANDRA 'Green Sheen'  An excellent evergreen ground cover for shady and
partially shady sites, slowly spreading to form a dense carpet. Compact, deep and shiny green
form of the common pachysandra. H 6"-12", Average, well-drained soil. Zone 3-9

PAEONIA  Peonies are easy to grow, long-lived and hardy plants. Plant so that the root
crown is 1 to 2 inches below the soil, no more. Peonies prefer full sun to part shade and
slightly acid, well-drained soil enriched with manure.
intersectional aka itoh  Created by crossing herbaceous and woody tree peonies. They offer
the best qualities of both including large flowers in unique colors, robust herbaceous foliage,
strong weather resistant stems, longer bloom time, extreme winter hardiness, and increased
vigor. They will spend their first year getting established. Once mature, each plant will yield
up to 50 blooms per year. Displays flowers well on upright to slightly arching stems. Flowers
late spring. Most are fragrant. Zone 4-8.

'Bartzella'  Huge 6-8" semi-double to double, pastel yellow flowers have a small
rose-purple flare in the center and a pronounced sweet scent. 30-36"
'Callies Memory'  Yellow-cream, semi-double flowers, edged in deeper russet with
maroon flares and picotee edge appear mid-season on the mid-sized bush of lush green
leaves. H 23-27"
'Scrumdiddlyumptious'  Big, showy blooms grow to 6" in diameter and are colored
creamy yellow with a pink blush and pink edges. They keep coming for weeks. Mild but
pleasant fragrance. H 28"

lactiflora hybrids (Garden Peonies)  The delightful common garden peony has been widely
grown for over 600 years, with many colors available along with single and double blooms.
They bloom late spring - early summer, starting in April and through the months of May and
June. Sadly, peonies flower for a relatively short period of time (7-10 days). However, they
do not flower all at the same time and are classified with a blooming time, ranging from very
early to late season, relative to other peonies. So fill your garden with a variety of cultivars
for continuous bloom of up to 6 weeks! Zone 3-7.

'Big Ben'  Big Ben is a large bomb-type peony in shades of deep red with blue
undertones. Vigorous, strong and very fragrant. H to 48", Blooms mid-season.
'Celebrity'  Gorgeous, fragrant, huge 6" raspberry-pink blooms that contrast wonderfully
with white tufted centers. Strong stems, lush green foliage. Blooms mid-late season. H
32".
'Coral Charm'  Abundant, nostalgic, large, cup-shaped flowers emerge as a deep
persimmon color and bloom out to elegant, coral-cream colored, semi-double flowers
with a slight fragrance as they mature. Blooms early to mid season. H 40"
'Coral Sunset'  The fullest of all corals! Ruffled semi-double blooms which range from a
soft coral to intense coral with a rose overlay; the centers exhibit a fluff of golden yellow
stamens. Mid-Late Spring. 30"
'Do Tell'  An exciting cultivar with two rows of rosy-pink petals, speckled darker in the
center, surrounding stamens in shades of white to dark pink. Mildly fragrant. Blooms
mid-season. H 32"
'Edens Perfume'  [NEW] One of the most fragrant peonies available! Double, large
flowers, 6-7" across with frilly pink petals. A compact grower with strong stems perfect
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for cutting. Mid-season (early summer). 30"
'Festiva Maxima'  Very large, double white blooms with a red spot. Fragrant. Blooms
early season. 34"
'Henry Bockstoce'  This cultivar has been long loved for its incredibly strong stems,
intense fragrance, deep red color and amazing form. Blooms mid-season. H 32-36"
'Inspecteur Lavergne'  [NEW] Large, fully double, rich-red, fragrant flowers with pale
edges. Mid-late season. 32"
'Jacorma'  [NEW] Huge, delicate, double rose-pink blooms provide a fragrant display in
early spring. Famous for its easy care, disease resistance and fragrance! 36"
'Jan van Leeuwen'  [NEW] Single pure white, cup-shaped blossoms with yellow centers,
having a nice sweet fragrance. Late season. 30"
'Lady Alexander Duff'  [NEW] An award-winning heirloom peony introduced in 1902.
Deep pink buds open into large, soft pink flowers with ruffled, lightly fringed petals.
Great, old-fashioned peony fragrance. H 36"
'Madame Calot'  [NEW] Creamy white flowers flushed with blush pink and darker pink
outer petals. Fragrant flowers on sturdy stems. H 32"
'Paul M. Wild'  [NEW] Fully double, ruby-red, velvety flowers hold their color well. A
great cut flower variety. Fragrant, mid-season bloomer. H 38"
'Paula Fay'  'Paula Fay' is a semi-double pink, may be bright light red in cooler climates,
with textured blossoms and contrasting yellow stamens. Great cut-flower. Fragrant. Very
early season blooming. H 35".
'Peter Brand'  [NEW] Deep ruby-red, fully double, 6" blooms mature into a purple hue,
while the lobed, green foliage takes on darker tints in the fall. Robust enough to rarely
require staking. Heirloom. H 34-36"
'Sarah Bernhardt'  A classic, very fragrant peony with light pink, double blooms with
slightly paler edges. Late. Fragrant. H 36".
'The Fawn'  The rose pink blooms are quite large with layer upon layer of crepe
paper-like petals, the backsides of the guard petals sporting unusual fawn-like dark pink
speckles. Fragrant. Blooms mid-season (June). H 34"
'White Cap'  A fragrant hybrid having deep raspberry-burgundy guard petals fully filled
with ivory and pink stamens. Blooms May-June. H 32"

PAPAVER (Poppy) A treasured, old-fashioned favorite for spring gardens. Colorful papery
blooms atop long sturdy stems. Deadhead to prolong bloom-time. Attractive seedpods.
Drought resistant. Prefers full sun and well-drained, average soil.
atlanticum  Small, delicate, bright orange flowers. May reseed. June-August, H 2'. Zone 3-8
orientale  Showy spring bloomers produce papery flowers with velvety black centers. Foliage
dies back after flowering, so place them well to avoid large empty spots in the Summer. Late
May-early June. 24-30" unless specified. Zone 4-9

'Brilliant'  Fiery orange-scarlet blooms.
'Eye Catcher'  A compact variety with large, bright orange-red flowers with black
centers blooming in spring and summer on 18-24" fuzzy stems.
'Prince of Orange'  Huge, 4-5", tangerine blooms have a satiny texture and long-lasting
garden flair. H 2-4'.
'Queen Alexandra'  Bright salmon-pink blossoms.
'Royal Wedding'  Enormous, pure white blossoms accentuated by a deep black eye. H
20".

PENSTEMON (Beard Tongue) A large genus with great variety. Foliage is narrow and
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flowers are trumpet-shaped. Loved by hummingbirds and butterflies. Full to part sun and
well-drained light or sandy soil. Blooming June-July.
barbatus 'Elfin Pink'  Among the hardiest of Penstemon species. Cheerful Clear pink
tubular flowers are borne on tall stems above a low mound of green foliage. May need some
support. Nice cut flower. June-July. H 12-15", Zone 5-9
digitalis 'Dakota Burgundy'  [NEW] Glossy, purple black leaves on a very hardy perennial.
The lovely lavender to violet flowers produced in June are adored by hummingbirds. Showy
dark seed heads in fall. H 12-14", Zone 3
pinifolius 'SteppeSun Sunset Glow' (Pineleaf Penstemon)  [NEW] Native and long
blooming, this plant resembles a dwarf (to 1 1/2 ft.), cushion-shaped pine with bright,
evergreen, needle- like leaves and beautiful, narrow, orange flowers. Hummingbirds love it!
Zone 4
x. 'Blackbeard'  Penstemon 'Blackbeard' flowers for a long, long time. Elegant and slender,
deep raspberry-colored flowers hang amidst handsome dark, eggplant-purple foliage well into
the autumn. H 28-34", Zone 3-8.
x. 'Cherry Sparks'  Luscious cherry red bells with white throats appear for twice as long and
are much larger than other perennial Penstemons. Late May into August. H 18-20", Zone 5-9

PEROVSKIA atriplicifolia (Russian Sage) Branching upright stems bear silvery-grey
foliage and sprays of fragrant lavender flowers. Lovely cut flowers. Full sun and well drained
soil. August-September. Zone 4-9
'Baby Jean Blue'  For a shorter, more manageable Russian Sage, try ‘Blue Jean Baby’! This
variety is one of the earliest Perovskia to bloom. H 28-34"
'Denim-N-Lace'  Lacy-like, bright sky blue flowers are held on amethyst calyxes, with
strong stems and an upright habit. The beautiful color will last a long time! Medium Height,
28-32"

PERSICARIA polymorpha  A massive herbaceous shrub that needs lots of room to show
off its vase shaped form. Enormous, fluffy, creamy-white plumes arrive in summer. It does
not spread or self sow like some of its relatives. Full to part sun. Tolerant of wet sites but also
does fine in average soil. H 5'-6', Zone 3-8

PHLOX  A large and variable genus of prolific and showy bloomers. Most prefer a sunny
position and rich moist soil. Their long bloom time may be extended by deadheading spent
flowers. Mildew has been a problem with Phlox in the past, but new resistant cultivars are
available. Proper cultivation can also help keep mildew under control; keep soil moist, plant
in a well-ventilated area, keep foliage dry, and divide mature clumps every 3-4 years.
divaricata 'Blue Moon' (Woodland Phlox)  A delightful spring blooming native for shade
that will spread and fill in around bulbs and perennials that are slow to emerge. A wild sweet
William, 'Blue Moon' with loose clusters of fragrant dark blue flowers that drive butterflies
wild. May. 10-14", Zone 3-8
paniculata  Garden Phlox is an old-fashioned favorite because of its large, showy, fragrant
flower-heads. We choose only mildew resistant varieties. Prefers full sun and moist, rich soil.
Mid-summer to fall bloom. Zone 4-8

'Amethyst Pearl'  This dwarf hybrid phlox has glossy, bright green foliage that stays
clean all season. Plentiful light amethyst pink flowers with a white eye are produced in
loose, rounded panicles in early summer and again in early fall. Complete mildew
resistance. H 18"
'Blue Paradise'  Flowers open a pale blue, darken to deep violet-blue, then get red-violet
edges as they age. The color changes with the light-looking more blue or purple
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depending on time of day. Intriguing. 3-4'
'Cover Girl'  [NEW] A new member of the Garden Girls Collection, topped with
lavender purple flowers with a white halo, vibrant-colored flowers. These tall phlox shun
mildew and rebloom beautifully. H 38-42"
flame series  New compact, dwarf cultivars that features upright clusters of large, sweetly
fragrant blossoms. Highly disease resistant, they are available as 'Flame Purple', rich
purple flowers with a small darker eye and 'Flame Red'. 12-20", Mid-summer.

'Flame Purple' 
'Flame Red' 

'Party Girl'  [NEW] A new member of the Garden Girls Collection having showy, large
white flowers with star shaped pink centers. This tall phlox shuns mildew and reblooms
beautifully. H 28-32"

x. 'Cloudburst' (Tall Cushion Phlox)  [NEW] A brand new type of Phlox! Dark purple buds
open to fragrant lavender purple flowers with bright pink eyes that cover a broad, mounding,
billowy habit. Excellent disease resistance. H 28" Zone 4-8

PLATYCODON grandiflorus (Balloon Flower) A clump-forming plant bearing upright
stems of triangular leaves and clusters of balloon-like buds which open to star-shaped, cupped
flowers. A nice cut flower. Balloon Flower is very late to emerge in the spring. It prefers full
sun to partial shade and average to rich, well-drained soil. July-August. Zone 3-9
astra series  A compact, well branched series available in Blue, Light Pink and Semi-Double
White. H 8-10"

'Astra Blue' 
'Astra Light Pink' 
'Astra Semi-Double white' 

'Mariesii Blue'  Slightly taller selection with true blue flowers. H 18-24"

POLEMONIUM caeruleum 'Bressingham Purple' (Jacobs Ladder) The original Jacob’s
Ladder, whose compact foliage is a joy all season and the lavender blue flowers are a
fantastic added spring bonus. Partial shade and cool, moist, humus-rich soil. Avoid hot
afternoon sun unless you can keep them consistently moist. Late spring, early summer bloom.
H 15-23", Zone 3-9

PORTERANTHUS AKA GILLENIA trifoliatus (Bowmans Root) This under-used plant
not only adds shape and texture, but it is also very useful for dry, shady sites, with its lacy
white flowers growing in loose panicles with red petioles and mahogany stems. Native to
Eastern U.S.. Flowers freely late May thru June. Sun to light shade. H 2-3', Zone 4-8

PRIMULA (Primrose) Italian for ‘Spring’, these are often the first gems of color following
winter. Flowers bloom on stems rising from basal clusters of broad leaves. Partial shade and
moist, rich soil. Zone 4-8.
japonica (Japanese Primrose)  Spectacular looking species with flowers clustered
candelabra-style around sturdy upright stems. Reseeds prolifically along stream or pond sides,
creating a dazzling show once large swaths are achieved. May-June. Zone 5-7

'Alba'  Large clusters of white flowers on thin stems above a basal rosette of toothed,
spoon shaped leaves. One of the earliest flowering primroses. H 12-24"
'Apple Blossom'  Pale pink to white flowers with red eye. H 12-18"
'Millers Crimson'  Whorls of bright, carmine red blooms sit high on lush green foliage.
Loves moisture. H 12-23"

RUDBECKIA fulgida (Black Eyed Susans) Black-Eyed Susan or Coneflowers are showy,
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native North American wild flowers. Daisy-like flowers with large, raised, brown centers are
wonderful cut flowers. Attract butterflies. Easy to grow in full sun to light shade and average
to moist, well-drained soil.
laciniata 'Autumn Sun' (Herbstonne)  Forms an enormous, upright clump of
multi-branched stems bearing huge, lemon yellow daisies with drooping petals.
July-September. H 3-6', Zone 5-9
'Little Goldstar'  Compact selection having star-shaped, 2-2 1/2", golden yellow blossoms
carried just above a short, bushy clump of rich green foliage. Mid Summer-Early Fall. H
14-16", Zone 4-9
sullivantii 'Goldstrum'  Bright gold petals with a deep brown cone highlight the garden in
late summer. Each flower may last up to two weeks! Long blooming and very floriferous.
Late July-September, H 24-36". Zone 3-10

SALVIA (Garden Sage) Popular garden plants with attractive basal foliage supporting
lovely spires of mostly purplish flowers. Provides a fine mass of color in the garden. The
flower spikes are useful cut flowers. For many of these varieties, if you keep spent flowers
removed the plant will continue to flower in flushes throughout the summer. Full sun to
partial shade and average, well-drained soil. Zone 3/4-9
nemorosa  These are drought tolerant and hardy plants. Flowers range in colors and have
numerous leafy stems. The many inflorescences have closely spaced whorls of small flowers.

'Blue Hill'  Dense spikes of true blue flowers in June-July. H 1.5-2'.
'Bumbleberry'  [NEW] 'Bumbleberry' produces dark fuchsia pink flowers on dark wine
purple calyxes on a petite habit of attractive deep green foliage. Plant this petite package
in the front of your border. H 10-12", Zone 3
'Bumbleblue'  [NEW] 'Bumbleblue' is prolific bloomer, producing loads of violet blue
flowers on a petite habit of healthy, deep green foliage. This cute sized package is perfect
for the front of the border. H 12-14", Zone 3
'Carradonna'  From Germany, a long blooming violet purple Salvia with glowing purple
stems. A taller habit, 24-36". Blooms late spring, early summer and often reblooms late
summer.
'Violet Riot'  Vivid-violet blue color on dense, well-branched plants with a neater upright
stems than some salvias. H 20-24".

verticillata 'Purple Rain' (Whorled Sage)  [NEW] Attractive perennial forming bushy
mounds of fuzzy olive green leaves. Whorls of smoky purple flowers atop spires of long
arching stems in June- August, H 16-24".
x. 'Blue by You'  [NEW] A hybrid between Salvia nemorosa and Salvia pratensis, it has
excellent Winter hardiness and heat tolerance. Sterile hybrid for longer flowering. Re-flushes
very easily. Long, bright blue flower spikes. H 20-22", Zone 4

SANGUISORBA officinalis varimicrocephala 'Little Angel' (Burnet Bottlebrush) This
unique dwarf features compact green and white variegated foliage. Maroon, oblong flowers
rise up on slender stems in late summer. H 12-24", Zone 4-8.

SCABIOSA (Pincushion Flower) Clumps of basal foliage bear tufted flowers on long stems.
A long lasting cut flower. Attracts butterflies. Not reliably hardy, so protect in winter. Full to
half day sun and fertile, well-drained soil. Exuberant and long bloomer. June-Oct. Zone 4-8
caucasica 'Fama Deep Blue'  The largest flower of all scabiosa. The 4", ruffled, deep blue
blooms with pincushion centers constantly buzz with bees from midsummer to fall. H 1.5-2'.
columbaria  A mixture of rounded and serrated basal leaves and domed flower heads.

flutter series  A dwarf Pincushion Flower with large blooms, non-stop from spring
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through late summer. Terrific for mass planting, edging the border or in pots. Available in
Deep Blue and Rose-Pink. H 12-14".

'Flutter Deep Blue' 
'Giant Blue'  Immense, 3", lavender-blue flowers twice the size of 'Butterfly Blue'. H 24"

SEDUM  A large genus of succulent plants with clusters of small, starry flowers. Full sun
and lean well drained soil a must! Zone 3/4-9
DWARF TYPES  Spreading low growing succulents which are covered with starry flowers.
They also make a great alternative ground cover in full sun, spreading even under the harshest
conditions.

rupestre  Also known as 'Rocky Stonecrop', vigorous, mat forming evergreen species.
'Angelina'  Carpets of screaming gold needle like foliage with tiny yellow flowers in
mid- summer. The foliage turns dark yellow and finally orange when the coldest
weather arrives. 3-5"

sunsparkler series  Groundcover type sedums offering colorful foliage with a compact
mounded habit and large clusters flowers. Zone 4-9

'Dazzleberry'  Huge raspberry flower clusters completely engulf the smoky
blue-grey, wide mounds of foliage. One of the earliest fall-blooming Sedum varieties.
H Short, 4-8"
'Firecracker'  Strong and robust, this densely, branched selection puts on a strong
show of burgundy red color all season. Vibrant pink flowers are an added bonus in
late summer. 6"
'Lime Zinger'  Fantastic lime-green leaves edged with bright cherry-red. In the late
summer the carpet of colorful foliage is topped with large clusters of soft pink
flowers. 6"
'Wildfire'  Forms a low, compact mound of shiny, cherry-red thumbnail-sized foliage
with pink variegated edges. Large rose-pink flowers appear in late summer, lasting for
weeks. H 6-8"

takesimense 'Atlantis'  [NEW] Small, serrated leaves are dark green with very wide
creamy yellow margins, becoming tinged with pink blush tones with cold temperatures
late in fall. Low, spreading sedum. H 4-6", Zone 3
x. 'Little Miss Sunshine'  Prized for its incredibly dark green, glossy foliage, compact
size, and tidiness in the landscape. From early to midsummer, tiny clusters of yellow
flowers cover the polished habit. H 6-8" X 18-20" spread, Zone 4.
x. 'Rock n Roll Boggie Woggie'  [NEW] Cream colored margins make this plant look
bright and yellow all over. Sprinkled with yellow flowers during early to midsummer. A
fantastic variegated option for a groundcover. Perfect for rock gardens! H 6-8" X 16-18"
spread, Zone 3

TALL TYPES  Clump forming, mostly upright plants which are topped with large clusters of
small flowers. Flowers are nice for cutting or leaving on the plant for winter interest. Hardy
and low maintenance. Attractive to butterflies.

spectabile 'Autumn Fire'  Could this be the Sedum to surpass 'Autumn Joy' in quality
and popularity? Thicker, more consistent and nicer looking overall according to the trails.
Same rusty red color we love! Resistant to 'sudden sedum collapse' . H 2'
x. 'Mr. Goodbud'  Large 5-6 inch clusters of vibrant purple pink flowers on purple red
stems top the compact, upright clump of deep green, serrated foliage in late summer. The
stems are very strong and relatively short, resisting flopping. 16"
x. 'Night Embers'  This late season bloomer can be admired for its strictly upright habit
of dark black-purple, semi-glossy succulent leaves and small clusters of light mauve pink
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flowers. H 24-26".
x. 'Rock n Grow Superstar'  Dark turquoise foliage forms a dense, compact, mounded
habit. Rosy pink flowers. H 10-12"
x. 'Touchdown Teak'  An amazing glossy red-brown to purple-brown leaves, red stems,
and a vigorous, upright-but low habit. Rose-red flowers are a summer feature. H 15" x
16" W.

SISYRINCHIUM augustifolium 'Lucerne' (Blue Eyed Grass) An American native with
tufts of grassy foliage and violet blue, starry flowers. Full to ½ day sun and average,
well-drained soil. Avoid hot, dry soils. June- July, 8-10". Zone 5-9

SPIGELLA marilandica 'Little Redhead' (Indian Pink) [NEW] An easy to grow, but
underused native wildflower that has been voted one of the top ten hummingbird plants in the
country. A rhizome clump forming plant which bears many upright tubular bright crimson
flowers with yellow throats. In the wild, it is found growing in moist soil at the edge of
wooded areas or along streams. Partial shade, H 12-24", Zone 5

STACHYS  Members of the mint family, most with hairy leaves and stems. Flowers are
carried in tiered whorls on erect stems. These long lived, very hardy perennials have excellent
drought and heat tolerance. Full sun to light shade. Average to moist, well-drained soil. Zone
4-8
byzantina 'Helen Von Steins' (Lambs-Ears)  Lambs-Ears are one of the most popular
silver-leaved perennials. Plants form a dense clump of soft felty, silver-grey leaves, some
form upright flowers in early summer. H 6-8".
macrantha 'Morning Blush'  Producing dozens of clustered spikes of pink-flushed tubular
blooms over basal clumps in the late spring and early summer. The dense foliage grows to
four inches tall and the plants reach 14-16 inches in height when in bloom.
monieri 'Hummelo'  2019 Perennial of the Year! A long blooming native of the Alps with
rose -lavender flower spikes above clumps of green basal rosettes. Little known and under
utilized. A personal favorite. Summer. 18-20"

STOKESIA laevis (Stokes Aster) Broad rosettes of shiny green, lance shaped leaves.
Branched flower stalks bear flat aster-like flowers with fuzzy centers mid-July through
August. Nice planted in groups. Grow in full sun to light shade and well-drained soil. Zone
5-9
'Honeysong Purple'  Dark purple stokesia, a true royal purple with a hint of red that deepens
as the flower ages. Contrasting white stamens, 4" blooms, and pronounced serrated edges
make this the finest ever offered. Mid-summer. 12"
'Peachies Pick'  Dense clumps of healthy, deep green foliage topped with dozens of large
blue flowers. Perhaps the best Stokes Aster available! H 18"

THALICTRUM (Meadow Rue) Fine plants with delicate, columbine-like foliage. Airy
sprays of flowers on long stems above the foliage make outstanding cuts. Full to part sun, a
cool location, and moisture retentive soil. Summer blooming. Zone 5-9.
nimbus series  Available in both 'Pink' and 'White', flowers are massive puffs at the top of
the foliage. The striking dark stems and lovely fern-like green leaves are showy even before
the bloom. Great crown count. Blooms the first year, but much better after a winter chill. H
28" x 16" W.

'Nimbus Pink' 
'Nimbus White' 

rochebrunianum  [NEW] One of the hardiest Meadow Rues, its lavender petals surrounding
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a large cluster of bright yellow stamens and blooms freely from midsummer 'til early fall, its
small flowers appearing all over wiry, well-branched dark brown stems. H 4-6' tall, Zone 4
x. 'Black Stockings'  Tall, almost black stems carry fluffy, lavender flowers above attractive
foliage. H 48".

TRICYRTIS (Toad Lily) Unusual Japanese perennials with a subtle beauty. The orchid-like,
almost tropical looking blooms are an excellent companion for Hostas and Ferns. Forms slow
spreading clumps. Prefers light to full shade and moist, humus-rich soil. Late
August-September. Zone 4/5-9
formosana 'Autumn Glow'  Leaves are large, lush, and uniquely variegated; wide, yellow
leaf margins are showier in the shade. Arching stems of orchid-like, reddish purple to blue
violet speckled blossoms appear in late season. H 24-26"
hirta 'Miyazaki hybrids'  Long, pointed, fuzzy leaves on arching stems and white
star-shaped flowers spotted with purple. Does not form large clumps, but makes a gorgeous
specimen plant. 2-3'

TRIFOLIUM repens  A perennial ground cover and edger, a fantastic companion to other
container plants, gracefully cascading over the edges. Tolerant of extreme heat and cold,
hardy plants grow energetically in sun and shade. H 3-5" x 10-14" spread. Zone 4-10
'4 Luck Coco Mint'  Burgundy brown with green centers.
'4 Luck Green Glow'  Unusual bicolor shades of greens.

VERBASCUM (Mullein) [NEW] Bold rosettes of large, lance-shaped, hairy leaves send up
tall spikes of densely packed flower heads. Grow in full to half day sun and average,
well-drained soil. June-July. Zone 5-9
x. 'Dark Eyes'  [NEW] Very short habit with large felted gray leaves in a rosette and cone
shaped spikes of large, creamy yellow flowers with large maroon centers. Wonderful in front
of a sunny border! H 8-12"
x. 'Plum Smokey'  [NEW] Short, stocky spikes of rosettes carrying a multitude of 16?
flowering stems above the foliage with numerous, large, smoky-purple flowers. Blooms for
months in full sun with good drainage. H 8-16"
x. 'Sugar Plum'  [NEW] Large, clear plum flowers on numerous spikes, like a bouquet over
the ring of foliage. This dwarf reblooms for months in full sun with good drainage. H 8-18"

VERONICA (Speedwell) A large genera comprised of both upright and prostrate species.
Upright flower spikes and linear leaves are common characteristics. Some creeping varieties
have rounded blooms. All make exceptional border plants that respond well to deadheading.
Loved by butterflies. Full to half day sun and average, well drained soil that does not dry out
completely. Avoid hot, dry sites. Zone 4-8
longifolia  This species forms a mound of attractive deep green foliage, bearing numerous
spikes flowers starting in early summer and continuing for weeks.

'First Lady'  A compact plant, bearing numerous spikes of pure white flowers. Nice cut
flower. H 14-16".
'First Love'  A compact variety, it grows to be 16-20”, with elegant, bright pink flower
spikes.

peduncularis (Creeping Speedwell)  Alternate, simple leaves, on creeping stems. Flowers in
spring.

'Waterperry Blue'  Shiny green leaves flushed with burgundy, producing masses of 1/2"
lavender-blue flowers from May-June. 5-10"
'Whitewater'  Dainty, pure white flowers cover this dense groundcover. Glossy, dark
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green foliage turns to burgundy, then to bronze in the fall. Late spring-early summer. 6"

spictata 'Very Van Gogh'  Radiant orchid, paintbrush-like, rosy purple flowers appear on
well-branched scapes. Upright, compact and clumping. A long blooming speedwell. 18-20".
x. 'Blue Skywalker'  [NEW] ‘Blue Skywalker’ solves the dilemma of limited horizontal
space while still providing the much needed height in the garden. Lavender blue flower spikes
cover the top half of an incredibly upright habit. H 28-30" x 18" spread
x. 'Magic Show Wizard of Ahhs'  One of the earliest Veronica to bloom, this plant produces
thick spikes of intense, violet blue flowers that cover the top half of a low, wide habit, early to
midsummer. H 14-16", Zone 4-8.
x. 'Royal Candles'  Violet blue flowers over plants with compact, rigid habit. Early summer,
12"
x. 'Snowmass' (Blue-Eyed Veronica)  Small, glossy, rounded leaves form a dense mat,
covered by small, four-petaled, white flowers with a blue eye. Beautiful as a ground cover. H
1-2"x18".
x. 'Tidal Pool'  Denser other speedwells, with small oak-like leaves. The plants cover
themselves with medium to deep blue-violet flowers from late April to mid-July. The rest of
the season they settle into an attractive ground cover. 3"

VINCA minor  Vinca minor or Periwinkle is a beautiful, evergreen, trailing ground cover for
partial shade and either poor or rich soil. Spring bloomer, but intermittently continues all
season. 4-8", Zone 4-9
'Bowles Variety'  Larger deep blue flowers than the species. Dark green glossy foliage. 6-8"
'Ralph Shugert'  Green and white variegated foliage with starry blue flowers brings loads of
color to large areas with very little effort. H 4-8".

VIOLA cornuta 'Etain'  Large (1.5"), pale yellow, fragrant flowers with lavender-purple
margins. Very floriferous and long blooming. Small, low growing plants with evergreen,
heart-shaped foliage. Prefer partial shade but will tolerate full sun. Moist, humus-rich soil. H
6-10", Zone 4-9.

CLEMATIS 

HYDRANGEA petiolaris (Climbing Hydrangea) [NEW] Sprawling vine that clings and
climbs by aereal rootlets, eventually to 30'. Flattened clusters of fragrant, white flowers in a
lacetop configuration, blooming late spring to early summer. Heart shaped, lustrous leaves.
Best grown in rich, well drained soil, part shade to shade, will tolerate full sun in the North.
Slow to establish, then very vigorous. Zone 5

BASIL ocimum basilicim  Wonderfully aromatic foliage on a bushy plant. Leaves are used
in cooking and teas (digestive aid). Some basils are grown for their ornamental value. Prefers
full sun and rich, well-drained soil. Annuals
'Amethyst'  The darkest purple basil available with ample, flavorful leaves. Nice thick turned
down leaves like the classic sweet genovese. 60 days .
'Spicy Globe'  Very compact (6" high, 12" around) and mound forming, ideal for containers.
Intense, spicy flavor packed in tiny spicy leaves.
'Sweet'  Perhaps the most popular and widely used culinary herb. It is a tender annual,
aromatic plant with a spicy odor and flavor. We grow a couple of different 'sweet' varieties
dependent upon the time of the season and the weather conditions. They are compact, 12-14",
will thrive well in containers and the garden.
'Sweet Mammoth'  This basil has a much stronger, fuller flavor than the typical sweet basil.
Huge, wrinkled leaves, growing as big as your hands, are perfect for sauces, pesto and even
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fresh on a sandwich. Great in pots and growing indoors, plants have a shorter habit. H 15-20"
'Thai Cardinal'  Thai basil with larger leaves. Flat, 2-3" long leaves that are larger than
typical Thai types; purple stems and dark, purple-red flower bracts. Cinnamon/clove flavor
with hints of anise. Slower growing and slow to bolt. Has demonstrated very good downy
mildew tolerance. 80 days

BAY SWEET laurus nobilis  An aromatic, evergreen shrub with shiny green leaves favored
in Italian cooking. Grown in containers that can be brought indoors to overwinter. Full sun to
partial shade and average, well-drained soil. Tender perennial.

BORAGE officinalis  'Herb of Gladness' This herb is usually associated with good spirits
and well being. An airy plant with thick soft hollow stems to 3' and decorated in an
abundance of star-shaped wedgewood blue flowers with black anthers. The bristly leaves
when chopped have a refreshing cucumber-like flavor and aroma. The flower is a nice
addition to summer salads or they float perfectly on the surface of summer drinks. Sun,
average, well-drained soil. Annual, will reseed

CATNIP nepeta cataria  A spreading herb with small, downy foliage that is admired by
cats. Spikes of white flowers. Nice cut or dried flower and a useful tea (digestive aid, sleeping
aid, general tonic). Full sun to partial shade and alkaline, well-drained, sandy soil. Perennial,
30"

CHAMOMILE ROMAN chamaemelum nobile  A low-growing carpet of feathery foliage
bearing sweetly scented daisies used in teas and cosmetics. Full sun and light, dry soil.
Perennial, 6"

CHIVES allium  Very pretty in an herb or perennial border. Grow for fresh taste, easily cut
fresh when ready to use it. Full sun and average well drained soil. Perennial, 1'
'Geisha' (Garlic)  Clumps of grassy foliage with a mild garlic flavor. Pure white edible
flower heads appear in the late summer.
'Onion'  Clumps of grassy foliage with a mild onion flavor. Lovely pink edible flower heads
appear in the spring and are long lasting.

CILANTRO-CORIANDER coriadrum sativum  Leaves are used in Mexican cuisine,
seeds are used in Asian and Indian cuisine. Strong flavor, easy to grow in full sun to partial
shade and average, well-drained soil. 3rd best selling herb behind Basil and Parsley. Annual,
2'

DILL FERNLEAF anethum graveolens  Compact form. Flat umbels of yellow flowers atop
feathery foliage. Leaves and seeds are used in cooking. Harvest seeds before they are fully
mature. Full sun and average, well-drained, moist soil. Annual, 18"

FENNEL foeniculum vulgare  Fennel is a lovely herb that can be used for many different
types of gardens. Try growing it in your garden, medicinal garden and simply for attracting
butterflies to your garden, also stunning as a backdrop or focal point. Full sun, average well
drained soil. Annual.
'Orion' (Florence)  Feathery, green foliage on this dwarf, bulb forming variety. Excellent
sliced in salads or sauteed as a side dish. Bolt resistant. 1-2'
'Purpurescens' (Bronze)  Feathery, bronze foliage with seeds that are licorice flavored and
used in cooking. Seeds aid in digestion. An herb with great ornamental value. 5'

HELICHRYSUM italicum (Curry Plant) Although called "curry plant" and smelling like
curry powder, it is not related with that mixture of spices. It is edible having a strong bitter
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taste. Most commonly used as a essential oil. Fine silvery foliage topped with unusual yellow
flowers, both dry nicely and are used in crafts. H 2' Tender perennial Zone 7-10

HYSSOP officinalis 'Blue Sprite'  [NEW] The plant has a sweet scent and a warm bitter
taste used as a flavoring for foods and beverages and as a folk medicine. A bushy plant with
long leafy half-whorled spikes of fragrant flowers from July to September, grown for its
aromatic leaves and flowers. Very popular with all the pollinators! Full sun, part shade. H
24", Zone 3

LAVENDER lavandula  An ornamental, aromatic herb famous for its enchanting scent and
everlasting flowers above silvery foliage. Lavenders may overwinter if given very
well-drained, sweeter soil (added lime) and a protected spot (near a stone wall, foundation,
etc.) Cultivate in a generous amount of lime twice a year. They prefer full sun and alkaline,
well drained soil. Zone 5
augustifolia  Also known as Fragrant Lavender or English Lavender (although not native to
England). Very fragrant, yields an essential oil which can be used in salves, perfumes etc..

'Hidcote'  Compact bushy shrubs that bloom mid-summer with deep purple spikes.
12-16".
'Super Blue'  Large rich blue blooms on short flower spikes all summer. Excellent heat
and cole tolerance with exceptional landscape performance. H 10-12".
'Sweet Romance'  This new lavender has deep blue flowers and a great compact growth
and flowering habit, as well as an extended season of flowering. 12-18"

intermedia  A cross between L. angustifolia and L. latifolia, producing larger rounded,
branching shrubs. July-August.

'Phenomenal'  In trails this has been one of the hardiest lavenders seen throughout
Europe and the U.S..'Phenomenal' is said to have excellent winter survival. Tolerance to
heat and humidity and resists common root and foliar diseases. Silvery foliage, elegant
flower presentation and irresistible fragrance. Both ornamental and edible. H 24-32".
'Provence'  One of the hardiest and most fragrant Lavenders. Used in France’s perfume
industry. Attractive to bees, butterflies and hummingbirds. A large cultivar, 2-3; tall and
wide.

LEMON BALM melissa officinalis  A coarse, bushy relative of the mints with green leaves
and clusters of white flowers. The leaves have a strong lemon scent and flavor and are used in
teas (mild sedative), cooking, and potpourris. Full sun to partial shade and average, soil.
Perennial, 18-24"

LEMON GRASS cymbopogon flexuosus 'East Indian'  A clump-forming grass with lemon
scented leaves used in teas, Asian cuisine, and potpourris. Thrives in moist soil and full sun.
Overwinter indoors. Tender perennial, 2'-4'.

LEMON VERBENA aloysia triphylla  A leggy subshrub with wonderfully aromatic,
lemon-flavored leaves used in teas, cooking, and potpourris. Cut back to encourage
branching. Overwinter this tender, deciduous plant indoors. Full sun and rich, moist soil.
Tender perennial 3-4'

MARJORAM origanun 'Sweet'  Marjoram is a tender perennial which forms a dense
mound. The small, grey-green, aromatic leaves are used in cooking. The flavor is similar to
Oregano, but milder and sweeter. Grow as an annual or overwinter indoors. Full sun and
light, dry, well-drained soil.

MINT mentha  An easy to grow perennial with a wide variety of scents and flavors. Many
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are spreading and invasive, so choose their spot in the garden with care. Use root barriers or
grow in containers. All may be used in teas and cooking. Mints prefer full sun to partial shade
and rich, moist, well-drained soil. Poor soils will slow the spreading growth of most mints. A
potential groundcover for difficult areas, can be mowed regularly. Zone 4
gentilis 'Variegata' (Ginger Mint)  Gold flecked leaves, fruity fragrance, ginger flavor.
Variegation most prominent during the cool of the Spring and Fall. H 8-10" x 24" W, Zone 5
piperita 

'Chocolate'  Delightful 'Peppermint Patty' scent! Wonderful flavoring for deserts or to
pop in a glass of water. H 18-24"
'Peppermint'  A powerful peppermint flavor and aroma. Contains menthol, which is used
medically as a digestive aid. H 8-15".

spicata 'Kentucky Colonel' (Spearmint)  A larger green leaved variety with extra strong
flavor. H 2-3'
villosa 'Mojito Cocktail'  This is the true mint used in Mojitos; it's more mild in flavor and
scent than some other mints. H 12-18"

OREGANO origanum vulgare  A large and varied genus of aromatic, perennial herbs.
Oregano forms mounds of foliage covered with numerous flowers. Greek Oregano is the best
for culinary purposes. The others may be used, but have a mild flavor. All are attractive
garden plants. Grow in full sun and well-drained soil. Zone 4
'Golden Creeping'  Forms a carpet of golden-yellow leaves. A nice ground cover or
container plant. 6"
'Greek'  The best culinary Oregano. Strong flavored, dark green leaves and white flowers.
18"
'Hot N Spicy'  [NEW] 'Hot and Spicy’ is noted for its pungent, intense, spicy flavor. Use
fresh or dried. H 12-18"

PARSLEY petroselinum crispum  A biennial with nutrient rich, dark green leaves. Useful
in cooking and as a breath freshener. Full sun to part shade, average soil.
'Darki' (Curly Leaf)  Decorative, curly leaves with mild flavor. 8-12"
'Peione' (Italian Flat Leafed)  Flat leaves with strong flavor. Best parsley for drying. 1'

ROSEMARY rosmarinus officinalis  A tender perennial (Zones 7-9), evergreen, shrubby
herb with needle-like foliage. Rosemary is a popular culinary herb, use fresh, frozen or dried.
Prefers full sun and well-drained, alkaline soil. Drought and heat tolerant. Rosemary is tender
in our climate so overwinter indoors in a cool but sunny location. If growing in containers,
use a porous soil mix and do not over water.
'Tuscan Blue'  Bushy, upright and spreading. Large leaf; bright lavender-blue flowers. 3'

SAGE salvia  A perennial with hairy, aromatic foliage and attractive, edible, blue flowers.
Prefers full sun and well-drained soil kept on the dry side. Pretty enough for decorating the
herb or annual garden, or in combination planters.
apiana 'White'  Used to make smudge sticks in Native American ceremonies. Bushy plants
with thick stems & dusty gray-green foliage. Can be used medicinally, as incense, and is great
for bee and wildlife forage. Tender perennial, 16-36"
elegans  Also described as 'Hummingbird Highway', native to Mexico, these pineapple sages
have both aromatic and culinary uses. Tender perennial.

'Honeydew'  Melon scented, heart shaped leaves on shorter stockier plant than Pineapple
Sage. Earlier flowering in the same intense scarlet flowers. Hummingbird Magnet! 2-3'
'Pineapple Golden Delicious'  A bright golden yellow leaved variety of Pineapple sage.
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These golden leaves set off the intensely colored red flowers which appear in late
summer. 2'

officinalis  These are small perennial evergreen subshrubs with woody stems grown for
centuries for its food and healing properties. Also beautiful as an ornamental plant.

'Berggarten'  A popular culinary sage with large, dark and wide leaves. 2'
'Extrackta' (Common)  A culinary sage with narrow, green grey leaves and lovely blue
flowers. Also used in fresh and dried flower arranging. 16-24"
'Golden'  Very attractive! Variegated gold and green foliage. H 18"
'Purpurascens' (Purple)  The purple foliage of this sage intensifies in cooler weather. 2'

SAVORY SUMMER satureja hortensis  Bushy plants with upright stems lined with pairs
of narrow, aromatic, peppery-thyme flavored leaves.It is a characteristic ingredient of "herbes
de Provence", a standard mixture of dried herbs sold in most French food stores.It is also
widely used as a seasoning for grilled meats and barbecues, as well as in stews and sauces.
Good container plant. Grow in full sun and well-drained soil. Annual, 12-18"

STEVIA rebaudiana (Sweetleaf) The edible leaves are many times sweeter than sugar.
Grows faster in hot weather. Small, white flowers in tight clusters. H 36"

TARRAGON FRENCH artemesia dracunculus  Upright stems lined with aromatic,
narrow, dark, shiny leaves. The sweet anise flavor makes this cultivar the best for culinary
use. Particularly good with shell fish, fish, chicken and turkey. Full to partial shade and rich,
well-drained soil. Perennial, 24-36"

THYME thymus  Thyme is one of the best known and most widely used culinary herbs. It is
quite easy to grow and is commonly found as a decorative as well as functional plant in many
gardens. Thyme prefers full sun to partial shade and light, dry, well drained soil. Perennial.
citriodorus  Many have mounding foliage, are edible and are very fragrant. Also, said to be
deer resistant. If you would like to landscape with edible plants, these are a few to consider.

'Bertram Anderson'  Compact, spreading with oval, fragrant, bright golden leaves.
Broad lemon scented leaves, it has small pink flowers in the summer. Very hardy. Can be
used in teas. H 8-12", Zones 4-9
'Lemon Golden Upright'  Intensely lemon scented foliage is green with gold variegation
and a bushy upright habit. It has lovely lavender flowers, very decorative, and used in
culinary ways. Not winter hardy. 6-10". Zone 6-8
'Mayfair' (lemon)  A vigorous, low-growing lemon thyme that forms a dense carpet of
lemon-scented foliage. Produces mauve blooms in late spring. .25-.5'H x .25-1'W. Zone
4-9
'Silver King'  Brightest variegation of any white and green thyme. Lemon scented leaves.
Pink flowers. Upright , yet slightly lax plant. Lovely in containers. 4", Zone 5-9

doerfleri 'Pink Ripple'  Grown for its highly fragrant lemon scent. This plant has light green
foliage covered with large upright flower-heads the color of cotton candy, early to mid
summer. 4-6" tall, often used as a groundcover. Zones 5-9
praecox  The meaning of praecox is "very early". The following thymes will bloom early in
the gardening season! All will make exceptional ground covers, for between pavers and
edging.

'Albiflorous' (White Moss)  Soft aromatic creeping foliage is covered with white flowers
creating a snow-like effect in early summer. Plant near paving stones or pathways with
light foot traffic. 2" Zones 5-8
coccineus (Creeping Red Flowered)  A mat forming variety with tight, dark green
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foliage and tiny, dark rose flowers. Great for use between stepping stones. 2-4" Zones 4-8
'Highland Cream'  A unique creeping thyme with bright cream and gold foliage with a
touch of green in the middle. White to soft pink blooms in the summer. Likes good
drainage. H 2-4"
'Minus'  Dense, very low growing, dark green foliage. Superb among rock walls and
walkways. Lavender pink flowers. 1" Zones 5-8
'Nutmeg'  Fast growing, great between stepping stones- strong spicy nutmeg aroma with
a milder flavor. Small purple flowers in the Spring. H 2-4" x 12" W, Zone 5

pseudolanginosus 'Wooly'  Low growing "wooly mats" of silvery foliage on thin stems with
rosy pink blooms. Needs good drainage. Great for pathways. 2" Zones 5-9
serphyllum  These varieties are low growing plants with tiny leaves, showing a fine texture.
Creeping groundcovers native to Europe. Many thrive in hot, dry conditions.

'Elfin'  Slow and flat growing, creeping groundcover reaches 1 inch tall and 6 to 10
inches wide. Super miniature silver-green foliage provides an interesting texture. Has tiny
pink flowers in summer. Zone 4-9
'Magic Carpet'  A low maintenance lawn alternative! This thyme forms a low 'carpet' of
delicious lemon scented dark green leaves smothered in pink flowers from early spring
through midsummer. Grows rapidly. 2" Zones 4-8

unclassified 'Dot Wells Upright'  A fast spreading bush -type thyme with lavender flowers.
A popular culinary thyme, it is very hardy and has excellent flavor. 12" Zones 5-9
vulgaris  The most common type of thymes.

'English'  Grey-green leaves and mauve flowers on an upright plant. Very Flavorful! Best
variety for culinary use. Tender perennial. 12-18"
'Wedgewood'  Wedgwood Thyme is another larger leaved English-style thyme.
Aromatic, semi-upright herb has small green leaves with chartreuse streaks and lavender
flowers. Ideal for ground cover, edging or rock gardens. It also has culinary and
medicinal uses. 11-12", Zone 5-9

ARTICHOKE 'Imperial Star'  Firm, succulent fruit with mild, sweet flavor in late summer.
Typically 6-8 mature buds are 3-4" in diameter. 85 days

ARUGULA 'Astro'  Grown for its serrated or cut leaf type and its high yields. The
slow-bolting, vigorous plants can be cut at the baby or mature stage. Astro has a distinctly
nutty flavor and attractive medium green color. 38 days

BROCCOLI 'Green Magic'  Summer-to-Fall broccoli has semi-domed, tight heads with
medium-small beads. Widely adaptable. 57 days

BRUSSEL SPROUTS 'Jade Cross'  Vigorous, extra-early, produces 1" sprouts with
excellent flavor. Tolerates heat. 90 days

CABBAGE  The only easily stored green vegetable. Delicious and nutritious. A very good
source of dietary fiber, vitamins A, C, B6 and potassium.
'Primo Vantage' (F1)  Green heads avg. 4–4 1/2 lb., have a very short core, and are very
juicy, tender, and sweet. High resistance to fusarium yellows. 73 days
'Ruby Ball'  Firm, 6-8 inch round heads have a mild, sweet flavor and weigh a manageable
3-4 pounds. We have seen Ruby Ball stand unfazed in the garden for 6 weeks without
splitting. 78 days

CAULIFLOWER 'Snow Crown' (F1) Very vigorous, producing pure white, smooth, 2 lb.
heads. Leaves grow upright, protecting heads from scorch. Widely adapted and performs well
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in temperatures up to 90 degrees f. 60 days

CELERY 'Tango'  Each smooth stalk of this early, productive celery is especially tender,
sweet, and never stringy. Cut individual stalks for an extended harvest. 80 days

COLLARDS 'Top Bunch' (F1) A leafy green vegetable in the same family as cabbage, kale
and broccoli. Many health benefits including cancer preventive properties, cholesterol
lowering ability and antioxidant benefits. An excellent source of vitamins C, A, E and
Manganese. Expect a crop of hardy, upright plants packed with slightly savoyed, thick,
blue-green leaves. ‘Top Bunch’ stands out for flavor and high ratio of blade to stalk. Plants
eagerly regrow. H 20-25", 50 days

CUCUMBERS  Warm temperatures and well-drained soil are essential for good growth.
Some added lime is appreciated.
'Burpless Diva'  A fantastic tasting AAS winner, ‘Diva’ is distinctly tender, crisp, sweet,
bitter-free, and virtually seedless. Looks like a regular salad cucumber but with a much
smoother, thin, no-peel skin. Does not require pollination to set fruit. Disease tolerant. 58
days.
'Gateway' (Slicing)  A long, dark green, 8.5 to 9 inch, delicious cucumber that stands up to
downy mildew and other diseases better than other slicers. Gateway's disease resistance
package is unbeatable. 55 days
'Pickling Little Leaf'  This high-yielding variety has distinctive bright emerald green fruit
for salads and pickling. Short, space saving vines and small leaves provide easy visibility for
harvesting. Pick fruits at a small size to maintain good color and shape. 57 days.
'Poniente' (English)  Poniente offers a strong resistance package and produces uniform dark
green fruit that are 12-13 in. long and nicely ribbed. The plant habit is vigorous with a
dependable fruit set, 1-2 fruit per node, and early maturity. 56 days

EGGPLANT  Native to India and the Far East, plant when night temperature reach 55-60.
'Nadia' (F1)  Traditional black Italian type. Uniform, 7-8" long by 3-4" diameter, dark purple
fruits are glossy and blemish free. Tall, sturdy plants can set fruit under cool conditions. 67
days
'Orient Express'  Outstanding early productivity. Attractive, slender 8-10", glossy black
fruits in the long Oriental style. Tender, delicately flavored, and quick cooking. 58 days.

KALE brassica oleracea  Very nutritious and beautiful in the garden. High in Vitamin A, C,
and thiamine. 50-65 days
'Lacinato' (Dinosaur)  An Italian heirloom that dates back to the 18th century. Blue green
strap like leaves are 3" wide by 10-18" long with heavily savoyed edges. Excellent flavor that
is enhanced by frost. Best eaten when leaves are small and tender. 62 days from transplant.
'Mix'  Sold in mixed packs of three tasty varieties: ‘Lacinato’, 'Red Russian' and
‘Winterbor’. 30 days for baby, 65 days to mature.
'Prizm'  Tender bite, nutty flavor. Densely packed plants loaded up with short,
tightly-ruffled, deep-green leaves with nearly stemless stalks. Grows well in window boxes or
pots on your patio. 40 days
'Red Russian'  A cold hardy delicate flavorful variety of Kale. Its leaves are frilly and oak
leaved in shape and red veined greenish purple in color. Enjoy in fresh salads, steamed, stir
fried alone or with other veggies. 25 days baby, 50 days mature.

LEEKS 'American Flag'  An easy to grow, mild flavored variety producing 10" long tasty
leeks. Superior quality and flavor. Use in soups, stews and salads. Prefer well drained limed
soil, rich in organic matter. 95 days
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LETTUCE  Lettuce is hardy and can be planted as early as the soil can be worked. It is a
cool season crop and makes its best growth when temperatures are between 60-65 degrees.
Plant every 3 weeks for a continous supply. Careful variety selection is important for hot
weather crops.
butterhead-boston-bib  Highest eating quality. Large ruffly outer leaves surrounding a soft,
folded, and blanched heart.

'Adriana' (green)  Heat tolerant, dark green butterhead. Heads are full and dense with
good flavor. Good disease resistance and tolerance to bolting and tip burn. 48 days
'Skyphos' (red)  Most adaptable butterhead. Beautiful, large, dark red heads with nicely
contrasting green centers. Excellent flavor and texture. High resistance to downy mildew.
47 days

iceberg 'Great Lakes'  Adaptable iceberg. Medium sized, glossy green, firm heads. White
interior, juicy and mild. 75 days
leaf lettuce types  Easiest to grow. The heads of this type do not close tightly, but form an
open rosette. You pick as needed for salad without harvesting the whole plant.

'All Star Gourmet'  A mix of different colors and interesting textures. Good shelf life.
Very popular mix! 28 days
'Grazion'  [NEW] A slow-bolting green leaf with heads of dark green leaves with wavy
margins. An updated disease resistance package, darker leaves, and heavier heads than
Starfighter, which it replaces. 52 days to maturity
'New Red Fire' (red)  Large loose heads are green at the base and dark red at the ruffled
edges. Suitable for both cool and warm conditions and retains its crisp fresh flavor
throughout the season. 55 days to full size.

romaine  The leaves are thick, crisp and juicy with sweetness unmatched by other lettuce
types.

'Red Rosie' (red)  Attractive, light red romaine. 'Red Rosie' has an upright habit. The
leaves are red more than half way down and then fade to green, creating a unique 'half
and half' look. Resistant to downy mildew. 56 Days
'Salvius' (green)  [NEW] Bolt tolerant and widely adaptable. Medium green, upright
plants. Open habit makes it more suitable for heads. Good flavor with a crisp texture. 58
days to maturity

summer crisp  Easy to grow, relatively heat tolerant and harvestable from baby to full size.
'Magenta' (red)  Shiny slightly puckered, red tinged leaves form a whorled conical head
with a crispy heart. Ideal for spring and summer planting with good taste and tolerance to
disease. 48 days
'Muir' (green)  Extremely heat tolerant variety and very slow to bolt. The light green,
extra wavy leaves form dense heads at a small size and can be harvested as minis or left
to harvest as larger, heavier heads. The leaves are crisp and have excellent flavor. 45 days

MELONS  Southern exposure and sweet, light, well drained soil is ideal for growing melons.
You'll know when they are ripe when skin color begins to 'warm' and the fruit slips easily
from the vine.
cantaloupe 'Sarahs Choice'  Sweet and juicy! Its flavor, combined with its attractive oval
fruits and ideal 3-lb. size, make this a great choice to grow. 76 days
watermelon 'Sugar Baby'  The standard of small watermelons. Round 6-8" fruits average
8-10 lbs. Ripe melons are almost black and have great flavor and crack resistant rinds. 76
days

MESCLUN 'Mix'  The term Mesclun comes from the french word meaning a mix of tender
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young salad greens. A great balance of color, texture and flavor. Very nutritious and
delicious! Cut the young greens early while they are still nice and tender, they are meant to
harvest young, then the greens will grow again for a continuous supply. Harvest every 3
weeks.

OKRA 'Jambalaya'  A super quick, very productive and delicious variety. This compact
plant has meaty, light green pods that are 4-5" long and tapered. Use in soups, stews,
casseroles or fry it whole for a new taste sensation. An attractive ornamental also. 50 days

ONIONS  Any fertile, well-drained, loose soil in full sun will produce healthy bulbs.
allium cepa 'Green Banner' (Bunching)  Bunching onion does not form a real bulb.
Vigorous, early maturing variety that produces high quality bunches. Tops are strong and
very dark green. Outstanding performer in spring and fall plantings.
'Red Carpet' (red)  [NEW] Magnificent magenta interior rings make this an especially
gorgeous red onion. Tight, 3-4", bulbs that store extremely well. 115 days
'Yellow Sweet Spanish'  Mildly flavored, early, medium-large onions with long storage
capability. 115 days

PAC CHOI 'Mix'  Quick growing, cool season green, luscious crisp stems. Can be grown as
a baby leaf, or left to mature with thick succulent stems. Slow to bolt. Rich in vitamins A, C,
Folate, Calcium and Iron, with antioxidant benefits. 3 complementary varieties included in
this mix. 45 days

PEPPERS  There are two major classes of peppers; hot and sweet. They require well drained,
fertile soil with abundant amounts of phosphorus and calcium to do best, they also like even
temperature and warm nights for good fruiting.
HOT  'Spicy food is a delicious treat especially if you are into heat', usually that spice comes
from some sort of pepper. Peppers come in all sorts of sizes, shapes, colors and varying
degrees of heat. We've ranked the taste of our hot peppers from mildly hot (1) to hottest (5).

ANAHEIM  Early maturity, huge yields of large, flat, smooth, thick walled and pungent
fruits up to 9" long. Turning from light green to red when mature. 74-76 days. Heat Index
1.
ANCHO-POBLANO 'Trident F1'  These plants produce high yields of extra large 5"
long by 2 1/2" wide fruits. Mildly hot, they turn from glossy black-green color to a red
brick color. Suited for multiple harvests where it has the ability to maintain fruit size.
Excellent for making chili powder, sauces, roasting and the classic Mole sauce. 80-85
days. Heat Index 2
CHILI PEPPER 'Cayenne Long Red Thin'  A fiery hot pepper with great flavor. Plant
bears long, red fruits that are often curled, no thicker than a pencil, 5" long and 1/2 "
thick. Fruits turn from dark green to bright red when mature. Especially good for pickles,
hot sauces and drying. Wonderful in chili and salsas. 72 days. Heat Index of 2
CHILI PEPPER 'Super Chili'  Plants produce high yields of 1 1/2" long by 1/2" wide
peppers. They grow upright in clusters, are VERY HOT, and turn from light green to red
when mature. Plants produce 3X as many peppers as regular chili peppers. 75 days. Heat
Index 5
HABANERO 'Burning Bush F1'  Wrinkled, lantern shaped 'Chichen Itza'-type peppers
are produced on early maturing, sturdy and productive plants. Matures 15 to 25 days
earlier than other habaneros. Green to mature orange in color. 3x1-1/2", 85 days. Heat
Index 4
JALAPENO 'Jalapeno M'  A very early maturing hot jalapeno, compact plants with
sturdy branches produce many small green peppers that will slowly turn to red as the fruit
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matures. They are hottest when they are red ripe. The short, sausage shaped, blunt fruits
are 2-3"x1", are thick walled and juicy. Use fresh, pickled or in sauces. 60 days green, 83
days red . Heat Index of 2
SERRANO 'Serrano'  Serrano is a type of chili pepper that originated in Mexico. They
have thin walls and don't need to be peeled or steamed before using making it the easiest
chili to use in salsa. Green in color and ripens to red, orange or yellow, 1-2" long by 1/2"
wide. It is said that these chilies are 5X hotter than jalapenos. 85-90 days. Heat Index 3

SWEET BELL  Colorful, crisp and sweet, bell peppers are one of the most nutrient and
antioxidant packed vegetable there is; full of vitamins C, A, E, B6 and six carotenoids. At
only 28 calories for one cup, you don't have to be afraid to indulge. Peppers are most
nutritious when fully ripened.

'Better Belle 111'  Andy's favorite! An extra early pepper. It produces very high yields of
medium to large fruits. Very strong branching plants with good leaf cover. When fully
ripe these peppers will turn red. 66 days green
'Golden California Wonder'  Amazing bright yellow peppers. Sweet, juicy and tasty!
Mild and delicious, these peppers are 3 3/4" long and 3 1/2" wide. Peppers turn from an
emerald green to a terrific golden color. Great for stuffing, stir-fry and fresh in salads. An
open pollinated, Heirloom variety dating back to the 1920's. 72 days.
'Jungle Parrot'  Sweet and delicious this adorable, beak-like pepper's small size (2-3")
and high yield makes it perfect for large patio tubs. Attractive, 2', inverted-pyramid plants
make ‘Jungle Parrot’ the perfect picking patio pepper. Kids will love them. 75-85 days
'Orange Blaze'  Very sweet, early to mature and did we mention ORANGE? Intense
high impact orange that electrifies salads and stir fries. Gourmet style lobed fruits are 3 to
4 inches long and 1 1/2 inches wide. Flavor and color peak at the same time. 65 to 70
days
'Red Beauty'  King of the Red Bells! Also known as 'Red Baron', this variety is mature
relatively early in the season with excellent red qualities. Smooth, blocky, thick fleshed
fruits are medium large (4x3.5") and plentiful. Good for eating fresh, roasting and
stuffing. green to red in 70-72 days

SWEET SPECIALTY  Not the traditional blocky bell shape, but just as tasty. Also, equally
nutritious as the Bell types. These varieties resemble the old fashioned frying pepper.

CUBANELLE (Italian Frying)  Early, productive Cubanelle. 6" x 2 1/4", cylindrical
fruits famous for frying. Unripe color is pale green. 65-70 days
ITALIAN 'Carmen'  An Italian variety bred especially for roasting and grilling. The
walls are thinner with lower water content, making the sweet flavor more concentrated.
Horn shaped 6" x 2 1/2" tapering to a point. Green maturing to a dark crimson red. 80
days from transplant

PUMPKIN 'Magic Lantern'  Space-saving, semi-bush plants grow globed shaped, dark
orange fruits (ave. 16-24 pounds), are slightly taller than wide with strongly attached handles.
Intermediate resistance to Powdery Mildew keeps plants healthy. 100-110 days

SPINACH 'Space' (f1) [NEW] Tried and true variety for all seasons. Medium-dark green
leaves are upright and smooth to slightly savoyed. High resistance to downy mildew. 25 to
maturity

SQUASH  A versatile, popular fruit that can be prepared many different ways; raw, sautéed,
grilled, steamed, broiled, boiled and fried. It is low in calories and high in nutrients and
antioxidants.
summer  Summer Squash of all types should be harvested when fruits are immature and rinds
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are soft.

'Green Machine' (Zucchini)  [NEW] Uniform, medium green with light flecking. Open
plant habit with high yields of straight, 7-8" fruits. An excellent disease package keeps the
plants healthy and producing for a full season harvest. 45 days
'Multipak' (Yellow Zucchini)  Produces a bumper crop of handsome straight neck fruits.
Vigorous bush plants, pick often for best yield. 50 days.

winter 'Early Butternut'  One of the earliest varieties available, this squash is tan colored
and averages 2½-3½ lbs. The flesh is smooth textured and has a delicious sweet, nutty flavor
and is high in vitamins. A smaller variety with excellent flavor and powdery mildew
resistance. One of the best keepers. Winter Squash should be left on the vine until the fruit is
fully mature and the rind is hard and tough. 85-90 days.

SWISS CHARD 'Bright Lights'  A delicious green with a distinctive mild flavor. Vitamin
rich, filled with nutrition! A very colorful veggie with endless ornamental possibilities, stems
of gold, pink, orange, purple, red and white with bright and pastel variations. A must try! 28
days baby, 55 days bunching. Cool and mild weather is preferred, although chard has some
heat tolerance.

TOMATILLO 'Super Verde'  Extra large fruits are firm, 2-1/2 ounces each, have strong
husks and above average shelf life. Sturdy plants have excellent vigor, cover and fruit set.
Indeterminate. Easy to cook, use in fresh salsa, chili and tacos. 75 days

TOMATOES  Disease Tolerance:EB=Early Blight, LB=Late Blight, V=Verticillium,
F=Fusarium Wilt Race 1, F1 & 2 =Fusarium Wilt Race 1 and Race 2, N = Nematodes, T =
Tobacco Mosaic virus. Growth Habit: I = Indeterminate (pole or stake, fruit ripens throughout
the summer); D = Determinate (bush, fruit ripens all at the same time )
CHERRY  A small variety of garden tomato, it has been cultivated since the early 1800's.
Popular in salads or as a snack. Very sweet.

'Matts Wild Cherry'  The wild tomato with luscious taste! These small tomatoes are
packed with more taste than you can believe. Multitudes of 5/8 to 3/4" deep red round
fruits, smooth texture and lots of sweet flavor. Fantastic in salsa! An heirloom. 60 days,
some resistance to EB & LB. (I)
'Midnight Snack'  2017 All-America Selections Edible-Vegetable Winner. Unique
indigo-type cherry tomato ripens to red with beautiful glossy black-purple overlay when
exposed to sunlight. Coloration comes from the accumulation of anthocyanin pigments;
same reason blueberries are blue and contain healthy antioxidants. Indeterminate. 65-70
days from transplant.
'Sun Gold' (F1)  'Garden Candy' Intense fruity flavor! Exceptionally sweet bright
tangerine-orange cherry tomato leaves us craving for more! Vigorous plants start yielding
early and bear right through the season. The taste can't be beat! 65 days (FTMV) (I)
'Sweet 100' (F1)  This tomato variety is true to its name! Plants are loaded with
supersweet fruits. 65 days (FV)(I)

GRAPE 'Fantastico' (F1)  'Fantastico' is a must for anyone looking for an early maturing,
high yielding grape tomato, with built-in Late Blight Resistance. Bred for small gardens,
determinate 'Fantastico' will work great in containers as well as the veggie garden. Long
clusters of fruits are held toward the outside of the plant for easy harvest and are crack
resistant. A unique determinate bush tomato with well flavored half ounce fruits, high
yielding, producing up to 12 lbs of ripe fruit. 50 days
HEIRLOOM  An heirloom tomato is generally considered a tomato variety that has been
passed down through several generations because of its valued characteristics.
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'Brandywine'  One of the best tasting tomatoes! Large fruits often over 1 lb., have a deep
pink skin and smooth red flesh. A medium tall, potato-leaf plant is best staked. Flavor has
been described as 'Very rich, loud and distinctively spicy". An Amish heirloom 80-100
days (I)
'Prudens Purple'  Large to very large (Many over 1 lb,) fruits are flattened and smooth
and resist cracking. Vivid, dark, pink skin with crimson flesh. Contains only a few seeds.
Medium tall potato-leaf plants. 72 days (I)
'Rainbow Blend'  Eleven popular heirloom varieties in a range of fruit colors, shapes and
sizes. Includes 'Aunt Ruby's German Green', 'Black Krim', 'Black Prince', 'Big
Rainbow'(Bi-Color), 'Brandywine'(Red), 'Cherokee Purple', 'Kelloggs Breakfast'(Orange),
'Midnight Snack'(Purple), 'Mortgage Lifter' (Pink), 'Yellow Brandywine', and 'Great
White'. 80-100 days, assorted sizes

PASTE -SAUCE 'Plum Regal' (F1)  A productive plum tomato with great late blight
resistance. Medium-size plants produce high yields of blocky, 4 oz. plum tomatoes. Fruits
have a deep red color with good flavor. Good disease resistance package. Intermediate
resistance to early blight. Determinate, 75 days, (EB,LB,V,F,T). Typically meatier and less
juicy, these are the best choice for canning, sauces, salsas and juice. With less juice, sauce
making time is half that of salad types and with higher solids the flavor is doubled.
PATIO 'Bush Champion 11' (F1)  One of the best varieties for small space gardens and
containers. Compact plants grow to just 24" tall, producing extra-early yields of big 8-12oz.
fruits with excellent flavor. Widely adaptable, can be grown stalked, but not essential. Resists
Grey Leaf spot and Alternaria. Determinate (V,F1,F2)
SALAD-SLICING  Slicing Tomatoes are large round varieties which hold more juice and
seeds. Perfect for eating raw in a wide variety of ways.

'Big Boy' (F1)  Vigorous plants producing 16 oz. fruits! Excellent yields. 78 days (I)
'Brandyboy'  This is one of the tastiest tomatoes you can grow! A hybrid of the classic
Brandywine, Brandyboy has the benefits of a heirloom-incredible taste, smooth and thin
skin-without the drawbacks. Producing loads of large, 5-in.(7-10 oz.) pink fruits. 78 days.
(VFNT-I)
'Damsel F1'  Late blight resistant and heirloom quality flavor. Damsel produces avg.
10-12 oz., globe-shaped fruits with beautiful, pink skin. Compact indeterminate. 73 days
'Defiant' (F1)  Bred for both disease resistance and flavor. This mid-sized slicer has high
resistance to late blight and intermediate resistance to early blight combined with great
flavor. The 6-8 oz., globe shaped fruit are smooth, firm with good texture. High yielding
medium sized plants are very adaptable. 70 days, (AB, F2, LB, V) Determinate
'Early Girl Improved' (F1)  Early slicing cultivar. Tasty 4-6 oz. fruit that continue all
summer! High yields 57 days (VF1&2, I)
'Fourth of July'  Be the first on your block to have fresh tomatoes! One of the
earliest-producing varieties available, yielding small luscious fruits until late summer or
early fall. 4 oz. fruits. 49 days. (I)
'Jet Star' (F1)  Early producing 6-8 oz. pure red fruits with great flavor. Best Seller!
High yields all season long. 70 days (VF1&2T,I)
'Mountain Merit' (F1)  A Late Blight Resistant Slicer! This is a medium-large, 8-10 oz.,
red slicer with one of the best disease packages around for a variety of field conditions.
75 days, (F3, LB, N, TSWV) Determinate
'Oh Happy Day' (F1)  A new concept in tomatoes with an incredible disease-resistance
package! Produces an outstanding crop of beefsteak tomatoes in clusters of 3 to 7 fruit,
with a flavor that’s top notch! These tasty beefsteaks are quick to harvest, too, as they
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snap off easily from the stem. Indeterminate. 65 days (V,F,EB,LB)
'Stellar F1'  A great tomato for those in areas with high disease pressure. Compact plants
have the highest level of resistance to late blight and Septoria Leaf Spot currently
available in a tomato. Produces loads of round, red 5 to 7 ounce fruits that make perfect
slices for sandwiches and salads. Good for container gardens, but truly exceptional when
planted in the ground. Determinate. 70-75 days. VFFLB
'Supersteak' (F1)  Big improved beefsteak type. Rich, full flavor. Vigorous plants. 80
days (VFN) (I)

YELLOW 'Lemon Boy'  Colored eye catching tomato with a wonderful flavor. This will
produce a medium sized fruit 7 to 8 oz.with sunny yellow skin. If you are looking for a
tomato with a lower acid content this would be the one. High yields. 72 days (VF1&2N,I)
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